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Chapterl 

INTERCONNECTS 

1.1 Introduction 

In general, interconnects can be divided into four main categories: intra
module (backplane), chip-to-chip, and data path (in-chip) interconnects. This 
classifica tion is not always straightforward because some of technologies are 
developed to use in several a pplications. Figure 1 shows an overview of the 
most used interfaces and intercorm ects. 
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PC!: Pe ripheral Component lnterconn<'ct RIO: l'apid 1/0 DDR: Double Data Rate 
SPI: System Packet In terface CSIX: Common Switch Interface 
HT: Hyper TrJnsport Sf'I: SERDES hamcr Interface 
XAUI: 10 Gig,1bit Attad1mcnt linil lnlc r[acc TFI: TDM Fabric Interface 
XGMll: lO Gbit Media Jndt>pt!ndent ln t.c rforc X5ll l: 10Gigabit Serial 1Jus lnlcrfocc 

Figure 1: In tercorn1ect:ing Technologies 
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It can be seen that, especially in the last few years, the interconnecting 
landscape has grown. There arc a number of new technologies and 
standards. Most of them will be treated in this course, w hereas those used 
for chip-to chip and backplane connections arc subject of this chapter and 
those mostly used in technology-specific interfaces of the data path are 
addressed in Chapter 2. 

1.2 Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) 

The Peripheral Component h1terconnect (PCJ) bus, which was first 
introduced in the early 90's, is the dominant bus, used in both desktop and 
server machines for attaching I/0 peripherals to the CPU/memory complex. 
The most common configuration of the PCI bus is a 32-bit 33 MHz version 
that provides a bandwidth of 133 MByte per second, although U1e 2.2 
version of the specification allows for a 64-bit version at 33 MHz for a 
bandwidth of 266 lvIBytc per second and even a 64-bit 66 MHz version for a 
bandwidth of 533 M13yte per second. Even today's powerful desktop 
machines have lots of capacity available with the PCJ bus in the typical 
configuration, bu t server machines are starting to hit the up per limits of the 
sh ared bus architechue. The availability of m ultiport Gigabit Ethernet 
network interface cards (NICs), along with one or more Fibre Channel I/0 
controllers can easily consume even the highest 64-bit, 66 MHz version of 
the PCi bus. 

l -2.1 Conventional PCI Bus 

The standard 32-bit 33 MHz PCT bus has a maximum bandwidth of 133 
MByte/sec. That's shared for all devices connected to the PCI bus, including 
a SCSI PCl card and any other installed PCI cards. Server/Workstation 
boards come with multiple and higher-bandwidth PCT buses. 

PCI Options: 

• PCI-32/33 (133 IvIByc/s) 
• PCI-32/66 (266 Mt3yte/s) 
• PCl-64/33 (266 MByte/s) 
• PCl-64/66 (533 MByte/s) 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

PCl-X 1.0 
PCI-X 66 MHz 
PCI-X 133 MHz 
PCI-X 2.0 
PCI-X 266 MH7., DDR (up to 2.13 GByte/s) 
PCI-X 533 MHz, QDR (up to 4.26 GI3yte/s) 
Additional foahires: error coding codes (ECC) 

• Presently in development 
• PCl-X 1066 Nlllz, DDR (up to 8.52 GI3yte/s) 
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H may be wise to wait for Serial AT A chipsets and motherboards to become 
common (mid-2003) before doing a major upgrade to your HDD and system. 

Each of these additional specifications rely on the PCI spec., normally only 
the mechanical (form factor) definition changes. Unlike earlier PC buses, the 
PCI bus is processor independent. 

Processor/Main Memory System 

Coprc>
cessor 

SCSI host 
adapter 

CPU 

Motion 
Video 

Graphics 
adapter 

Bus Slo t Bus Slot 

Figme 2: Block diagram of a PCI bus system 

The (64bit) PCI bus is made up of the following (major) signals: 

• Add ress/Data Bus: 
• System Bus: 
• Interface Control Bus: 
• Parity Bus: 
• Errors Bus: 

64bit Address; 64bit Data, Time Multiplexed 
2bits; Clock/Reset 
7bits; Ready, Acknowledge, Stop. 
2 bits, 1 for the 32 LSBs and 1 for the 32 MSB 
2 bits, 1 for Parity and 1 for System 
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• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Command/13yte Enable: 
64MHz Control: 
Ack/Req 
Cache: 
Interrupt bus: 
)TAG Bus: 

Power: 
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8 bits (0-3 at 32-bit, and 4-7at 64-bit Bus) 
6 bits; (2) Enable(Running, (2) Present, (2) 

2 Bits 
4 bits 
5 bits 
+5, +3.3, + 12, -l2v, GND 

A detailed lis t of PCl signals follows: 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

ACK64# : acknowledge 64-bit transfer 
AD31-ADO: 32 addn~ss and data pins form the multiplexed PO address 
and data bus 
C/13E3#-C/13EO!I: command, byte enable 
CLK: PCI clock signal 
DEVSEL#: device select 
FRAME: Frame delineation 
GNT#: grant - indicates that permission to use PO bus is granted 
IDSEL: device select during con fi guration (initialization device select) 
INTA#, INTB#, l NTC#, INTO#: interrupt signals 
IRDY#: initiator ready 
LOCK: defines an atomic access. Used to manage resource locked on the 
PCibus 
PAR even parity for AD31-ADO and C/13E3#-C/BEO# 
PERR#: parity error 
PRSNTl#, PRSNT2#: indicate that an ad apter is installed 
REQ#: request signal to the bus arbitration unit (requests a PCI transfer) 
REQ64#: 64-bit transfer request 
RST: resets all PCI units 
SBO#: snoop backoff, indicates a hit to a modified cache line 
$DONE: snoop done 
SERR#: system error 
STOP: target-abort. Requests the master to stop the current transfer 
cycle. 
TCK, TDI, TDO, TMS, TRST#: JT AG boundary scan test signals 
TRDY: target read y 
64-bit expansion 
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AD63-A032: 32 address and data pins form the expansion o f the 
multiplexed PCI address and data bus 
C/BE7#-C/BE4#:command and byte-enable 
PA R64: even parity for the 64-bit expansion 

·----------------- ------------------1 
VO Control Subsystem i 

i 
' 

! PCI 
_j 811¢kplM• 

r------------------------- ----------1 r·---------

i !i 
i !i 

To Data Path r 1 
TDM,GMll.Utopioi SWftCll Fab11C : : Legacy 

OSP Farm Communic~tio.~s .~u~_system ! i PS! Subsystem 

figure 3: PCJ in a communication system 

AD31-ADO: 32 aCldressaM <lal<l bus 

IRDY•; irnliator ready 

DEVSELi: device select 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

Data Phase 3 Data Phase 4 

2 2 

CIBE3'-C/BEOt: command MO by1e-enab1e 

TROY: 1argel ready 

Figure 4: The PCI re<Jd tr'1nsfcr burs t 
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The Time Multiplexed Address and Data bus may exist as either 0 to 31 bits 
(32 bits) or 0 to 63 bits (64 bits) using the 64-bit expansion bus. Both the 
Address and Data line use the same bus, Address first then Data. 32 bit PCI 
may also use 64-bit addressing by using two address cycles; termed Dual 
Address Cycles (DAC), the low order address is sent first. Additional control 
bits are utilized once the bus is increased to 64 bits. 

The specification defines both a Reset line and a Clock line. The Clock may 
be either 33tvfHz or 66 tvfHz. A number of "Handshake" lines exist to allow 
comn1Lmication, i.e. Ready, and Acknowledge 

Two Parity lines are made available, one for the 32 bit bus width (bits 0 to 
31) and an additional one for the 64 bit expansion (bits 32 to 63). 

The following is a cyde by cycle description of the read transaction: 

• Cycle 1 - The bus is idle. 
• Cycle 2 - The initiator asserts a valid address and places a read command 

on the C/BEJI signals. This is the address phase. 
• Cycle 3 - The initiator tri-states the address in preparation for the target 

driving read data. The initiator now drives valid byte enable information 
on the C/BEJ: signals. 'fhe initiator asserts IRDYll low indicating it is 
ready to capture read data. The target asserts DEVSEL# low (in this cycle 
or the next) as an acknowledgment it has positively decoded the address. 
1l1e target drives TROY# high indicating it is not yet providing valid 
read data. 

• Cycle 4 - The target provides valid data and asserts TRDY# low 
indicating to the initiator that data is valid. !ROY# and TROY# are both 
low during this cycle causing a data trans fer to take place. The initiator 
captures the data. This is the first data phase. 

• Cycle 5 - The target de-asserts TRDY~ high indicating it needs more time 
to prepare the next data transfer. 

• Cycle 6 - TI1e second data phase occurs as both TROY# and TROY# are 
low. TI1e initiator captures the data provided by the target. 

• Cycle 7 - The target provides valid data for the third data phase, but the 
initiator indicates it is not ready by de-asserting IlillY# high. 

• Cycle 8 - The ini tiator re-asserts IRDY# low to complete the third data 
phase. TI1e initiator captures the data p rovided by the targe t. The 
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• 

initiator drives fl\.AMEll high indicating this is the final data phase 
(master termination). 

Cycle 9 - FRAMEll, AD, and C/J3Ei; arc tri-statecJ, as lRDY#, TROY#, and 
DEVSEL# arc driven inactive high for one cycle prior to being tri-stated. 

CLK [ 

FRAME [ 

ADx [ 

C/BEx [ 

IROY [ 

TROY L 
DEVSEL [ 

dress Data Data 
Phase 'Pha5e 1 Phase 2

1 
Data Phase 3 Data Phase 4 

- 2 1 • • I 2--...... --2 

AD31·ADO: 32 addross alld data bus 
IROY#: initiator ready 

CIBE3#·C/BEO#: command and byto·enable 
TROY: taigel ready 

OEVSEL•: acvlco sotoct 

Figme 5: The PO write transfer burst 

The write transaction can be described as follows: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Cycle 1 - TI1e bus is idle . 

Cycle 2 - The initiator asserts a va lid address and places a write 
command on the C/BE# sibrnals. This is the address phase. 
Cycle 3 - The initiator drives valid write data and b) h! enable signals . 
The initiator asserts IROY~ low indicating valid write data is available. 
TI1c target as:.crts DEVSEL# low as an acknowledgment it has positively 
decoded the address (the target may not assert TROY# before DEVSELll). 
The target drives TROY# low indicating it is ready to capture data. TI1c 
first data pha:.e occurs as both TROY# and TRDYll are low. The target 
captures the write data. 

Cycle 4 - TI1e initiator provides new c.lata and byte enable:.. The second 
data phase occurs as both 1 ROY.ii and TRDYll arc low. The target 
captures the write data. 

u 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
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Cycle 5 - TI1e initiator de-asserts !ROY# indicating it is not ready to 
provide the next data. The target de-asserts TROY: indicating it is not 
ready to capture the next data. 

Cycle 6 - The initiator provides the next valid data and asserts lRDYll 
low. The initiator drives FRAM~;; high indicating this is the final data 
phase (master termination). TI1e target is still not ready and keeps 
TRDYll high. 
Cycle 7 - The target is still not ready and keeps TROY# high . 
Cycle 8 - The target becomes ready and asserts TRDY!i low. The third 
data phase occurs as both IRDY;; and TROY.; are low. The target 
captures the write data. 

Cycle 9 - FRAME11, AD, and C/BE# arc tri-stated, as ffiOY#, TROY#, and 
DEVSEL# are driven inactive high for one cycle prior lo being tri-stated. 

TI1e PCI bus treats all transfers as a bu~t operation. Each cycle begins with 
an address phac;e followed by one or more data phases. Data phases may 
repeat indefinitely, but arc limited by a timer that defines the maximum 
amount of ti.me that the PCl device may control the bus. This timer is set by 
the CPU as part of lhe configwa tion space. Each device has its own timer. 
The same lines are used for address and data. TI1c command lines are also 
used for byte enable lines. This is done to reduce the overall number of pins 
on the PO connector. 

The Command line!:i (C/BE3 to C/BF.0) indicate the type of bus transfer 
during the address phase. PCI was designed as a plug-and-play, self
configuring system. ln support of this it defines an area of addressable ROM 
and RAM called configuration space, which can be in terrogated to obtain 
information about a device and written to in order to configure it. 

Each PCI device has a block of 256 bytes of configuration space: 16 32-bit 
double words of header information plus 48 double word:. of device-specific 
configuration registers. The header contains a vendor ID and type of device 
code, fl ags which show whether the device generates interrupts, whether the 
device is 66M Hz-capable and other low level performance-related 
information, the base address location" of I/0 ports, RAM and expansion 
ROM, the maximum latency register (mentioned earlier) and other similar 
general information. ROMs can contain code for different processor 
architectures, and a configuration register shows which ones are supported. 
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C/BE 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

64 Byto Hoodor 

192 Bytes Available 
forPCIUnit 

BJST: Built i~SeC·Test 

"' ' CLS Ga"1eL eSze 
GNT: Grant 

31 

Command TXJ2e 

Interrupt Acknowledge 
Special Cycle 
I/ORead 
l/OWrite 
reserved 
reserved 
Memory Read 
Memory Write 
reserved 
reserved 
Configuration Read 
Configuration Write 
Multiple Memory Read 
Dual Address Cycle 
Memory-Read Line 
Memory Write and Invalidate 
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Unit ID I Manufact urer 10 

Status I Command 

ClossCodo I Revision 

BIST I Header I Latency I 
' 

Base Address Register 

f\e~rved 

Reserved 

Exp.aMion ROM Base Address. 

Reserved 

Rese.Ned 

CLS • Manufacturer ID 
- allocated by 

PCI SIG 

• Unit ID, 
Revision 
- identifies unit 

• Class Code 

- type of PCI 
unit 

Max. Lal I Min. GNT I INT.Pin I il'{Hine 

Figure 6: Configuration address space 
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Configuration space is completely separate from memory and I/0 space, and 
can only be accessed using the PCI bus Configuration Read and Write 
commands. Intel x86 processors cannot access configuration space directly, 
so the PCI specification defines tvvo methods by which this can be achieved. 
The preferred method, used by current implementations, is to write the 
target address to the 32-bit I/O port at OCFl3h, and then read or write the 
double word through I/0 port OCFCh. 

The PCl configuration space consists of up to six 32-bit base address 
registers for each device. These registers provide both size and data type 
information. System firmware assigns base addresses in the PCI address 
domain to these registers. 

3 1 30 

0 
0 
w 

Reserved 

24 23 16 15 11 10 8 7 

Bus Unit Function 

Figure 7: Accessing - address space configuration 

2 1 0 

Re-glster Type 

Each addressable region can be either memory or 1/0 space. The value 
contained in bit 0 of the base address reg'.sler identifies the type. A value of 0 
in bit 0 indicates a memory space and a value of 1 indicates an 1/0 space. 
The following figure shows three base address registers: one for memory, 
one for 1/0, and one for the expansion ROM types. 

FO( Memory Actdress Space 

31 I I I I I I I 

For VO Address Space 

31 I I I I I I I i I I 

For Expansion ROM Address Space 

31 

16 15 
I I I I I 

Base Address 

16 15 
I I I I I 

Base Address 

16 15 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~se' Ad~re~ 1 1 
I I 

PRF: Pre fetching not possible/prefetching possible 

11 10 

I I 
AD: Address decoding and expansion ROM deactivated/aclivated 

4 3 2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 
I I i I 

Tvoe /oosltionina tvoel: OO=anv 32·bit address. 01 =1ess than 1 M. 1cr-anv 64·bit address. 11=reseived 

Figure 8: Rase address registe rs 
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• PCI Memory Address Space 
PCT su pports both 32-bit and 64-bit addresses for memory space. System 
firmware assigni. regioni. of memory space in the PCT addrci.i. domain to PO 
peripherals. The base address of a region is stored in the base address 
register of the device's PCT configuration space. The size of each region must 
be a power of two, and the assigned base address must be aligned on a 
boundary equal to the i.ize of th l! region. Device add resses in memory space 
are ml!mory-mapped into the host address domain so that data access to any 
device can be performed by the proces>or's native load or store irn;tructions. 

• PCI I/0 Address Space 
PCT supports 32-bit IJO space. l/0 space can be accessed differently on 
different platforms. Processors with special I/0 instTuctions, like the Intel 
processor family, access the I/0 space with in and out imtructions. Machines 
without special l/O instructions will map to the address locations 
corresponding to the PCT host bridge in the host address domain. When the 
processor accesses the memory-mapped addresses, an l/O request will be 
sent to the PCT host bridge, which then translates the addresses into 1/0 
cycles and puts them on the PCI bus. Memory-mapped 1/0 is performed by 

the native load/store instructions of the processor. 

1.2.2 PCI Extended (PCl-X) 

PCI-X 1.0 nms at up to 133 Mhz at either 32-bit or 64-bit widths. It brings 
throughput up lo over 8 Gbits/s. The PCl-X 2.0 standard introduces two new 
speed grades: PCl-X 266 and PCI-X 533. These speed grades offer 
bandwid ths that are two times and four times that of PCT-X '133- ultimately 
providing bandwidths that are more ;han 32 times faster than the original 
version of PCJ that was intToduced eight years ago. Tt achieves the additional 
performance via lime-proven DOR (Double Data Rate) and QDR (Quad 
Data Rate) techniques that trani.mit data at either 2-times or 4-timcs the ba<;e 

clock frequency. 

I3ecaui,c f'Cl-X 2.0 preserves so many clements from previous generations of 
PCI il is the beneficiary of a tremendous amount of prior development work. 
The opcratin" svstems connector, device drivers, form factor, protocols, 

0 ; I 

BIOS, electrical signaling, BFM (bus functional model), and other original 
PCl clements, are all heavily leveraged in the PCI-X 2.0 specification. Ln fac t 
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many of these elements remain itkntical in PO-X 2.0. These similarities 

make implementation easy. 

However, the problem with tl1e shared bus media is still present. For 
example, a PCT-X 1.0 system that is running at 133 MHz can have only one 
slot on the bus, two PCT-X slots would allow a maximum clock rate of 100 
MHz, whereas the four slot configuration would d rop down to a clock rate 
of 6 MH 7.. So, despite the temporary resolution of the PCI bandwidth 
limitation through U1ese new upgrade technologies, there is a long term 

solution needed tha t cannot rely on shared bus architecture. 

1.2.3 PCI Express 

Hecent advances in high-~peed, low-pin-count, point-to-point technolot,ries 
offer m1 attractive alternative for major bandwidth improvements. A PCI 
F.xpress multi-drop, parallel bus topology contains a Host Bridge and 

several endpoints (the T/0 d evices). 

Multiple point-to-point connection<; introd uce a new element, the i.witch, 
into the l/O systt'm topology. The swi tch replaces the multi-drop bus and is 
used to provide fan-out for the 1/0 bus. A switch may provide peer-lo-peer 
communication between different endfoints and this traffic, if it docs not 
involve cache-coherent memory transfers, need no t be forwarded to the host 
bridge. The switch is shown as a separate logical element but it could be 
integrated into a host bridge component. TI1e low signal-cow1t, point-to
point connections may bl! constructed w·ith connectors and cables. The PCI 
Express mechanicals will enable new cla.;scs of system. 
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Figure 9: PCI Express 
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in Hardware and Software 
(available late 2005) 

Figure 10: PO Express architectures 
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The PCI Express Architecture is specified in layers as shown in Figure 11 . 
Compatibility with the PCI addressing model load-store architecture with a 
flat address space) is maintained to ensure that all existing applications and 
drivers operate unchanged. PO Express configuration uses standard 
mechanisms as dciinl'd in the PCT Plug-and-Play specification. 

The software layers will generate read and write requests that are 
trani;portcd by the transaction layer to the 1/0 devices using a packet-based, 
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split-transaction protocol. The link layer adds sequence numbers and CRC lo 
these packets to create a highly reliable data transfer mechanism. The basic 
physical layer consists of a dual-simple channel that is implemented as a 
transmit pair and a receive pair. The initial speed of 2.5 Gigatransfers per 
second per direction provide~ a 200 M13yte/s communications channel that is 
close to twice the classic PCI data rate. 

Software [ __ 

Transaction 

Data Link 

Physical 
i Electrical 
J Mechanical 

Data fntegrily ... _ .......... _J 

Poln\.t<>-polnt, s.ri.1, DiH1<entlal. ,J"",, 
- -pluv. Multlple lonn lacto<s y 

Future Extensions 

Software: 
§ PCI compatible & 

extended configurations 

Transaction: 
!> PCl-like 32bil/64bit 

load-store semantics 

Data Link: 
§ Reliable data transport 

services 

Physical: 
s Signaling & electrical 

intertace 

Mechanical: 
s Form factors specific to 

market segments 

Figure 11: L'lycred PCT archi tecture en:ibles modulari ty, reu~, and scalability 

The fundamental PCT Expres~ link consists of two, low-voltage, differentially 
driven pairs of signals: a transmit pair and a receive pair as shown in Figure 
8. A data dock is embedded using the SB/106 encoding sd1eme to achieve 
very high data rates. The initial frequency is 2.5 Gigatransfers per second per 
direction and this is possible to increase with silicon tedmology advances of 
up to 10 Gtransfcrs per second per diruction (the theoretical maximum for 
signals in copper). The physical layer transports packets between the link 
layers of h.vo PCI Express agcn ts. 
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PCI Express Device 8 

~~~ 
PCl~Core 

•I:.!± !TX 

Ii · 
1;iiiii .. ~. 
~ ::-·~· ... .. ..... .. ...... .. : 

Figure 12: PO Express device b yers 
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The bandwid th of a PCl Express link may be linearly scaled by adding signa l 
pairs to form multiple lanes. The physical layer supports xl, x2, x4, x8, x12, 
xl6 and x32 lane widths and splits the byte data as shown in Figure 9. Each 
byte is trnnsmitted, with 8b/10b encoding, across the lane(s). TI1is data 
disassembly and re-assembly is transparent to other layers. 

Point-to-Point Protocol 

xi , x2, x4, x8, x12, x16 or x32 point-lo-point link 

Differential Signaling 

Figure 13: l'CJ Express bus 
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lane 

Figure 1~: PCf faprcss lan1.?s 
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The primary role of a link layer is to ensure reliable delivery of the packet 
across the PCl Express link. The link layer is responsible for data integrity 
and adds a sequence number and a CRC to the transaction layer packet. 
Most packets arc initiated at the Transaction Layer. A credit-based, flow 
control protocol ensures that packets are only transmitted when it is known 
that a buffer is available to receive this packet at the other end. 11us 
eliminates any packet re tries, and their associated waste of bus bandwid th 
due to resource constraints. TI1e Link Layer will automatically retry a packet 
that was signaled as corrupted. 

Differential Transmitter and Receiver 

Figure 15: Physical layer of l'Cl Express 

The transaction layer receives read and write requests from the software 
layer and creates request packets for transmission to the link layer. All 
requests are implemented as split transactions and some of the request 
packets will need a response packet. The transaction layer also receives 
response packets from the link layer and matches these with the original 
software requests. Each packet has a unique identifier that enables response 
packets to be directed to the correct originator. The packet format supports 
32-bit memory addressing and extended 64-bit memory addressing. Packets 
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also have attribute:. :.uch as "no-snoop", "relaxed-ordering" and "priority" 
which may be used lo optimally route these packets through the T/0 
subsystem. 

S1an I Sequence 
. Number 

lnfonnabOn in core section of TtP 
comes from sot1ware l;lyer/<!evice coie 

ApPOndcd by Fhysical Layer 

ECRC: End·to·End Cyclic Redundancy Check 
LCRC: Link Cyclic Redundancy Check 
TLP: Transaction Layer Packet 

Figure 16: Transaction layer packets 

LCRC I End 

Figures below show typical p latforms using the PCT Express Architecture. 

CP'U 

Figure 17: PCl Express in server platforms 
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Figure 18: PCI l:.xprcss in cl ient platforms 

The multiple, similar parallel buses of today's platform arc replaced with 
PCI Express links with one or more lanes. Each link is individually scalable 
by adding more lanes so that additional bandwidth may be applied to those 
links where it is required - such as graphics in the desktop platform and bus 
bridges (e.g. PO Express-to-l'Cl-X) in the server platform. 

A PO Express switd1 provides fan-out capability and enables a series of 
connectors for add-in, high JX!rformance 1/0. The switch is a logical element 
that may be implemented within a component that also contains a host 
bridge, or it may be implemented as a separate component. Tt is expected 
that PO will coexist in many platforms to support today's lower bandwid th 
applications until a compelling need, uch as a new form factor, causes a full 
migration to a fully PCI Express based platform. 

The server platform requires more 110 performance and connectivity 
including high bandwidth PCI Express links to PCI-X slots, Gigabit Etherne t 
and an lnfini.Uand fabri c. 1l1e combination of PCI Express for "inside the 
box" 1/0, and InfiniBand fabrics for "outside the box" 1/0 and cluster 
in terconnect allows servers to transi tion from "parallel shared buses" to high 
speed serial interconnects. 

The nehvorking communications platfo:m could use multiple switches for 
increased connectivity and Quality of S<•rvice (QOS) for differentiation of 
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different traffic type!>. lt too would benefit from a multiple PCI Express links 
that could be con~tructed as a modular 1/0 system. 

r-- -----------, r-------------, 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Unit Unt Une Une Une Lino une LllW.I 
Cara Cttd Ckd C.nt 

.. ____________ .. 
Cal'd c.acd C.rd cwa .. ------------~ 

Figure 19: PC! Express in communication platforms 

Figure 20 shows some of the form factors that can be used in a PCI Express 
system. Initial implementations of PO Express-based add-in cards will co

exist alongside the current PCl-form factor boards (both full-si7.e and "half
height"). 

IOCa1ds 
General Purpose Slots 

xl , x2, x4, xS, xt6, ... 

Gr;;;phJcs 
Dedicated Slots 

x8, x16 

Mm,.CBid 
Internal Custom1zat1on tor 

Notebooks 

Ne..Card External Modular 

(PC Card replacement) 
Expansion for Desktops & 

Notebooks 

/ . Server Module 
Modular Expansion for 

Rack Systems 

AavancedTCA >M Backplane· Blades 

Figure 20: PC! Express form factors 
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As an example connection; a higher bandwidth link, such as a sixt<.'Cn-lane 
connection to a graphics card, will u~ a new connector placed alongside the 
existing PCI or AGf' connector in the area previously occupied by those type 
of connectors. Tn addition to the base implementations of PO Express-based 
add-in cards that replace AGP and PCI cards, other form factors are in 

progress of being developed. 

1.3 Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) 

SCSI is a famil y of disk interface systems that provide access services for 
peripheral l/O dev ices such as disk drives, CD-ROM discs, o ptical disks, 
tape drives, scanners, and other devices. Theoretically, you can plug any 
vendor's SCSI device into any SCSI controller. Each I/O device is called an 
LU (Logical Unit) and each LU is assigned an LUN (Logical Unit Number). 

Term1naboo E:J 
--~_)Tu.r~1 

SCSI Bus 

ll!lle Disk § §] § !mona-
Dmie Drive 

Figme 21: Small computer system i11terface (SCSI) basics 

SCSI is normally implemented in host adapters, which provides a shared 
bus to which peripheral de-vices attach. Applications make service requests 
to SCSI, and SCST issues commands to the logical units that execute the 
commands. All commands and data cross the SCSI shared bus, which is a 
parallel interface. Some of the features of the SCSI interface are described 
here: 
• The original SCSI standard supports u p to 7 devices on a single host 

adapter, but new standards support ltigh-spced operation with up to 16 
devices and bus lengths of up to 25 meters. 

• SCSI devices are "smart" devices with their own control circuitry. They 
can "disconnect" themselves from the host adapter to process tasks on 
theiI own, thus freeing up the bus for other transmissions. 

• The bus can handle simultaneous reads and writes. 
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SCSI has gone through several upgrades, as outlined in Table 1. New 
generations are being defined through the joint efforts of the ANSI 
(American National Standards Institute) X3Tl0 (SCSI) Committee and the 
SCSI Trade Association. 

SCSI Trad e Maximum Bus Maximum Bus Length [meters] Maximum No. of 
Association Bus Speed Width L VD: /lour1•0Uage riiffere11tial/ sig1111li11g Devices 

Terms [MBy te/sJ lbitsJ HVD: {liiglz-wltag(' tlif.feren tia/J Supported 
si 11ali11~ 

Single Ended 
LVD H\ID 

SCSt-1111 5 8 6 (2J 25 8 

Fast SCSil'I 10 8 3 (2] 25 8 

Fast}Wide 20 16 3 (2J 25 16 
SCSl 

Ultra SCSffl l 20 8 1.5 121 25 8 

Ul tra SCSllll 20 8 3 4 

Wide Ultra 40 16 (2J 25 16 
SCSl 

Wide Ultra 40 16 1.5 8 
SCSl 

Wide Ultra 40 ·16 3 4 

SCST 
lJltra2 scs111. 40 8 [31 12 25 8 

.1] 

Wide Ultra2 80 16 [3] 12 25 16 
SCSll3J 

Ultra2 SCSI 160 16 [3] 12 [4] 16 
or Ultra16Ql•l 

Ulrra320 320 16 (3] 12 [4] 16 

111 Use of the word 'Narrow" p receding SCSI, Ultra SCSI, or Ultta2 SCSI is o pllonal. 
121 L VD was not d efined in U1c original SCSI s tand.mis for U1is speed. If all devices on U1c bus support 
LVO, then 12-meter operation is pv>>ible at this sp.,ed. However, if any de,; ce on the bus i; si ngl1~endcd 

on! y, then the entire bus sw itches to single-ended uiode and U1e distances in tl1e singJ.,-ended <:olumn 
apply. 
l'l Single ended is not dt~fined for :,p.:ed; beyond Ultra. 
1•1 HYO (Differential) ts not defined ior speeds beyond liltra2. 
1;J After L,ltr.~2 all new speeds are wide<m ly. 

Table 1: SCSI trade association-endorsed terminology for SCSI parallel interface 
teclmology 

The original SCSI was standardized in the late 1980s. H is characterized by a 
50-pin connector. By the 1990s, enhanc~~ments were made, sud1 as changing 
the physical cormector to a 68-pin connector. New bus widths (more data 
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lines) were devised. These enhancements are called Wide SCSI. They include 
bus widths of 16 bits or 32 bits, allowing higher data transfer rates and 
addressing of up to 16 devices instead of the original 8. In addition, fast 
transfer rates are achieved by using synchronous data transfers instead of 
asynchronous data transfers. 

Ultra SCSI (also called fast 20) was the next advancement. It uses new SCSI 
chip sets with internal clock speeds that are doubled, thus doubling the 
megabyte-per-second transfer rates. Basically, Ultra SCSI doubles the 
transfer rate independent of the bus width. Thus, the original 8-bit SCSI-1 is 
boosted to 10 MByte/s by applying the Fast enhancements. 

Ultra2 SCSI (also caUed Fast 40) was one of the most significant 
advancements. It uses L VDS (low-voltage differen tial signaling), which 
improves the signal-to-noise ratio and allows cable lengths up to 12 meters. 
Up to this point, SCSI implementations used the single-ended bus, which is 

a signaling scheme that has limited cable lengths. These lengths must be 
strictly adhered to since the I'ast and Ultra SCSI enhancements were 
achieved by doubling the clock rate, and thus the fundamental frequency at 
which data is transferred . Doing so required halving the cable lengths to 
prevent signal degradation. 

Bandwidth 

lOMBylU$ 
SV"lchronovs 

-2 MByie/s ~ 
At·;ncnronous I SCSI 2 1lanow -

l~~~:.1J 

M~oi• I Serial SCSI 

00 
.. ~~"" t~1~a. - 320 I 

M6ytCIS L U~ti:~ ..:2.J 
MB~"'• I Ultra - 2 

20MB)1els ~ 
Fast-Wide ] 

-------,------
SCSl-3 

-1---+---+---t---+--+--+--+---+-- Time 
1989 1992 1995 1997 1999 2001 2004 + 

Figure 22: SCSl Histo ry 
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The L VOS signaling scheme u~d with Ultra2 SCSI improves performance, 
but the differential bus pLL';hes down the number of devices supported on 
the bus. L VOS uses extremely low voltage levels, which translates lo low 
radiation and less power consumption. Noise Ls reduced by !>ending signals 
across two wires with opposing voltage levels. The receiver reads the 
difference in voltage levelc; and rejects the noise. L VOS is an important 
signaling technology used in other interconnection sd1emes such as 

Infini Band. 

The current generation, Ultra3 SCSI, was defined in the late 1990s. ll defines 
several new generations of SCST, including Ultra160 SCSI (J 60 MByte/s), 
Ultra320 SCSI (320 M13yte/s), and Ultra640 SCST (640 MByte/s). Ultra 160 
SCSI products started sh ipping in 1999 and Ultra320 SCSI products were 
appearing in 2001. Ultra3 SCSI adds features such as the ability to choose the 
highest pos::;ible data transfer rate; packetization (transfer multiple 
commands and messages at once); and QAS (quick arbitrate and selecl), 
which provides fa:.tt!r arbitration to reduce connect/disconnect on the bus. 
Other recent SCSI developments include VHDCI (Very High Density Cable 
Interconnect), LU bridging, and SCSI switching. VHDCI provides high
spced interconnections where space is limited. With LUN bridges, 960 
devices can be connected, while expanders allow SCSJ cables to extend up to 
75 meters. SCSI switching provides the same benefits as other switching 

technologies. 

New SCSI drives that rotate at 15,000 rpms have the potential lo deliver a 
su:.tained data rate of over -10 MByte/s. A typical server will havt! four 
drives, and those drives can produce a combined data rate of 160 MByte/s or 
more. Oearly, the new Ultra3 SCSI ~tandards are needed. But these new 
systems must be installed in 64-bit PCI systems since the older 32-bit, 33-
MHz PCT bus has a maximum data rate of 133 Jvffiyte/s. 

Oev1ce!Type Specific Command Sets 1 1 Pnmary Command Set I 

SCSI I ProlOCOIS (e.g. SPI - 4) I Arc.hltecture 
Mod-OI 

I lntercQnnects (e.g. SPI - 4) I 

Figure 23: SCSI-3 
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SCSI-3 defines a number of different :.tandards, ead1 covering different 
aspects of SCSI. Therefore it is necc:.sary to organize these into a format that 
defines how they relate to each other, and the goals of the interface as a 
whole. This structure is called the architecture of SCSI-3. SCSI-3 architecture 
is defined by a docwncnt called the SCSl-3 Architecture Model (SAM), 
which has been approved as ANSI standard X3.270-1996. 

The SCSI-3 Architecture Model has several functions. An important one is to 
organize and categori7e the various other standards that fall under SCSI-3. 
This serves to structure thest! :.tandards in a way that makes sense to SCSI 
standards developers, hardware designers and users. The structure defines 
broad, generic requirements at a high level, which are re fined to mon:! 
specific low-levd reqlliremenls through the use of particu lar 
implementation st<:mdards. Most of the different SCSI-3 documents fall into 

the following three general categories: 

• Commands: The~ are standards that define specific command sets for 
either all SCSI devices, or for particular types of SCSI devices. 

• Protocols: These standards formalize the rules by which various devices 
communicate and share information, allowing different devices to work 
together. These standards arc somt!:imes said to describe the transport 

layer of the interface. 
• interconnects: The~ arc :.tandards that define specific interface details, 

sud1 as electrical signaling meU1ods and transfer modes. They are 
sometimes called physical layer standards ac; wcU. 

SCSI-J~CP (Small Computer System Interface-Fibre Channel Protocol) is an 
implementation of Fibre Channel that transports SCSI protocols. SCSI is a 
disk interface technology that normally runs over a parallel connection. 
SCSI-FCP is a serial SCSI that allows SCSI-based applications to use an 
under-lying Fibre Channel connection. SCSI-FCP is widely used to connect 
high-performance servers to storage subsystems, especially in the SAN 
environment. It provides higher performance (100 Mbit/s), supports cable 
lengths up to 10 km, and can address up to 16 million devices. Data is 
transferred in frames rather than blocks. 

&!rial attached SCSI (SAS) takt!s advantage of existing SCSI development, in 
that it makes full use of the SCSJ command set that has been developed and 
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proven over the years. Because of its serial interconnect; it is also a major 
departure from the older physical technology. The application layer and 
command set remain the same, however, so users can make the transition 
easily. The move from parallel to serial connections became necessary when 
SCSI development hit performance obstacles upon achieving transfer rates 
above 320 megabytes/second (Ultra320 SCSI). 

Interconnect Standarlf Typical Speed 

Fibre Channel FCP 100 MByte/s 

Serial Storage Architecture SSA-S2P, SSA- 20 MByte/s 
ISSAI Tl1 SSA-PL1 
Serial Storage Architecture SSA-S3P, SSA· 40 MByte/s 
(SSA) Tl2, SSA-PL2 

FlreWlre (IEEE 1394) SBP·2 so MByte/s 

Fibre Channel FCP-2 200 MByte/s 

lnfi niBand SAP 250 MByte/s 

Gigablt Ethernet iSCSI 100 MByte/s 

Table 2: Serial SCSI s upports different transport technolQbries 

The requirements for implementing parallel data transfer, with all sii:,'Tlals 
departing and arriving in parallel over longer distances and at greater 
speeds, became prohibitive. Use of a serial bus eliminates this timing 
requirement for signals, and enables much additional efficiency. 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
So-Jrce: www.scsaa.org 

Figure 2-t: Scri '11 atteched SCSI (SAS) roadmap 
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1.3.1 Parallel SCSI 

The SCSI bus connects all parts of a computer system so that they can 
communicate with each other. The bus frees the host processor from the 
responsibility of I/0 internal tasks. 
The SCSI protocol is a peer-to-peer relationship: one device does not have lo 
be subordinated to another device in order to perform I/0 activities. A total 
of eight devices can be connected to the bus simultaneously. Only two of 
these devices can com1mmicate on the bus at any given time. 

Initiator 

Selection/Command 

Bus free for 
other transfers 

ReselectionJData 

Target 

Figure 25: Operation of the SCSI bus 

The Small Computer System Interface bus can be time-shared, which results 
in greater usage of bus bandwidth. This is how it works: while one device is 
using the bus, other devices may be active and performing internal activities. 
Devices do not use the bus unless they are involved in data transfer or have 
status to report. Devices may disconnect from the bus while time-consuming 
activities internal to the device are occurring. As soon as a device is ready to 
resume communication, the device can arbitrate for the bus (when the bus is 
free) to reattach to the host. System performance is significantly increased 
when devices disconnect and reconnect to the bus. During the bus phases 
(Figure 26), devices must first contend for access to the bus. Then a physical 
path is established between the initiator and target. Remember, the SCSI bus 
cam1ot be in more than one phase at a time. 

On a busy system, the SCSI bus may be free for a short time while there is no 
device requesting the bus, or it could remain in the bus free state 
indefinitely. 
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A device can arbitrate and win the bus in 3.6 ps or less. Devices that lose 
arbitra tion can try again when the bus is free. The Selection pha.:;e can occur 
in 580 ns. 1£ the target docs not respond, the bus is free in about 250 ms. The 
target controls the bus alter the selection phase. This is stile first information 
transfer phase in the connection. It allows the initiator to send an Identify 
message to the target. Messages are always transferred asynduonously. Six 
Inquiry command bytes arc transferred asynd1ronously from the initiator to 
the target. The target responds with lnquiry data. The data is transferred 
synchronously it both the target and the initiator have previously 
established a synchronous data transfer agreement. The target sends a single 
status byte asynduonously. The last information that is transferred in tht! 
connection is typically the Command Complete message. The target releases 
all signals withfo 10ls oi the initiator's acknowledgemen t of tht! previous 
message. The initiator releases any signals i t may be d riving within 800 rn; of 

its detection of the USY signal. 

Figure 26: SCSI bus phases 

The SCSl bus uses eighteen signals. Nine arc control signals used to develop 
logical bus phases, and nine arc data signals, including parity, for messages, 
commands, status, and data. The state of the SEL, BSY, and I/0 signals and 
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the sequence of the phase~ det!!rmine when the Bus Free, Arbitration, 
Selection, and Reselection phases are entered. 

A description of SCSI signals is a-; follows: 

• BD(O)il-BD(7)it: data bits 
• BD(P)tt: parity bit 
• BSY# (busy): the signal indicates whether the bus is currently busy 
• SEL# (select): the signal is used by the initiator to select the target device; 

on the contrary, the target may also use SEL lo re-establish the 
connection to the initiator after a temporary release of the bus control 

• C/0# (con trol/d ata): the signal is exclusively controlled by the target, and 
indicates whelher control information or data is presen t on the SCSI bus. 
An active signal (with a low level) d enotes control information 

• A TN# (attention): an initiator activates the signal to indica te the attention 

condition 
• RST (reset): an active signal resets all connected SCSI devices 
• I/O: (input/output): the signal is exclusively controlled by the target 

device, and indicates the direction of the data flow on the data bus 
relative to the initiator. An active signal (with a low level) means a data 
transfer to the initiator 

• MSGii' (message): the signal is activated by the target during the message 
phase of the SCSI bus 

• REQ; (request): the signal is activated by the target unit to indicate the 
handshake request during the course of a REQ/ACK data transfer 

• ACK# (acknowledge): the signal is activated by the initiator to indicate 
the handshake acknowledge d uring the course of a REQ/ACK data 

transfer 

The Selection or Reselection phase can be entered only from the Arbitration 
phase. The Arbitration phase can be entered only from the Bus Free phase. 
The Bus l' rcc phase can be entered from any of the other pha-;cs (although 
some transitions are caused by errors). To determine the current phase, you 
need to know information about the previous ph ase and the state of tl1e 
signals. The initiator and target drive these signals to change from one phase 

to another phase. 
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A request to a peripheral device is performed by sending a command 
descriptor block to the target. For several commands, the request is 
accompanied by a list of parameters sent during the Data Out Phase. The 
command descriptor block always has an operation code (command code) as 
the first byte of the command. ·n1is is followed by an optional logical unit 
number, command parameters (if any), and a control byte. For all 
commands, if there is an invalid parameter in the command descriptor 
block, then the target shall terminate the command without altering the 
mcdjum. 
The first byte of all SCSI commands shall contain a command code. Three 
bits (bi.ts 7 - 5) of the second byte of each SCSI command specify the logical 
unit if it is not specified using the Identify message. The last byte of all SCSI 
commands shall contain a control block. 

Command Code: 
Conunand codes are divided into two sections. Bits 5 - 7 identify a particular 
group of commands. Bits 0 - 4 identify a specific command. There is a 
possibility, therefore, to have 8 groups of commands and each group to hold 
32 commands. Most of the commands are contained w ithm group 0. 

6·, 1 I}., 12· Byte Commands 

11}.Byte Command 

Command Code 

LUN I Reserved I REL 

Logical Block Addross (MSB) 

Logical Block Address 

Logical Block Addr&ss 

Logical Block Address (LSB) 

Reserved 

Transfer/Allocation/Parameter Lcng1h 

Transfer/AtlocatiorVParameter Length 

Control Byte 

• LUN: Logical Unit 
Number 

• REL: relative 
addressing 

• Block addressing 

f igure 27: SCSI commands 

The brroup code specifies one of the following groups: 

• Group 0 - six-byte commands 
• Croup 1 - ten-byte conunands 
• Group 2 - twelve- byte Commands 
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• Group 3 - reserved 
• Group 4 - reserved 
• Group 5 - twelve-byte commands 
• Group 6 - Digital Unique 
• Croup 7 - Digital Unique 

Logical Unit N\.1mber: 
Digital drives support only one logical unit, LUN=O. The target shall ignore 
the logical unit number specified within the Command Descriptor Block if 
an Identify message was received . 
Logical Block Address: 
The logical block address begins with block zero and is contiguous up to the 
last logical block on the drive. A six-byte command descriptor block con tains 
a 21-bit logical block address. The ten-byte and the twelve-byte command 
descriptor blocks contain 32-bit logical block addresses. Logical block 
addresses in additional parameter data have their length specified for each 
occurrence. Sec the specific command descriptions. 

Transfer Length: 
The transfer length field specifies the amount of data to be transferred, 
usually the number of logical blocks. For several commands the transfer 
length indicates the requested number of bytes to be sent as defined in the 
command description. For these commands the transfer length field may be 
identified by a different name. See the following descriptions and the 
individual command descriptions for further information. Commands that 
use one byte for transfer length allow up to 256 blocks of data to be 
transferred by one command. A transfer length value of l to 255 indicates 
the number of blocks that shall be transferred. A value of zero indicates 256 
blocks. Commands that use multiple bytes for transfer length allow 65,535 or 
greater blocks of data to be rransferred by one command. In this case, a 
transfer length of zero indicates that no data transfer shall take place. A 
value of one or greater indicates the number of b locks that shall be 
transferred. Refer to the specific command description for further 
information. 

Parameter List Length: 
The paTameter list length is used to s pecify the number of bytes sent during 
the Data Out Phase. This field is typically used in command descriptor 
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blocks for parameters that are sent to a target that is mode parameters, 
diagnostic parameters, log parameters. 

Allocation Length: 
The allocation length field specifics tht! maximum number of bytes that an 
initiator has allocated for returned data. An allocation length of zero 
indicates that no data shall be transferred. Thi'l condition shall not be 
considered as an error. The target shall terminate the Data In Phase when 
allocation length bytes have been trans:erred or when all available data have 
been transferred to the initiator, whichever is less. The allocation length is 
typically used to return sense data, for example mode data, log data, 
diagnostic data, to an initiator. 

Control Byte: 
The control byte is the last byte of every conunand descriptor block. TI1e 
flag, Link, and Digital Unique fields arc not supported and must be set lo 
7.cro. If any of the link, flag, or Digital unique bits arc !>Ct to one, the drive 
shall return Check Condition s tatus with lhe sense key ::.et to Illegal Request. 

1.3.2 Serial SCSI (SAS) 

Serial Attached SCSI is Uie logical tedmical evolution that satisfies the future 
requirements of the enterprise data conter. It integrates two established 
technologies - SCSI and serial, combining the proven utility and reliability of 
the SCSI protocol w ith the performoncc advantages o f serial architecture. 
The result is ~eatab le VO, wluch can move data at the speed of three gigabits 
per second per path, across multiple, low-cost full duplex paths. 

Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) is a point-to-point architecture in which all 
storage devices connect directly to a SAS port rather than sharing a common 
bus as traditional SCSI devices do. Point-to-point links increase data 
throughput anc.I improve the ability lo locate and fix disk failures. More 
importantly, the SAS architecture solves the clock skew and signal 
degradation problem5 of parallel SCSI al higher signaling rates. SAS inherits 
its command set from parallel SCSI, frame formats from Hbrc Channel, and 
physical characteristics from Serial A TA. 
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SAS is defined for full-duplex operations. TI1is means that transfers may 
occur in both directions on a pathway simultaneously. The 3.0 Gbil/s 
transfer rate was deemed acceptable for the fust generation of SAS device::., 
as it equates to a data transfer rate of 300 MByte/s per direction, which 
doubles to a maximum of 600 M13ytc/s per pathway. Also, several pathway::. 
per device may be aggregated to multiply bandwid th. TI1e next tran;;fcr ra te 
target for SAS is 6.0 Gbit/s per pathway with complete backward 
compatibility wiU1 first-generation SAS devices. 

Point-to-point configurations provide for high bandwidth, but require 
intermediary devices between initiator devices (or hosts) and target devices 
(or peripheral devices) to provide a topology where there may be more tl1an 
two devices in a system. Inexpensive expanders arc the intermediary devices 
defined for SAS. SAS expanders allow for systems in which more than one 
initiator may have a connection to more than one target (a'> is allowed by 
parallel SCSI). 

Another of the original goals for the SAS effort was to maintain or expand 
the maximum number of devices beyond the maximum number (16) that 
could exist in a parallel SCSl domain. A SAS system with expanders may 
address up to 16,256 devices in a single SAS domain. SAS expanders are also 
defined so that end devices connecting to expanders may be either SAS 
devices or SATA (Serial A TA) devices, satisfying the goal of allowing 
heterogeneous system configurations. Figure 28 shows an example of a 
maximum SAS system configuration. 

The box in the center of the figure represents a fan-out expander. There may 
be one fan-out expander per SAS domain (effectively, a SAS system). A fan
out expander may connect to a maximu:n 0£ 128 SAS devices. These may be 
any combination of edge expanders, initiators, or storage devices. The edge 
expanders can be connected to the fan-out expander. An edge expander may 
cmmect to a maximum of 128 SAS devices. This includes no more Uiat one 
o ther expander, with the rest of the connected devices being either initiator:; 
or storage devices. 
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Figure 28: /\maximum S/\S system coniigun:ttion 
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The SAS protocol highly leverages protocols described in other SCSI 
standards (such as the SCST Parallel Interface, or SPI, standard). Transfer of 
commands, data, status, and other information for SAS devices is 
accomplished using packets very similar to the packets used for information 
unit transfer:. for parallel SCSI (as defined in SPI) and the packets defined for 
Fibre Channel. The format of SAS packets (called "frames") is almost 
identical to Fibre Channel packets. The payload of the packets consists of 
command descriptor blocks (CDBs) and other SCSI constructs defined in 
other SCSI standards (such a~ the SCSI Primary Command Set and SCSI 
Block Commands). Using SCSI protocol and architecture, it is possible lo 
bridge from a SAS system to 0U1er systems using Infiniband, iSCSI, or Fibre 
Channel, which also use the same SCSl objects. Leveraging elements of the 
SCSI protocol, including Fibre Channel where appropriate, was another of 
the initial goal:> for SAS, as there was a strong desire on the part of al l of the 
members of the working group to provide maximum compatibility with 
current infrastructure and minimize the risk and cost of transition to the new 
interface. 111c SAS protocol is divided into four layers: the phy layer, the link 
layer, the port layer and the transport layer. These four layers arc contained 
in the SAS port. Thi:, means that applications (like software and drivers) 
used lo commw1icate with parallel SCSI ports may also be used to 
communicate with SAS ports with littlc or no modification. Figure 29 shows 
the relationships bt•twecn the protocol layers in a SAS device. 
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The application layers include appli::ation and driver software. The 
application layers create specific ta:.ks for the transport layer to process. The 
transport layer encapsulates commands. data, status, etc., into SAS frames 
and assigns thel>C to the port layer. TI1e transport layer also receives SAS 
frames from the port layer, disassembles the frames, and sends the frames' 
content to the application layer. TI1e SAS port layer receives the packets from 
the transport layer and sends messages to the link layer in order to establish 
connections. The port layer is also responsible for selecting phys on whid1 to 
transmit frames in multi-pathway devices. Once connections are established, 
the port layer forwards the packets for transmission and receives packets 
that arc then senl on lo the transport layer. The SAS link layer controls the 
phy layer for connection management. The SAS phy layer contains the 
hardware (such as transceivers and the cncuding machines) that connects to 
the SAS physical interface and sends the signals out on the wire. 

\.Ono or 11'11;,ro SAS Jl<>t b 11-.•1 SAS ti v n 1 

Figure 29: Protocol layers in a SAS device 
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Figure 30: Typical serial SCSI (SAS) configurJtion 
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Typical applications of Serial Attached SCSI are shown in Fib•1.ues Figure 30 
Figure 31. These applications include enterprise storage environments, high
end desktop and workstations, i.ntcmal servers, SAN (storage arern 
network), NAS (networked attached storage), DAS (direct attach storage) 
with external enclosures, rack-mount servers with JBOIJ storage, and dL'ik
bascd backup storage. 

! __ 

Desktop PC 
Wotk.&tahur1 
Eotry NA$ 

SATA Seual Att•ched SCSI 
DrtYt Drive ------ _.__.., ___ -------·--

i:igu re 31: Serial att.lchcd SCSI (SAS) applic,1tions 
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1.3.3 Internet SCSI (iSCSO 

Internet SCSI (iSCSI) is an emerging standard that defines the encapsulation 
of SCSI packets in TCP and routed using IP. Its development allows block
level storage data lo be transported over widely used U' networks, enabling 
data access from anywhere, effeclivdy eliminating the physical boundaries 
of the storage network. iSCSl enables block level data to be accessed over a 
standard Ethernet/IP network whether i'. resides on a direct attached SCST
bascd device or a fibre Channel SAi\. 

Figme 32: lnt('rnct SCSI (iSCSI) 

WiU1 iSCST, enterprises and storage service providers (SSP) can build global 
storage networks and manage them from a central location using existing U' 
network infrastructures. iSCSI enables standard SCST commands to be 
passed between host systems (initiators) and storage devices (targets) over 
an Ethernet/111 nel work. 

• iSCS1 Standards 
The iSCSI standard has been prepared by SNlA and ratified by the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) in 2003. Numerous systems, storage, and 
networking industry leaders arc developing and testing iSCSI solutions to 
meet the immediate need for this functionality and will introdun? 
interoperable solutions that will support the evolving iSCST standard. 

• Classes of iSCSI Host Adapters 
iSCST network interface cards resolve many of the outstanding issue:. 
associated with Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapters (HBAs) and fabrics by 
bringing block storage I/O into traditional IP networking. By eliminating 
unique Fibre Channel requirement:; at the host end and the network, server 
administrators can leverage well-understood Gigabit Ethernet technology 
and IP networl--ing to reduce ongoing support and management costs. 

In addition, the customer has ~everal options for iSCSI implementation, 
depending on price ~ensitivity, bantlwidth requirements, and host CPU 
overhead requirements. As shown in figure 33 these adapter options 
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include !>oftwarc-only solutions, embedded TCP off-load engines, and 
combined TCP/IP off-l oad and iSCST in silicon. 
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Figure 33: iSCST adapter implementation options 

iSCS! in Software 
The iSCST protocol fo r block storage VO is predicated on standard Ethernet 
transports, including Fast (100 Mbit/s) and Gigabit Ethernet (1.25 Gbit/s). As 
a very economical, low-performance block I/O solution, iSCSJ drivers can be 
run on an off-the-shelf Ethernet card or interface. For example, a server or 
workstation with an existing Gigabit Ethernet adapter could rw1 iSCSI in 

software to perform block T/0 tape backup over an IP network. This would 
be more efficient than traditional file-based backup and would require le s 
than 20MBytc/s bandwidth utilization. Software implementation of iSCSI 
offers advantages in terms of coi.t; however it must be balanced with the 
penalty it imposes in performance and CPU overhead. Withou t an 
embedded TCP off-load engine, the CPU would be tasked with TCP 
processing. L-1 addi tion, the host CPU would also have to process the iSCSI 
protocol that is carried by TCP/IP. While iSCSI in software may be suitable 
only for low performance storage applications sud1 as tape backup, it docs 
offer a new mid-range option for storage networking w-mvailablc in Fibre 
Channel SANs. For gigahertz and higher speed server CPUs, the overhead 
of TOJ and iSCSI processing may be an acceptable tradcoff for the 
convenience of iSCST storage access. 
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iSCST in Software with TCP Off-load 
The development of TCP off-load engines (TOEs) marks a significant 
advanc{! for all TCP/11'-ba<;ed protocols, including iSCSI. While TCP 
provides session integrity in potentially congested or unstable networks, it 
incurs significant processing overhead on the host CI'U. Off-loading this 
processing tu a host network interface card frees host CPU cycles and 
enables much higher performance solutions. 

Since block J/O transactioni. may engender susta ined high volumes of 
TCP/Il) exchanges, IP storage is a direct beneficiary of TOE technology. With 
the burden of TCP overhead removed from the host CPU, only iSCSI 
processing is required. The remaining challenge in terms of CPU utilization 
is to optimize iSCSl handling so that blocks of data can be served more 
efficiently to the host. With clever engineering, w ire-speed performance can 
be achieved when rrnming software iSCSI on an optimized TOE accelerated 
network adapter. 

iSCSI in Silicon with T01 Off-load 
In some vendor implementations, high performance iSCSJ adapters off-load 
both TCP and iSCST proce!>i.ing to the interface card. \"/hile this adds cost tu 
the adapter, it provides both wire-speed iSCST transport and minimal CPU 
overhead. The iSCSI processing may be performed in a custom ASIC or an 
on-board processor. In either case, the SCSI commands, status and data 
encapsulated by iSCSI arc served up by lhe adapter card directly to the host 
operating system. 

SCSI 

iSCSI 

Parallel Fibre Fibre TCP 
SCSI Channel Channel IP 

Ethernet ·- FCIP ... ~ 
SAN IP 

Ethernet 

figure 34: SCSI in stor<igc arc<i networks (S/\Ns) 
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1 .4 HyperTransport (HT) 

HyperTran:>port (TIT) tedmology is defined by channel topology, signal 
electrical characterbtic,, and command/address/data packet protocob. 
Topology defines the structure of the HyperTransport link. Electrical 
protocols define the physical characteristics of the I IyperTransport signal 
intl!rface. The packet protocols define how data is organized and transferred 
across the HypcrTransport link. 

HT defines direct connection to the CPU or several CPUs via high 
bandwidth, very low latency links. These links can be 16-bit or 8-bit HT 
links. With llyperTransport Specification 2.0, top dock speed is 1.4 GIIz 
dual-data rat<.! or DOR. Data throughput of 2.8 Gigal"ransfcrs/second per 
signal pair can be adlieved, supporting up to 22.4 Gigabytes/second 
agt,rregate data throughput. HT enables in-system connectivity of h igh 
performance peripheral functions (e.g. security, storage, ... ) 

HyperTranspot'I 
Host 

HyperTransp0rt 
Peripheral 

HyperTranspon 
Bridge 

Figure 35: HyperTrans port connections 

The H yperTransport daby-chain topology includes a required "host" 
device, at lcasl one end-point or "cave," optional "hmnel" devices that 
connect th\! link to other H yperTran5port devices and optional "bridge" 
devices that interface with non-H yperTransport interconnect technologiec;. 
There can bt• a maximum of 32 I lyper Transport-enabled devices in a sing le 
daisy chain, although tunnels and bridges can be employed to create tree 
~tructures where additional, but separate HyperTransport dai~y chains can 
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be linked to the first chain. l lypcrTransport ~witch devices, defined in 
Specification 1.05 can be deployed to create switched topology systems. 

Hyper Transport-enabled devices are corfigured to be one of four types. The 
host, often a CPU, is always con~idcrcd the top o f the link and traffic from 
the host is down~trt!am while traffic to the host L<> upstream. A cave serves as 
an end point to a IIyperTran~port link. A bridge can be configured as an 
endpoint with a secondary interface to other interconnect technologies, or as 
a tunnel with an interface to other technologies. 

TI1c HyperTransport bridge device cnnbles HypcrTransport lhlks to connect 
lo other I/O technologies such as PCI, PCI-X, PCI Express or AGP devices. 

.. Cave" 
Single Link 

Host 

Endp0int 

.. Tunnel" 
Data Link 

Host 

Daisy Chain 

,,Bridge" 
with Tunnel 

Host 

Multiple Daisy Chains 
wi th br dge to other 

VO protoc,ols 

,.Bridge" 
without Tunnel 

Daisy Chain 

figure 36: Hypc•r I ransport device configurations 

The HyperTransport I .ink consis ts of a set of command/ address/data (CAD) 
lines (ranging from 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 bits wide), one control line per link, and 
one clock line per eight b its of CA D. Command and data information carried 
on the CAD lines is assembled into HyperTranspor t control and data 
packets. Control packets are 4 or 8 bytes long and 4- to 64-byte data packets 
follow read and write control packets. The ~tate of the CTL line determines 
what type of packet, control or d ata, is being carried on the CAD lines. 
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Clo<k 

C<>nhol 1, cr •• ~""' 

- ... 

Figure 37: 8-bit HyperT rans port link 

A 16-bit HypcrTransport link shows that an additional 8 CAD lines require 
only one additional clock signal. Likewise, a 32-bit link will require only 2 
further clock signals. Regardless of HyperTransport link w idth, the 
HyperTransport packet format remains the same, enabling the design of 
asymmetrical links (one link wider than the other). 

Clock 

Clo<k cu;~ 
CUntrol CTL J\_ 

Soj$1em PWR0i( h\_ 
" RESET•.J \....: 

Figur<' 38: 16-bit HyperTransport link 

The HyperTransporl link uses balanced L VDS lines. Signal voltage on each 
wire line is symmetrical and of opposite polarity, ensuring the highest no~e 
immunity. Each LVDS line is implemented by means of twin wire lines -
otherwise called balanced, or differential line - carrying electrical signals 
that arc equal in nmpliludc and timing but with opposite polarity. The 
secular nature of the signals carried over the balance line prevents e lectrical 
noise within the system from affecting and potentially corrupting the signal 
detection proce!>!:> at the receiver end - noise would affect both signals in 
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equal measure thereby nullifying the effect - thus ensuring a high degn.>c of 
ardutcctural noise immunity, as well as a maximi?ed transmission range. 
Even though there arc two wire lines ;>er signal line, requiring a second 
printed circuit board (PCB) trace for each data pin/pair, the multiple 
advantages of higher operational speeds, higher noise immunity and lower 
power consumption more than make up for this minor disadvantage. In 
addition, since the HyperTran~port protocol of packet-based traffic greatly 
reduces the number of total signal lines required for a given bandwidth, 
HyperTransport architectures can be implemented with fewer PCB traces 
and require less signal shielding precautions as compared to traditional 
single-ended buses. 

A simple de-emphasis technique is used for clock speeds over 1.0 GHz in 
order to support the 2.8 Gigalransfcrs/sccond links of HyperTransport 
Specification 2.0. The eye of the signal uses reduced amplitude for sequential 
bits of the same value. l ligh-pass filtering on the output counteracts the 
printed circuit board material's low-pass filtering roll-off above 2 
Gigabits/second by extending the signal eye's width and reducing the 
number of signal transitions. 

Hy~rTr .. nsport Driver \ HyperTransport Rt<eiver 

00 ~ 
OOt \ ft r ,.-------., r-\ 

'---! \.....J DO 1 L...1 \_ oor-LJ\. 

Simple Signal De-emphasis Scheme 

Figure 39: 1 lypwTr,m&port electrical specification 
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De-empha'lis U!.<!S a 1 bit "history'' to de-emphasize the differential 
amplitude generated by the transmitter when transmitting a continuous run 
of l's or O's. Since the de-emphasis creates a smaller, but cleaner eye signal at 
the receiver end, the receiver requires a higher sensitivity. 

HyperTransport control packets consist typically of 4 to 8 bytes of command 
information. With optional 64-bit extended addressing, control packets can 
be 12 bytes. Data packets consist of 4- to 64-byte data payloads (in 
increments of 4 bytes) and directly follow either 1) an 8-byle read request 
followt!d by a 4-byle read response or 2) an 8-byte write request control 
packet. 

Figure 40: Hyper1ransport packet format 

Single control line b used to determir.e when the link is carrying a control 
packet (the control signal is asserted) or a data packet (the control signal is 
de-asserted). 

HyperTransport Data Write Sequence 

HyperTransport Data Read Sequence 

RiP-dd, (l JI." t 

Control Pa<~ t 

Figure 41: HyperTraruport reads and writes 
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Hyper Transport commands and data are separated into one of three types of 
virtual channelc;: non-posted request::., posted requests and responses. i'\on
posted requests require a response from the receiver. All read requests and 
some write requests are non-posted requests. Posted requests do not require 
a response from the receiver. Write rcqt..csts arc posted requests. Responses 
are replies to non-posted requests. Read responses or target done responses 
to non-posted writes are types of respon~ messages. 

HT reads and writes are very low overhead. Writes wquirt! only an 8-byte 
Write Reqt1est control packet followed by tl1t! data packet. Reads require.! an 
8-byte Read Requt!st control packet, followed by a 4-bytc Read Response 
packet from the receiver, followed by the actual read data packet. 

Priority request interleaving (PRl) enables a high priority request command 
(only 8-byte long) lo bt! inst!rtcd within a potentially long, lower priority 
data transfor, so that higher priority traffic can be initiated concurrently. A 

typical use is shown in the figure below. 

1 

l l Olh11't Ach~blc Lttcncy 

Figure 42: Priority request intcrlenving 

While data transfer 1 is underway between peripheral B and the host, the 
need arist!s for peripheral A lo start a data transfor from the host. Without 
PRI, transfer 2 would have to wait until transfer 1 completes and, sh ould 
transfer 1 be the answer to a cad1t! miss, for instance, latency for transfer 2 
would become prohibitive. With PRI, a control packet is promptly inserlt!d 
within transfer l's data stream, instructing the link to initiate data transfer 2 
on the other link channel concurrently with the completion of data transfer 
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1. This mechanism, unique to HypcrTransport technology, greatly reduces 
latency of HyperTransport-based systems. 

HyperTransport control packets use a 6-bit command field to indicate the 
packet type - write and read requests, special requests, responses, and 
information packets. 
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Figure 43: HypcrTransport control packet 

Base control packets are 4 or 8 bytes long (unless using extended 64-bit 
addressing, in which case they are 12 bytes long). They are divided into 
three general types: request packets, response packets and info packets. The 
Cmd[S:O] field determines the type of the control packet. 

HypcrTransport Read Response control packets showing U1e Command 
field and other important fields highlighted arc shown in figure 44. Read 
Response packets will be followed by a 4- to 64-byte data packet. TI1e Byte 
Count is contained in the two fields, Cow1tLl:O] and Countt3:2] and the Isoc 
bit is set depending on the type of bandwidth required for the data payload. 
Isochronous traffic such as multimedia data streams (information sud1 as 
video frames or audio information that must arrive in sequence and without 
delay) are supported in HyperTransport using the !soc bit. When set, it 
means that the accompanying data payload or data packet contains 
information that must be passed nlong with a higher priority than normal or 
non-isochronous traffic. The ErrorO and Errorl bits give the status of the 
transaction. Normal completion is the rule, as the HypcrTransport base link 
at speeds in excess of 1.0 GHz has been proven to an extremely reliable link. 
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Field tests have shown expected error rates to be 1 error per 100 years. This 
is on the order of SJ~AM interface error rates. 

-

HyperTransport Read Response Pilcket Format 
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Figure 44: Read response packet format 

Some of other common used command types arc shown in Figure 45. By 
redefining some of the command field bits and accessing some reserved field 
bits, HypcrTransport DirectPacket specification enables the carrying of user 
packet data in virtual channels within a standard-si7cd HypcrTransport 
control packet (followed of course by a Hyper Transport data packet). 

HyperTransport DirectPacket carries user packet data in virtual channels 
specified by one or more virtual channel packets (redefined posted write 
control packets) and one or more data packets. ti the user packet is equal to 
or less than 64 bytes, it can be placed in a single HyperTransport data 
packet. If it is more than 64 bytes, il can be placed in a sequence of data 
packets by breaking it up into 64-byte segments. If the last segment is les:, 
than 64 bytes, the Byte Count value is used to set the size of the last 
I IyperTransporl data packet. 
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Figure 4.5: Common l IypcrTransport comrrnmd formats 
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Figure 47: Mapping of user data in 11 yµcrTras nport packets (Directl'acket) 

There are two different routing mecha'li.sms specified in HyperTransport: 
host reflected routing and dcvicc-to-dev1ce routing. 

Host 

Figure 48: I rost reflected routing 

Host reflected routing requires that all traffic pass through the host in order 
to maintain PCI compatibility. Tu maintain l'CI compatibility, the base 
IlypcrTransport specification supports host-reflected routing. In this 
scheme, all traffic passes through the hDst device in the daisy chain. In the 
PO bus structure, since it is a parallel physical bus, it is easy to understand 
the order in which data transactions take place. ln typical processor-based 
computing systems, the order of transactions is often very important. Since 
HyperTransport is a distributed :,ystcm, ordering is more difficult tu discern. 
Thus, in order to replicate U1c ord~ring properties of PO, all base 
HyperTransport transactions arc reflected through U1c host. 
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Figure 49: Device-to-device routing 
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HyperTransport DirectPacket p rotoco1s support peer-to-peer routing that 
allows h.Yo devices to communicate directly, greatly reducing link traffic and 
off-loading the host of the burden of reflecting the device-to-device traffic. 
This direct device-to-device transaction is typical in complex 
communications systems that deploy a chain of special function and packet 
processing engines. 
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Figure 30: Multip rocessor system application 
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HT can be used to integrate processor-to-processor, processor-to-memory 
and processor-to-I/0 data streams as shown in this I IyperTransport-based 
multiprocessor system (Figure 50). Bridges can easily link HyperTransport 
links to legacy or emerging I/O technologies. One continuous 
HyperTra.nsport link integrates not only interprocessor communication, but 
brings both low and high bandwidth devices into an integrated I/O stream 
accessible by all computing elements. Using \>\.ide links between processors 
and narrow llnks between I/O devices gives the system designer the ability 
to apply chip-to-chip bandwidth precisely where needed, without having to 
run expensive links to every node. HyperTransport-enabled architectures 
also allow the linking of multiple multiprocessor clusters in an efficient, low
cost manner. Through the use of Hy per Transport-to-PC! or HyperTransport
to-PCI-X bridges and its full PCI compatibility, HyperTransport technology 
enables full support of legacy PCI-compatible 1/0 subsystems without the 
need for system redesign. 

Two other possible applications of HyperTranspor t in networking and high
performancc clustering systems are shovm in the figures below. 

.... . ........ .,,, .. , . =GEJ.· .·.·.· ·· '. ~"·-,.. . TCP ' Mo.;.ory 
CPU -·--- ~ ·· 

Figure 51: Switched. networking application 
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rigure 52: HyperTransport high performance duster application 

1.5 Rapid 1/0 

The Rapid!O architecture is an electronic data communications standard for 
interconnecting chips on a circuit board and circuit boards using a 
backplane. This new high-performance, packet-switched interconnect 
tedmology wa::. designed for embedded systems, primarily for the 
networking and communications markets. The RapidIO standard is a 
packet-switched interconnect architecture conceptually similar lo internet 
protocol (lP). l lowever, the RapidTO architecture is designed to be used for 
the processor and peripheral interface where high bandwidUi and low 
latency arc crucial. llie RapidTO architecture is partitioned into a thrL'C-layer 
hierardiy of logical, transport, and physical specifications, which allows 
scalability and future enhancements while maintaining compatibility. 

RapidlO is specified in a 3-layer architectural h ierarchy. The logical layer 
specification defines the overall protocol and packet formats. This is lhe 
information necessary fo r end points to initiate and complete a transaction. 
The lransport layer specification provides the necessary route informati0n 
for a packet to move from end point to end point. The physica] layer 
specification c.l c::.cribes the device level interface specifics such as packet 
transport mechanisms, flow control, e:cctricaJ characteristics, and low-level 
error management. This partitioning prm•ides the flexibility tu add new 
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transaction types to the logical specification without requiring modification 
to the transport or physical layer ::.pecifications. 

··Host Subsystem l)o ControiSubsystem 

... ....,,.!.... bpldlO 

Figure 53: R.ipidlO int<>n:onnect architecture 
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figure 54: RapidIO specification 
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The main characteristics of RapidIO are: 

• Packet switched: point-to-point interconnect to connect processors, 
coprocessors, memory, and memory mapped l/0 
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• Low overhead & low latency; optimized as an "inside-the-box", device 

level interface 
• Small silicon footprint; can be implemented in ASTCs and even FPGAs 

wiU1out consuming all of the gates 
• Software transparent: an extension of ilie microprocessor bus that allows 

direct, physical memory mapping of the entire machine 
• Reliablc delivery of packets; error detection and recovery in hardware 
• Layered architecture which permits varying complexities of switch 

fabrics and end-points and fo ture additions to the specifications 

• Standard I/0 technology 

The RapidIO logical packet description is defined to be physical layer 
independent. This means that the RapidIO protocol could be transmitted 
over anything from serial to parallel interfaces, from copper to fiber media. 
The first physical interface considered and defined is known as the 8- or 16-
bit link protocol end point specification (8/16 U)-L VOS). This specification b 
defined as having 8 or 16 data bits in each direction along with clock and 
frame signals in each direction. 

f!JIJ> ·<JJ 
H-R~\lf 

rn ~- 1<TA · 

.RD/5"70 

RFR~\IF 

RCLK !'.CLK" 

CLh 

flC\ \ I L 

l>ll!i:OJ 
Packet CRC Conttol Packet 

Symbol 

figure 55: RapidlO 8/16 LP-L VOS physical l.1ycr 
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RapidIO operations are based on request and response transactions. Packets 
are the communication element betwee:i end point devices in the system. 
Initiator generates a request transaction, which is transmitted to a target. The 
target ilien generates a response transaction back to the initiator to complete 
the operation. The RapidIO transactions a re encapsulated into packets, 
which include all of ilie necessary bit fields to ensure reliable delivery to the 
targeted end point. RapidlO end points arc typically not connected directly 
to each other but instead have intervening connection fabric devices. Control 
symbols are used to manage the flow of transactions in ilic RapidlO physical 
interconnect. Control symbols are used for packet acknowledgement, flow 
control information, and maintenance functions. 

hbric 

Targe1 

Request 
Pac~et 1 .. uod 

Aeknow1edQe 
Symbol 

figure 56: Operation sequence (trnnsactions arc constructed with request and 
response packet pairs) 

The Rapid JO packet is comprised of fie lds from the three-level specification 
hierarchy. Figure 57 shows typicnl request mid response packets. Certain 
fields are context dependent and mny not nppcar in all packets. The request 
packet begins with phy::,ical t.1yer fi elds. The "S" bit indicates whetl1er this is 
a packet or control symbol. The "AcklD" indicates which packet the fabric 
device should acknowledge with a control symbol. The "PRIO" field 
indicates the packet priority used for flow control. The "TT", "Target 
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Address", and "Source Address" fielc.b indicate Lhe type of transport 
address mechanism used, the device address where the packet should be 
delivered, and where the packet originated. The "Hype" and "Transaction" 
indicate the transaction U1at is being requested. The "Si7.c" is an encoded 
transaction size. RapidIO transaction data payloads range from I byte to 256 
bytes in size. The "srcTJD" indicates Lhe transaction LO. RapidIO devices 
may have up to 256 outstanding transactions between two end points. For 
memory mapped transactions ilie "Device Offset Address" follows. for 
write transactions a "Data Payload" comple tes the transaction followed by a 

'1 6-bit CRC. 

• Packet format will work for arbitrary widths 
·Especially opt1mize<l tor 8. 16. and 32·bit wide physical interfaces 

• Partitioned to simplify packet assemblyldlsassernbly in end points 

• Formats for 34, so, and 66-bit device oflset address 
• Data Payloads from 8 to 256 Bytes 

R .. quest P•l'kl'h 
I 

~ 

Response Patkl't\ 
32, 48, 64 

8or1 6 s 01' 16 

16 

8or 16 8orl6 

Priu rr Fl•r>< 

16 

Figure 57: RapidIO packet formats 

Ph)>kal 1 
Tr11n,port 

4 

Tran,action 

Response packets are very similar to request packets. The "Status" field 
indicates whcilier the transaction wac; successfully completed. The 

transaction was successfully completed. The "TargetTTD" corresponds to the 
request packet source transaction 10. 

RapidTO protocol is made up of pad.ets and control symbols. Packets 
provide logical trnnsaction interface between endpoints. Examples are read, 
wri te, and message. Packets contain a transport address (source and 
destination). C1)ntrol symbols provide the physical layer control for 
transactions such as acknowledge, retry, end of packet. TI1ey also provide 
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the basis for hardware based error recovery and can be embedded within 

packets. 

RapidIO packet functions: 

• I/O non-coherent functions 
NREAD (read non-sharable memory) 
NW RITE, NWRITE_R, SWRITE (write non-sharable memory) 
ATOMIC (read-modify-write to non-sharable memory) 

• Port based functions 
DOORBELL (generate an interrupt) 
MESSAGE (write to porl) 

• System support functions 
MAINTENANCE (read or write configuration, control, and 

status registers) 
• User defined ti.mcbons 
• Cache coherence functions 

READ (read globally shared cache line) 
- READ_ TO_OWN (write globally shared cache line) 

CASTOUT (surrender ownership of globally shared cache 

line) 
TKlLL (instruction cache invalidate) 
DKILL (data cache invalidate) 
FLUSH (return globally shared cache line to memory) 
TO_READ (read non-cacheable copy of globally shared cache 

line 
• OS support functions 

TLBIE (TLJ3 invalidate) 
TLI3SYNC (force completion of TLB invalidates) 

Control symbols are a physical layer entity. They are 16 bits long (repeated 
inverted for robustness) and may be inserted inside of packets Delineated by 

FRAME 

Some examples of control symbols: 

• !'ackc t acknowledge (accepted, retry) 
• Packet delineation (Idle, End of Packet, Stomp) 
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• Flow control (Throttle) 
• Link status (Link Request, Link Response) 

CiORAME x FRAMC: > 
Figure 58: Cotrol symbols 

Error management is implemented in the both physical and protocol layer. 
8/16 LP-LVDS specification allows single and multi-bit error detection and 
recovery. At the packet level, a checksum (CCIIT16) is used for packet 
corruption detection . . 1 leavy encoding is implemented at the symbol level. 
fixed ACKfD sequence numbering is used for detection of lost packets. 

RapidIO provide an automatic hardware retry of corrupt packets and 
physical layer status request and response symbols to maintenance the 
connection. 

~c:~EAOE~ X.._ __ o.._-_.A __ c_a~, x ~x QA-~ ;;;gij~~ 

$Yl.'00t. ,C SYllBO'-= 
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l•"~inl' ( R(- fo•r 
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'~ rohnl t ""'f"-im.r•11 f...
n.t.I bit p.r;n protf'C"ri.o ll 

figure 59: Error management 

RapidTO also describes three types of flow control mechanisms; retry, 
throttle, and credits. The re try mechanism is the simplest med1anism and is 
required nnl nnJ.y for flow control but also as a component of hardware error 
recovery. A receiver, unable to accept a packet because of a lack of resources 
or because the received packet was corrupt, may respond with a retry 
control symbol. The sender will retransmit the packet. 

The throttle mechanism makes use of the idle control symbol. Idle control 
symbols may be inserted into a packet during packet transmission. This 
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allows a de\·ice to insert wait-slates in ~he middle of packets. A receiving 
device can also send a throttle control symbol to the sending device 
requesting that it slow down by inserting idle control symbols. 

The credit-based mechanism is useful for devices that implement transaction 
buffer pools, especially fabric devices. In this scheme certain control symbols 
contain a buffer status field that represents the current status of the 
receiver's buffer pool for each transaction flow. A sender only sends packets 
when it knows the receiver has available buffer space. This information 
enables switch fabric devices to discover downstream blocking conditions 
and to make belier packet output selections. 

Special packet formats are defined for system discovery, confit,'uration, and 
error management. They provide an acc(~SS to non-memory mapped control 
and status register space. Register set inclt1des device capabilities, setup, and 
status information. 
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Fig ure 60: Maint'ernmce 

RapidlO supports arbitrary hardware topologies. Discovery mechanism 
allows software discovery and configuration of devices within the system. 
Maintenance transaction is used to discover devices. Unique ID register 
allows detection of already discovered devices. HOP count field in a 
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maintenance transaction is u~c.l to traverse switches. Multiple host 
concurrent discoveries are su pported by the host ownership atomic register. 

The efficiency of RapidIO transactions is summarized in Table 3. If sustained 
operation<; include all transaction overhead and assume fully loaded full 
duplex communications then: 

• 32-byte operation is 50% efficient 
• 256-byte operation is >90% efficient 

For Unidirectional traffic: 

• 32-byte is >70% efficient 

• 256-byte is >95% efficient 

8-boi Mode 

PEAK Sus::ained Suai.ned 
32 bl!e0 256 b !18 Op 

4Gbls 2Gbl& 3.7Gbts 
8Gbls 4Gbls 7.5Gbls 
16Gbls 8Gb!s 15Gb/s 
32Gbls 16Gbls 30Gbls 64Gbis 

T<iblc3: RapidJO bandwidth sumrn.iry 

A performance concern in any tightly coupled intra-system intercmmect is 
the transaction overhead required fo r the interface. Such overhead includes 
all bytes sent to complete a tran:;action such as arbitration, addresses, 
acknowledgements, error coverage, etc. Figure 12 shows some typical 
Rapid.IO operations and the number of bytes required to complete each 
operation. lt is important to remember that RapidTO b a full duplex interface 
and therefore the interface can be fully pipelined with several outstanding 
operations al various stages of completion. Reply overhead docs not contend 
with sending overhead. This is different from traditional buses, which 
require turnaround cycles and arbitration phases that add to the overhead . 
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Figure 61: Rapid 10 p.icket overhead axarnplcs 

1.6 lnfiniBand 

1be InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) is an industry-standard ardutecture for 
server T/0 and inter-server communication. It was developed by the 
lnfiniBand Trade Association (JBT A) to provide the levels o f reliability, 
availabili ty, performance, and scalability necessary for present and future 
server systems, levels significantly be tter than can be achieved with bus
oriented 1/0 structures. 

The smallest complete IBA unit is a subnet, illustrated in Figure 62. Multip le 
subnets can be joined by routers (not shm\/n) to create large !BA networks. 
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lnfiniBand 
Fabric 

Figure 62: TnfiniBand topologies and components 
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The clements of a subnet, as shov..'11 in the figure, are end nodes, switches, 
links, and a subnet manager. Endnodes, such as hosts and devices, send 
messages over links lo o ther endnodes; the messages are rou ted by switches. 
Routing is defined, and subnet d iscovery performed, by the Subnet 
Manager. Channel Adapters (CAs) connect endnodes to links. Links may 
also incor porate retiming repeaters, but since these are archilecturally 
invisib le they will not be mentioned further. 

Figure 63: l nfiniBand in enterprise storage 

The interface between an cndnode and a link is a Channel J\dapler (CA). 
Host CAs (HCA) differ from the CA for a device (called a Target CA, TCA) 
in that U1e I !CA has a collection of features that are defined to be available tt> 
host programs, dt?fined by verbs; a TCA has no defined software interface. 

The position of an l ICA in a host system is vendor-specific. It is expected 
that initial implementations will provide HCAs as cards attached to a 
standard I/0 bus in order to quickly provide platforms for software 
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development and evaJualion. Ultimately, however, I JCA implementations 
will undoubtedly attach directly to, or become a part of, the host memory 
control subsystem and partly or completely replace current 1/0 busses. CAs 
source the several communicdtion service types of IBA, using queues to hold 
requests for work to be done and completions. HCAs also contain a specific 
memory model. 

Processor Nodo 

..cA•• ' .. , ...... ~ .-.."'4=f••r .. ~noo» 
lCA • .... .eJinC1'-'°...,,... .. ~,..n~~ 

Figure 6-l: An InfiniBand system area network 

For all the service types, CAs communicate using Work Queues of three 
types: Send, Receive, and Completion. Send and Receive Queues are always 
used as Queue Pairs (Ql's), as illustrated in Figure 66. A particular QP in a 

CA is the destination or source of all messages: Connected services connect 
QPs, and tmconnccted services target QPs on other CAs, specifying a QP 
number along with the Local ldcn lificr (LID) of the CA port they target. 

Queuing: 

• Consumer (user) queues up a set of instructions for hardware lo execute 
(Work queue) 
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• Work queues arc created in pairs (Queue pairs -QP) for send and 
receive operations 

• Each Work Queue has correspond ing Completion Queue 

X..:-t\\«k 
La)« 

Liul 

Lay•• 

SAR: Segmentatloo and Reassembly 
GRH: GIOllal Rounng Hea<ler 

:-;ODE 

OP: Queue Pairs 
MAC: Media Accoss Conua1 

Figure 65: ln.finiB.md architecture 
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COE: Completion Oueue Elomo~t 
OP: Oucuo Pairs 

Transport 
LOY9r 
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Figur<' 66: InfiniBand communication stack 
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An Infinil3and d1annel adapter (CA) is a programmable OMA engine with 
special protection features that allow DMA operations to be initiated locally 
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and remotely. I lost Channel Adapter (HCA) provides a consumer interface 
providing the fumtions specified by TI3A verbs. Target Channel Adapter 
(TCA) provides an interface to the device 

flgure 67: Channel adapter 

The type of service used and QP's size, the maximum number of requests 
that can be queued, are specified when a QP is created. Each QP also has an 
associated port, also specified when the QP is created; this is an abstraction 
of the connection of a CA to a link. CAs may have multiple ports, ao; also 
illustrated. The number of QPs is at least three: Two for management, and 
one for operation. The smallest maximum size of a QP (number of queued 
requests) is vendor-specific. Quality of Service (QoS) is supported by virtual 
lanes (VLs). Memory Translation & Protection (MTP) mechanism is used to 
translate virtual addresses to physical addresses and validate access righ ts. 

A subnet manager (SM) is aJ1 entity attached to a subnet responsible for its 
management. Hesponsibililies of a subnet manager are to discover topology 
as well as to configure the channel adapter port with a range of local and 
global fDs (LID, GID), subnet prefix ard Parlilion_Keys. It also maintains 
LID/CID resolution tables. 

H3A management is defined in terms of managers and agents. Managers arc 
active cnlilies; agents arc passive entities that respond lo messages from 
managers. The only exception to agent pa->sivity is that they may optionally 
emit traps targeting managers. 

Every IBA subnet must contain a single master subnet manager, residing on 
an cndnode or a switch. It discovers and initializes the network, assibrning 
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Local IDs (LIDs) to all elements, determining path maximum transfer units 
(MTUs), and loading the !>Witch routing tables that determine the paths from 
endnode to endnode. The master subnet manager does this by 
communicating with Subnet Management Agents that mtLc;t exist on all 
nodes; they re!>pond with information about the node, such as whether it is a 
switch or a CA, whether it can be a manager, i£ so what its priority is, etc. 

A virtual lane (VL) represents a set of transmit and receive buffers in a port. 
Each port must have at least one data VL. Separate flow control is 
maintained over each virtual line. VL 15 is used for subnet management. 

Each end-node has one or more 01mu1cl Adapters (CAs) and each CA has 
one or more ports Each Queue Pair (QP) has a QP number (QP N) assigned 
by the C A. Ead1 port has a unique 16-bit Local ID (LID) and at least one IPv6 
address (Global lD - GlD). Three types of t}uanti ties are important to IBA 
addressing: UDs, GUTDs, and GIDs. 

• U Ds, Local Identifiers, arc subnet-unique 16-bit identifiers used within a 
network by switches for routing. 

• GUIDs, Global Unique IDs, arc 64-bit EUI-64 IEEE-defined identifiers for 
elements in a subnet. 

• Gills, Global IDs, arc 128-bit global identifiers used for routing across 
subnets. 

GID Format: 

l64-b41 GID Prefix! 64-bit EUI J 
12S bt 

figure 68: Format of the global identifier (CID) 

Several examples of IBA packets are illustrated in Figure 69. There arc 
packets that use LBA transport for local (intra-subnet) or for local (i11ter
subnet) traffic; and provision for "raw" packets that don't use the IBA 
transport layer for both of those cases Snot sho"-'Il in the figure). The raw 
format is intended to simplify processing in routers that do not target other 
IBA subnets, nllowing ho~ts to directly provide them with packets already in 
the format needed. Whid1 of those formats is present in a packet is indicated 
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by the Link Next Header (LNH) field in the initial Local Routing Header that 
L<> always present, as discu!>scd below. 

Local 
Routing 
Heade< 

Global 
Routing 
Heade< 

General lnfinlBand Packet F0<mat 

Transpon I TrantpGrt OOta I Payload CRC CRC 
Header I Header : 

Base ! -~;~-1;~~t:1:~~-~- ~variant VariaM 

'--- --'---_.._ __ _.. ___________________ ___ ..___.....__ _ _, 

16 bytes 40 bytes 12 byWls • . 8 16 0< 4 bytes O • 4096 4 bytes 2 bytes 
28 byteS byte• 

Local (within a Subnet) Packet 
.----"T"----r- -- ----- - - --- --- - - - -- .-----.--...., 

Local ease 
Rovting Tr1msport ~ 
Header Header J 

Paeket 
Payload 

Invariant Variant 
CRC CRC 

---------------- _____ .__ _ _,,_ _ _, 

Global (Roullng between Subnets) Packet _____ ................................. __ ~-~ 
Local Global Base : I 

1 Packet Invariant Variant 
Rooting Routing Transport , Payload I CRC CRC 
He•der Header Header I ........................................... .__ _ _._ _ _, 

Figure 69: lnfiniBand packet format 

The complete format of IBA packets is shown in Figure 69. Tius general 
lnfiniBand packet format has fields that are optional or may not be present 
are indicated by dashed lines (the Base Transport Header is not optional 
when IBA transport is used). The intimate details of all the bits in the 
headers can be found in the InfiniBand architecture specification. The 
general purpose and approximate content!> of the fields {not all elements are 
described) arc: 

• Local Routing I leader (LRH): This is used by switches to move a packet 
across a subnet to its destination end node network port. It contains the 
source and destination LIDs, link protocol version ID, service level, 
virtual lane, packet length, and a "next header" field used to indicate 
which optional fields arc present. 

• Global Routing T leader (G RI 1): Th.is ls used by routers to move packets 
between subnets. In add ition to source and destination GIDs and global 
routing version ID, it contains payload length, 1P version, traffic class, 
and hop limit. Th!:! LRH of a globally routed packet moves it to a router, 
which uses the GRH to determine where it goes; the destination router 
constructs a new LRH to move the packet to its destination port over the 
target subnet. 

• Base Transport I leader (BTH): This tl'lls endnode!> what to do with 
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packets. In addition to yet another version ID, it has an opcode, 
destination Queue Pair, packet sequence number for reliable li-ansports, 
partition key, and a number of other fields. Whether extended headers 
are present and what kind they arc is indicated by the opcode. 

• Extended Transport Header (ETH): 111is holds additional information 
depending on the BTH operation or LRH next header. For example, for 
RDMA operations it has a virtual address, lengtl1, and R_Key for atomic 
operations, it has an opcode, virtual address, data to be swapped or 
compared, and an l~_Key again; for ACKnowledgement packets it 
contains a syndrome and a sequence number; etc. 

• Message Payload: This is the point of the whole exercise in most cases. 
• Invariant CRC: This is a CRC over all the fields of the packet that cannot 

c11angc in transi t. lt is not present in raw packets. 
• Variant CRC: 111is is a CRC over all fields of the packet, including the 

hwarianl CRC. It is present because, for example, the LRH must be 
replaced in globally routed packets. 

l.7 Common Switch Interface (CSIX) 

The common svvitch interface (CSIX), is a detailed interface specification 
between port/packet processor logic and interconnect fabric logic. It is a 
scalable parallel interface with separate data and control paths. 

SWITCH BACKPLANE EXPANSION FABRIC for SCALABLE 
SYSTEMS 
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Figme 70: Positioning of common switch interface (CSIX) 
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CSIX is a generic multi-vendor specification is established to promote the 
deployment and development of highly scalable network switches, to 
permits hardware and software interoperability and a mix and match of 
interchangeable silicon components, hardware and software. This concept 
can be used to expand existing switd1 architectures: point-to-point, shared 
memory, and shared bus. 
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Figure 71: fabric - point of concentration 

The level 1 specification of the common switch interface (CSIX-Ll) can be 
used to co1mect multiple traffic managers to a switching fabric to create the 
core of a switch design as shown in Figure 72. Some switching fabric 
vendors may offer modular fabric systems that support connectors within 
the fabric. When used with such a fabric system, CSIX-based modular 
designs can be created by combining one or more traffic managers on a line 
card with a portion of the switching fabric. 

Traffic managers (TMs) shown in the figure represent a logical entity 
performing collection of functions (e.g., fragmentation and reassembly, 
traffic shaping and security processing) implemented by a switch fabric user 
to manage the flow of data between a number of ports (line ends) and the 
switch fabric. 

CSlX-U supports up to 4096 CSlX ports for connecting traffic managers to 
the fabric. The number of ports is determined by the fabric and is vendor
spccific. The CSlX 8-bit class variable provides a mechanism to manage 
traffic flows between a traffic manager a'ld a fabric port. Classes can be used 
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to manage priority and QOS services provided by the fabric. The number of 
classes supported is also de termined by the fabric and is vendor-specific. 
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Fih'lrre 72: Common switch interface level 1 (CSIX-Ll) implementation 

There arc three levels in CSIX-L l , namely logical, interco11nection and 
physical level. 

Logical or Message Level 
111is level ensures that data or control message protocol exchanged over the 
interface are properly understood by each end and properly processed by 
the appropriate function. 

Inter.connection Level 
It defines all the signals with specific functions, meanings, and bit widths, 
input or output, signal handshake protocols, etc. 
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Physical Level 
The physical level specifies the electrical characteristics such as voltage 
levels, capacitance, drive strengths, timings etc. 
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Figure 73: CSlX-Ll 32-bit interface 
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Figme 74: CSIX-Ll 64-bit interface 
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CSIX-l 1 utili7e:. an 11 x 32-bit data path, where 11 = 1, 2, 3 or 4. 1l1e frequency 
of operation for CSIX-Ll is specified for up to 250 MHz. Figure 73 :.hows a 
32-bit interface with description of its signalc;. Tranc;mit signals carry 
information from the :.witch fabric to the traffic manager; receive signals 
carry information from the traffic manager to the switch fabric. 

The 6-1-bit and 128-bit CSTX-Ll interface specifications are shown in Figures 
Figure 74, Figure 75, and Figure 76. The extension is easily made by adding 
one or three additional 32-bit interfacc..>s to the standard 32-bit interface. The 
32-bit busses are grouped into transmit and receive groups, each with same 
command signals as in the 32-bit specifications and with sep'1rate tran:.mit 
and receive clock signals for each group. 
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Figure 75: CSIX-Ll 64-bit interface signah 

A CFrame is the base information unit transferred between traffic managers 
(TMs) and a CSIX Fabric. lt consists of a base header, an optional 
(determined by type) extension header, an optional payload, optionaJ 
padding bits anc.J a 16-bit vertical parity field. The payload is variable in 
length and is passed by the CSIX Fabric from ingress traffic manager to 
ei:,..,.css traffic manag<.' r. 
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Figure 76: CSIX-Ll 128-bit interface 

When the TM-TM Interface me!>:.age ~ize is greater than the maximum 
CFrame Payload size, multiple CFrames must be transferred from ingres~ to 
egress TM in order. An ordered collection of Cf rames is defined as a 
CFrame Sequence. ln each of the CFrames the TM-TM Interface will contain 
the necessary 1M Header and Tu! payload information needed to 
reassemble the TM-TM Frame at the egress TM. 

Vertical parity provides an optional second set of parity bits that provide a 
substantial improvement (over ju~t horizontal parity) in the probability of 
error detection. To calculate vertical parity bits, the CFrame is b·eated as a 
series of 16-bit words, organized in a two-dimensional block. A Vertical 
parity bit is generated for each of the 16 bit positions (columns) in the block 
across all rows required to contain the CFramc payload. The resulting 16-bit 
Error Detecting Code (VPar) is appended to the end of the payload. 
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M'Mdi#Mil.!·'*R*riMMH*e:!'iM!ti 

l'-···-····~·......J (CSIX-2) 

CFRAME Base Extension I Payload Vertical 
COMPONENT Header Header Paritv 

LENGTH 2 bytes 0·4 bytes MJxirnum allowable length 2 bytes 
Is 256 bvtes. 

COMMENTS Number of bytes hatur~s of tho traftlc Field Is 
dotom1incd by mrnagor and fabric required; uso of 
Cframo and dHormino actual maximum field ls optional. 
address tvoe lenolh . 

Figure 77: CFrame structure 

The pause and resume information (carried with Ready bits in the base 
header of every CFrame) provides a way to control the flow of data across 
CSIX. De-assertion of a Ready bit indicates that the asserting device can not 
accept another frame after the one currently being transferred for that link 
level queue. The device receiving the pause shaU complete the current frame 
and shall not resume transmission of CFrames until an asserted ready bit is 
received indicating a resume. 

·Response Requirement: 

From the tick that a frame containing a Pause status leaves one component, 
after maximum response (n-T) time has elapsed, no new frame can begin 
transmission beh.veen the components for the congested link level maximum 
response time for a Pause operation is defined as: 

where T is the clock period of the interface, n is the maximum number of 
ticks for the response, and C is a constant for propagating the field within 
the "other" component (or chipset as the case may be) to the interface logic 
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controlling the reverse direction data flow. C is defined to be 32 ticks. L is the 
maximum number of ticks to transport the maximum fabric CFrame size. 
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Figure 78: CFrame sequence example 
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Figure 80: Pause and resume in common switch interface (CSIX) 
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1.8 Backplanes 

An increasingly broad set of systems uses backplanes to connect boards 
including telecom switches, multi-service provisioning platforms, add/drop 
multiplexers, digital cross connects, storage switches, routers, embedded 
platforms, multiprocessor systems and blade servers. These systems 
typically provide modularity through the addition of line cards, switch cards 
and services blades to a single high-speed backplane. In most of those 
platforms the backplane uses a serial interconnect operating at rates higher 
than I Gbit/s. 

Communication and com puting systems share some common backplane 
requirements. Because of legacy space constraints, the size of the backplane
based chassis is around 60 cm. The backplane interconnect is often specified 
to operate over distances of up to l meter with two connectors. 

Backplane trace lengths m ay be different, introducing different delays and 
requiring skew compensation. Most modular systems will block data at 
some point, such as the switch card or the egress line-card port that may be 
the target of more traffic than it can handle. To address this congestion, 
backplanes are designed to perform tlow control and traffic management. 
However, backplane-based communication and computer system~ also have 
unique requirements. Telecom systems are required to supply reJundancy, 
failover mechanisms and bit error rates (BER) as low as 10-15, whid1 in tum 
drives a backplane BER of better than 10-17. Elhernet has traditionally 
offered a BER of 10-12, requiring tech-,ologies like fonvard error correction 
to enhance Ethernet for telecom backplane applications. By contrast, storage 
switches arc often defined by their need for very low latency. for blade
servcr applications, interprocessor communication may also require low 
latency. 

1.8.1 Classical Backplane Solutions 

To implement a backplane almost all interconnecting technologies can be 
used. Some of the technologies suited fo bus and switched topologies are 
listed below. 
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Backplane Busses or Interconnects Switched Backplane 
• AU LVTIL/LVCMOS • Space Wire using L VOS, 
• LVDS RocketIO or similar 
• RocketIO or similar transceiver • RapidlO 
• ISA • Seria l RapidJO 
• Compactl'CT (3.3V Signaling) • Ethernet 
• l'CI-X (3.3V Signaling) • Infini Band 
• PCT Express • Star Fabric 
• VMF. • Advanced Switching 

Classical backplane circuit boards contain sockets or expansion slots for 
co1mections to other circuit boards. There are two types of backplanes: active 
and passive. Active backplanes contain bus control and bridges; however, 
they do not contain processor complex components such as the central 
processing unit (CPU), chipsct, or cache. Passive backplanes con tain 
circuitry for bus connectors and, in some cases, buses and drivers. 

Several types of buses are used in classical backplanes. The most used arc 
PCI and ISA. Industry standard architecture (ISA) buses are 1/0 devices that 
can handle 16-bit data transfers at a clock speed of 8 MH7-. Extended ISA 
(ETSA), an enhanced version of the l5A bus, is capable of 32-bit data 
transfers. Peripheral component interconnect (PCI), a local bus system for 
high-end computers, can transfer 32 or 64 bits of data at a clock speed of 33 
MHz. Compact PCI (cPCI) uses lhe electrical standards of the PCI bus, but is 
packaged in a Versa Module Eurocard (Vlv1E) bus. T11e VME bus (VMEbus) 
is a rugged, 32-bit device used in industrial, commercial and military 
applications. VME64 is an expanded version o f the VMEbus that provides 
6-l-bit data transfers. Other bus types include VME extensions for 
instrumentation (VXl), mul tisystem extension interface (N1Xl), embedded 
technology extended (ETX), and embedded PCT extended (ePCI-X). 
Advanced telecommunication computir.g architecture (AdvancedTCA) is an 
open specification for carrier brrade equipment. Host media processing 
(H tvll') performs the media proces~ing functions of communications 
applications without special-purpose telephony hardware. 

There are many form factors for backplanes. Advanced technology (AT) is 
the original IBM motherboard design for personal computers (PCs). Full-size 
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AT boards arc up lo 12" wide by '13.8" deep. By contrast, sma ll or "baby" AT 
boards are only 8.57" wide by 13.04" deep. Low profile (UJX) backplanes 
mount expansion :.lots on a bus riser that connects to the motherboard. A TX 
combines features from the AT and LPX design<;. Related technologies 
include MiniA TX and microA TX. NLX, another form factor for backplanes, 
supports both current p rocessors and technologies such as accelerated 
graphics port (AGP), universal serial bus (USB), and dual in-line memory 
module (DIMM). NLX cards arc up to 9" wide and 13.6" deep. 

Electronic Backplane (active) 

PCl Sloos 

PCI Bridges 

Figure 81: Electronic backplanes 

Im portant specifications for backplanes include the number of segments in 
the card and the number of expansion slots. Typically, active backplanes 
include a slot for plugging in the CPU. The bus type determines whether the 
backplane contains slots for ISA, PO, cPCI, PXl, VME, VXl, or N1XI slots. 
The form factor determines whether backplanes support AT, A TX, terminal 
block, or 3.3 V power connectors. Some backplanes include a connector for a 
keyboard. Others include on-board terminators that minimize reflections 
and interference on the bus. 
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1.8.2 High-Capacity Backplanes 

High-speed backplanes in modular chassis-based systems, such as core 
routers, Ethernet switches and storage subsystems, require high levels of 
signal integrity and increased system thr::iughput. 

Today, backplanes in some of these systems are operating with 5 Gb it/s and 
higher speed serial link technology. To design highly reliable systems at 
these data rates requires chip vendors to deliver solutions that guarantl'C 
error-free transmission in backplanes. 

As data rates increase beyond the 1 Gbit/s level, designers must address new 
problems in thdr backplane system design. The signal in tegrity of these 
backplanes is affected by skin effect, dielectric loss, increased noise due lo 
crosstalk and intersymbol interference (ISi). 

Skin effect is a phenomenon where majority of the current flow is 
concentrated on U1e outer conductor as frequency increases. The loss due to 
skin effect is proportional to the square root of frequency, width and heigh t 
of the trace. 

Dielectric loss is due to the heat lo:.t to the board dielectric, and increases 
linearly with frequency. At higher frequencies, dielectric loss becomes a 
bigger issue. These losses reduce the signal amplitude, slowing down signal 
edge rates that can cause signal dispersion and poor jilter budget. 

The dispersion of signal leads to 151 as the less attenuated low frequency 
components arc summed up with the attenuated high frequency 
components at the receiver. As a result, the eye opening gets smaller, 
making it difficult lo recover at the receiving end and can lead to 
unacceptable bit errors. This limits the maximum bit rate. Another way of 
explaining this phenomenon is that the signal gels smeared such that the 
energy from one bit degrades into subsequent bits causing bit errors. Since 
there is sufficient timing margin at lower rates, the ISI can be corrected. At 
higher rates, however, IST is no longer limited to signal boundaries and can 
affect the whole width of the bit. 
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Major source for nobe i.:, cro::.stalk that results from the placement of high
dcnsity connector and backplane traces. There arc two types of crosstalk: 
near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT). NEXT is caused 
when a received ::.ignal is corrupted by a signal from the transmitter located 
next to the victim receiver. FEXT occur;; when a received signal is corrupted 
by the transmitter that is located near the far-end transmitter connected to 
the victim receiver. All channel impairments are compensated or eliminated 
in backplane Lntcrconnect devices with special signal-conditioning circuits. 
These circuits attenuate low frequencies and amplify high frequencies to 

compensate for the loss. 

Backplane switching Separate Switch Card 

-; <1'our slots X <; Requires extra slot 
. X s Single point of failure 

X 5Act1ve c"curts oo backplane X <; Extra LRJ item logistics 

StarFabric 

.; §Switching oo card 

'i fNo aetive backplane 

-J !Fout slots us00 

Figure 82: Switched backplane solutions 

There are a wide variety of communication systems developed today that 
share common topologies. In chassis based systems, there are typically 
several line cards and switch cards interconnected th rough a passive 
backplane. Ln some cases, separate control cards will be used which must 
communicate with all the line cards and switch cards. The control devices 
may also be located on the switch cards. 

To avoid single point of failurt!, switching function can be distributed over 
the line cards as shown in Figure 82. Thus, in this case each card implements 
a switching element, and therefore, no active backplane is needed. A 
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drawback of this solution is that line cards become more complex and more 

costly. 

Advanced switching should provide a standard backplane interface for line 
cards, switch cards and control card~ used in communication system 
applications. One possible implementation could be to use an industry 
standard (e.g. AdYanced TCA) chassis platform, which allows cards from 
different vendors to be mixed and matched within a system. This will 
eliminate the interoperability problems we have today where, for example, 
10 Gigabit backplanes may be implemented by using different technologies 
sud1 ac; CSIX, PCl Express, lnfiniDand, SPT-4, or 10 Gigabit Ethernet (see 
Chapter O) interfaces, which are not functionally compatible with each o ther. 

Figure 83 shows an example of backplane implementation by using high
speed Ethernet transceiver modules. In this example, backplane coru1cctions 
are duplicated (plane /1 A" and plane "B") in order lo make the backplane 
more reliable. Here, the backplane is e lectrical and the transmission rate is 
limited to 6.25 Gbit/s per direction. 
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Figure 83: An example of high-speed Ethernet backplane implementation 

There is a variety of such modules available on the market (see Figure 84). 
They are usually equipped with a 10 Gigabit attachment unit interface 
(XAUl) (see Section 12.3 for more details) and designed for an optical 
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backplane connection. There is a !Tend to produce these modules with a 
small form factor and pluggable in order to achieve an easy use, high 
density, low power, and low cost. For very high capacity backplanes a 
solution that uses wavelt!ngth division multiplexing (WDM) to transmit 
many channels over single optical fiber could be convenient, even though 
such transceiver modules are relatively expensive. 

x16 Mux lntettiee 

Lower Cost 
Smaller Form Factor 

(Greater Line Card density) 
lower Power 

x..._ 
Plug-alllo 
Cost4-& 
XAUI lotertaoe 

figure SJ: Box-to-box optical modules 

1.8.3 Optical Backplanes 

Today, optical in terconnections in the enterprise are mostly used for the box
to-box interconnects. The optica l transceivers are either p lugged into high
capacity Ethernet or FC-based switches, or placed on a network interface 
card (NIC) or a host bus adapter (HBA). 

Board-to-Board Interconnects 
The move of the communications industry, both tclecom and datacom 
toward a Modular Communication Platform (MCP) favors the deployment 
of bladed architecture. functions that were traditionally housed in a 
standalone box, such as between servers and switches, have started to be 
.implemented into a board-level form-Factor, whicl1 is called a blade, and 
they plug into a common chassis. Therefore, interconnect opportl111ities at 
the board level are becoming more important. As the transmission speed 
increases, copper-based interconnects arc facing technical d1allenges in 
terms of speed, reach, electromagnetic interference (EM!), and routing. 
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Backplanes arc potential applications for optical interconnects. These arc 
point-to-point or point-to-multipoint high-speed interconnects with typical 
lengths of under 1 m. The key advantages of optical backplane interconnects 
are low-crosstalk among the optical signals, <-md their large bandwidth. 
However, most of today's optical backplanes arc more like patch panels 
rather than replacements for backplanes. Many different optical technologies 
have been demonstrated including polymer waveguides integrated on Si, 
planar light wave circuit interconnects, and fiber ribbon arrays integrated 
with VCSELs and photodiodes. The transition to optical backplanes might 
be induced by the accumulating technical challenges of electrical 
interconnects. 1 lowever to be widely adopted, optical inte rconnects must be 
able to advance toward a smaller form-factor with a lower power 
consumption at a lower cost. Meeting these requiremen ts is critical to the 
technology evolution of optical interconnects from box-to-box to board-to
board to chip-to-chip. 

Transmltttr array 

• PotymClf WAveguides 
•f_rlb_ 

Receiver array 

Figure 85: Optical interconnects 

Chip-to-Chip Interconnects 
It has been shown that frequency-dependent loss for copper traces on FR4 
printed circuit board~ (PCBs) rapidly rises above 1 Gliz, reducing the signal
to-noise ratio (SNR) and introducing timing errors. In addition, the resultant 
high-frequency crosstalk among the different copper traces limits the wiring 
density on the circuit board. High-sp<..>cd short-distance (L < 10 cm) chip-to
chip optical interconnects have several advantages over copper 
interconnects. Optical interconnects are low-loss interconnects with a large 
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transmission bandwidth. AnoU1er key advantage is their inherent imnnmity 
to EMl. The density of copper traces printed circuit boards is constrained by 
the!>e EMI and electrical crosstalk problems. Over the last 20 years, many 
different optical technologies were demonstrated to overcome U1e electrical 
bottleneck. However, their relative high costs due to implementation 
complexity and use of exotic materials made them tmsuitable for high
volume manufacturing and tl1Us prevented the adoption of these 
technologies. 

On-Chip Interconnects 
The design of on-chip electrical interconnects is becoming increasingly 
difficult given the continuous growth in the complexity of integrated circuits 
operating at multi-GHz. Can on-chip optical interconnects potentially solve 
these issues? On-chip point-to-point and point-lo-multipoint optical 
interconnects with typical lengths unde r 1 cm are potentially attractive 
because of the fo llowing reasons: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

they decrea~ the existing electrical interconnect delays, 
provide a higher bandwidth to keep pace with the speed of transistors, 
reduce electrical power consumption, and 
minimize sensitivity to 'EMI . 

The potential primary application of on-chip optical interconnects in 
microprocessors, for example, are in high-speed signaling and clock 
distribution. For on-chip signal distribution, four key benchmark parameters 
are typically u~cd: signal delay normalized by clock cycle, available 
bandwidth per unit area or bandwidth density, bandwidth density/delay 
ratio, and cost. For on-chip clock distribution, the critical parameters are 
timing, skew, and jitter. The primary challenges for implem <.!nting these 
optical interconnect$ is the integration of multiple VCSEL and photodiode 
arrays with their corresponding drivers and transimpedance amplifiers 
(TIA), and on-chip light coupling into optical waveguide arrays over the 
entire chip. Currently, such optoelectronic integration is not only in its early 
stages of development, but it is also very expensive relative to copper-bac;cd 
interconnects with limited or no performance advantages. In order to take 
advantage of on-dup optical interconnects; today's microprocessor 
architecture might need to evolve from a si ngle superscalar chip to a mesh of 
optically interconnected processors with their associated memories. The 
WO\lf scheme cottld be used, for example, to send mtlltiple wavelengths in 
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lhe same optical waveguide to significantly increase the overall 
communication bandwid th. 

Figure 86: Arrays of vertiai l cavity smfacc emitting lasers (VCSEl.s) 

I<or optical interconnects there arc various approaches using different 
transmission media such as optical fiber, optical waveguide, and free-space. 

The spectrum of fiber-based optical interconnects reaches from individual 
fibers or fiber ribbons, over 2D fiber arrays or fiber image guides, or complex 
fiber-arrangements that are laminated into flexible foils or even into boards. 

Waveguide 

Figure 87: Optical bad.planes 

Many w·aveguide-based approaches have been demonstrated in the last few 
years. Waveguides arc fabricated directly into boards or separately onto foils 
that are laminated into boards subsequently. The waveguide structure itself 
is defined by process such as direct laser writing; mask exposun~, 

embossing, ion exchangt•, or etclung. TI1e lugh level of integration within the 
board is clearly a very interesting feature of wavcguidt•s, although this 
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certainly adJs quite !:>Orne complexity to the manufacturing. Another unique 
feature is the po!:>sibility to directly integrate passive optical clements !:>uch a!:> 
splitters, combiners, or even gratings, whid1 is for example interesting in the 
contest of providing redundancy, or for implementing certain bus 
structures. By using different wavelengths for transmitters on the PCBs and 
gratings to filter ou t a particular wavelength, a microd1annel interconnect 
structure can be made as shown in Figure 88. This is not possible with 
electronic backplanes at Gbil/s rates, and it would allow new architectural 
approaches. 

a) 

b) 

PCBs 

Transceivers 

Gratings 

Waveguldo Plat& 

Figure 88: MicrochannC'I interconnect (a- schematic, b- implementation) 

The free-space based approaches can be classified by how an array of 
channels is imaged from object (laser) to image (detector). All channels of an 
array can be imaged through 0 11e single aperture (macro-optics), or cluster!:> 
of few channels can be imaged through several smaller apertures (mini
optics), or each channel can be imaged through a ded icated aperture (micro
optics), plus all kind of combinations between these three types (hybrid 
optics). 
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Free-Space Optlc;il 
Interconnects 

INTERCONNECTS 

Figure 89: An example of free·space optical inte rconnects 

One of the potential advantages of free-space optics is lhc low attenuation if 
air is used as a propagation medium. There are still losses due to reflections, 
but these can be minimized using anti-reflection coatings. Another potential 
advantage of free-space optics is the promise of increased density by using 
real 2D arrays. 
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Figure 90: i\n cxarnple - J' ARO LI optical backplane 

Finally, free-space interconnects are potentially less invasive to board 
manufacturing process and might therefore allow a shorter time to product. 
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A key limitation of free-space approaches is the alignment, which has to be 
maintained over lhe whole optical path and not only at the coupling 
interfaces, as for guided approaches. Prototype free-space interconnects 
have therefore been limited in length from centimetre~ to few tens of 
centimetres. 

Figure 91: P/\ROU transceiver module 

Figure 92: PAROU backpl.rnc comwction 



Chapter 2 

TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC SYSTEMS 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives a br iefly description of the most importan t wired 
networking systems as well as a deeper look inside the network elements for 
these systems. Several examples of implementation of modules, component 
and functions needed in the network elements arc also provided. 

2.2 SONET/SDH Systems 

SONET (Synchronous Optical Network - ANSI Standard) and SDH 
(Synchronous Digital Hierarchy - ITU Standard) are developed for circuit
switchcd (connection-oriented) transmission of Digitized voice and packet 
data over physical media (copper or fiber) . They implement globally 
common multiplexing hierarchy, seamless inter-networking between 
national providers, so that they arc multi-vendor compatible. 

2.2.1 SONET/SDH Basics 

Mostly SONET/SDH networks are implemented in a ring topology and are 
capable to transport different tributary signals and other transport 
technologies (ATM, Ethernet, and IP) as shown in Egure 93. The 
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specifications of SONET and SDH cover only physical layer descrip tion (OSI 
layer 1). These specifications (SONET and SDH) arc very similar to each 
other in principle, and therefore, in the following text we will concenl.Tate 
only on description of SDH. 

Ethernet 

IP 

T1 

T1 IP E3 ATM 
OSI 

Layer 1 

Figure 93: SONET/SDH networks 

ATM 

IP 

T1 

figure 94 is a schematic diai:,'!am of a SDH ring structure with various 
tributaries. The mixture of different applications is typical of the data 
transported by SDH. Synchronous networks must be able to transmit 
plcsiochronous signals and at the same time be capable of handling fu ture 
ser vices such as ATM. All this requires the use of various different network 
elements. Current SDH networks are basically made up from fo ur different 
types of network element (see Figure 95). The topology (i.e. ring or mesh 
structure) is governed by the requirements of the network provider. 

Regenerators 
Regenerators, as the name implies, have the job of regenerating the clock 
and amplitude relationships of the incoming data signals that have been 
attenuated and distorted by dispersion. 111cy derive their clock signals from 
the incoming data stream. Messages are received by extracting various 64 
kbit/s channels (e.g. service channels El, Fl ) in the RSOH (regenerator 
section overhead). Messages can also be output using these channels. 

Terminal Multiplexers 
Terminal multiplexers are used to combine plesiochronous and synchronous 
input signals into higher bit rate STM-N signals. 
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Add-Drop Multiplexers (ADM) 
Plc!>iochronous and lower bit rate synchronous signals can be extracted from 
or inserted into high SJX>cd SDI I bit streams by means of ADMs. This feature 
makes it possible to set up ring structures, which have the advantage that 
automatic back-up path swi tching is possible using elements in the ring in 
Lhe event of a fault. 

ADM ACfG'D<op Multlple- CXC : Oogilal Cross Comect 
STM SyncM>nous Transto1 Mo<llle 

STM-1 6 w 2.5Gti.Vs (STM· l6) 
STM·4 x 622Mbll /s(STM-4) 
STM· 1 155 Mbil/s (STM-1) 

140 Mbilis 140 Mbitls 
34 Mbills Crou Connecl 34 Mbi11s 
2Mblls 2Mtlllls 

STM-N Add/Orop
Muldplexor 

STM·N 

~- ~"fM·N 
~ 

POH 
SCH 
POH 

Terminal 
Multiplexer 

STM-N 

Figure 94: SONET/SDJ I network elcnw nts 

Digital Cross-Connects (DXC) 
This network clement has the widest range of functions. It allows mapping 
of plesiochronous digital hierarchy (PDH) tributary signals into virtual 
con tainers as well as switching of various containers up to and including 
VC-4. 

The regenerator section is the path between regenerators. Part of the 
overhead (RSOil, regenerator section overhead) is available for the signaling 
required within this layer. The remainder of the overhead (MSOI I, multiplex 
section overhead) is used for the needs of the multiplex section. The 
multiplex section covers the part of the SDH link between multiplexers. The 
carriers (VC, virtual containers) arc available as payload at the two ends of 
this ~ction. 
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Figure 95: SDI I Lransmission path 
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A frame with a bit rale of 155.52 Mbit/s is defined in ITU-T Recommendation 
G.707. This Frame is caUed the synchronous transport module (STM). SinCl! 
the frame is the first level of the synchronous digital hierarchy, it is known 
as SfM-1. r:igure 96 shows the format of lhis frame. 

,_ 9Bytc 

STM·L 1!>5.52Mtlil<S 
PaytOaO 149 16 1.U.Vs 
Overllaad: 5.24 Mll!VS 

1• 0 

STM: Syrclwonous Transler -
RSOH· Reg.,norntor Secllofl 0.ethead 
MSOH: Mulliplexer Soc1ion O.e1neoo 

RSOH 

Poinler 

MSOH 

261 Byto 

3 

1 
Payload 

5 

1st fOw 2nd row 3th row 

9 By 261 Byta 9 Byl 261 By1e 9 By 261 Byte 

STM-1 Fr11nt Duration 1=125 pa 

'Pigl1 re 96: Format of SDH fr,tmc 

. 
~ .. 

__ _l. 
I .c 125µs 

4th row 
9 Byi 261 Byis 

A SDH frame is made up from a byte matrix of 9 rows and 270 column!>. 
Transmission is row by row, starling with the byte in the upper left corner 
and ending wi th the byte in the lower right corner. The frame repetition rate 
is 125 µs. Ead1 byte in the payload represents a 64 kbit/s channel. The STM-1 
frame is capable of transporting any PDH tributary signal (UO Mbit/:.). 
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Pointer is used to localize individual virtual containers in the payload of the 
synchronous transport module. The pointer may directly indicate a single 
VC-n virtual container from the upper level of the STh1-1 frame. 

Transport of tributary signals over SDH networks 
The heterogeneous nature of modern network structures has made it 
necessary that all PDH and ATM si5'l1als are transported over the SDH 
network. The process of matching the signals to the network is caUed 
mapping. The container is the basic package unit for tributary channels. A 
special container (C-n) is p rovided for each PDH tributary signal. These 
containers are always much larger than the payload to be transported. The 
remaining capacity is used partly for justification (stuffing) in order lo 
equalize out timing inaccuracies in the PDH signals. \.\'here synchronous 
tributaries are mapped, fixed fill bytes are inserted instead of justification 
bytes. A vir tual container (VC-n.) is made up from the container thus formed 
together with the path overhead (POH). This is transmitted unchanged over 
a path through the neh-vork. The next step towards formation of a complete 
STM-N signal is the addition of a pointer indicating the start of the POH. 
The unit formed by the pointer and the virtual container is called an 
administrative unit (AU-n) or a tributary unit (TU-n). Several TVs taken 
together form a tributary w1it group (TUG-n); these arc in turn collected 
together into a VC. One or more AUs form an administrative unit group 
(AUG). Finally, the AUG plus the ::;ection overhead (SOH) forms the STM-N. 
ATM signals can be transported in the SDH network in C11, C12, C3 and C4 
containers. Since the container transport capacity does not meet the 
continually increasing ATM bandwidth requirement, methods have been 
developed for transmitting the ATM payload in a multiple (n) C-4 (virtual or 
contiguous concatenation). As an example, a quadruple C-4 can be 
transmitted in a STM-4. Figure 97 is a summary of the mappings that are 
currently possible according to ITU-T Recommendation G.707 and the ATM 
mapping recommendations. Of interest in this context is the so-called sub
STM or STM-0 signal. nus interface is used in SDH/SONET links and m 
radio link and satellite connections. The STM-0 bit rate is 51.84 Mbit/s. 
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rJ: 45Mbit/s 
E3:34 MbiVs 

:i~ Et: 2 MblVs 

Tu:;-;.:~ T1: 1,SMbit/s 

l l Mapt iing 
POH 

Poillter 

Figure 97: Mapping in SDH 

Section overhead (SOH) 
The first 9 bytes in each of the 9 rows are called the overhead. G.707 makes a 
distinction beh\recn the regenerator section overhead (RSOII) and the 
multiplex section overhead (MSOH). The reason for this is to be able to 
couple the functions of certain overhead bytes to the network architecture. 
Figure 98 shows the SOH structure and describes the individual functions of 
the bytes. 

Regenerator 
Section 

Overileod 
(RSOH) 

Mulllploxcu· 
Sect.ion 

Overhead 
(MSOH) 

A1 Al A1 A2 A2 A2 JO It ft 

e1 mm e1m Fl~.(t>?>·.;J1; 

01mm o2m i 9l1- ~~ 

Pointer 

82 82 82 Kl 1(1 !l!l't ""' !!.\ > PS 06 •.'1!, 

P1 06 09 
v 

ll1i !ltr' 011 012 v,g 

A 1, A2: Frame alignment and 
synchronisation 
JO: Section trace 
Bl : Section panty code BIP·B 

• 82: Bit interleaved parity 
• Fl - user channel: used by operators to 

remotely recognise various physical alarms 
Dt • 03: 192 kbiVs OA&M data (RSOH 
network management) 
04 . 0 12: 576 kbiVs OA&M data (MSOH 
netwolk management) 
El , E2: 64 kbiVs ordcrwire channels 
multiplex section monitoring 
Fl: 64 kbi>Js user channel (maintenance) 
K 1, K2: Requeslianswer automatic 
protection switching (APS} channels 
S l: Clock quualily 
Ml: Error indication 
Zl . Z2: Reserve 
m: Media·dcpondent Bytes 
n: Bytes reserved for national use 

Figure 98: Regenerator and multiplexer section overhcuds (SOl ls) 
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Path overhead 
The path overhead (POH) plus a container forms a virtual container. The 
POH has the task of monitoring quality and indicating the typ<.! of container. 
The format and size of the POT I depends on the container type. Figure 
shows the POH of a VC-4 and describes functions of their bytes. 

J1 

B3 

C2 

G1 

F2 

H4 

F3 

K3 

Nl 

Path Overhead of a VC - 4 

Jl : Palh trace (verifies the VC·n palh connection) 
83: Bn error monnomg over the palh (BIP-8) 

C2: Signal label (1nd1cates the composition of lhe VC·n payload) 
F2: Path user channel (user communication channel) 
G 1: Path status 
H4: Single byte for multlframe indication. 
F3: Maintenance 
K3: Aulhomatic protection switching 
N t: Tandem Connection Monnoring 

Figure 99: Path overhead (POTi) 

Error monitoring is implemented for each SDII section. For example, T31 by te 
contains BIP-8 of all bits in the previous frame using even parity, before 
scrambling. This is the error monitoring byte or the regencrntor section. 

----, ------- ~ --------------------------------

Byte Frame Section Length Monitoring Section 

Bl RSOH BIP-S STM· 1 (2430 Byles) 

B2 MSo+i BIP-24 STM·1 wllhout RSOH 

B3 POH VC-3/4 BIP·8 VC-314 

f igure LOO: Bit error monitoring in SDH 
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For the multiplex section (also called line section) B2 byte contains BIP-24 
calculated over all bits of the line overhead of the previous frame with even 
parity. In order to implement error monitoring for the whole connection, the 
path error monitoring byte, B3, is included in the path overhead (POF). lt 
contains a BIP-8 over all bits of the payload of the previous frame, using 
even parity before scrambling. 

A higher hierarchy (higher transmission rate) can be achieved by byte-wise 
multiplexing of four frames of the lover hierarchy as shown in Figure 101. In 
this way a STM-4 fra me can be built from four STM-1 frames. TI1e resulting 
frame has 4 x 270 Dytes in a column, while the frame duration remains the 
same (125 ~ls). 

TI1c main parts of a SO ET/SDH interface card arc shown in figure 102. 

There arc a number of interfaces to layer 2 processing device, which can be 
for example an A TM or an Ethernet or another device. Some of these 
interfaces arc standardi7.ed and others are proprietary. ll1e payload is first 
processed in the SONET/SDH interface card. This means that packets or cells 
from layer 2 has lo be prepared for transmis~ion and mapped to the SDll 
virtual container. 
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N )( 98yte 
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1 xSTM - N 

1.2 .. _ ... .. i...H. H.. •• 

PoylOld 

--. t , t..- N. t.2---N 

Figure 101: By te wise multiplexing of N STM signals into one STM-N signaJ 
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Figure 102: SONET/SDH interfaces 
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The SONET/SDH frame processing block inserts processes or removes the 
section overhead. For lhc interface to the transmi~sion medium (line 
interface) we also can use a standardized interface (e.g. SFT) or a proprietary 
interface. The interfaces specified by the Optical lntemetworking Forum 
(OIF) are described in the following subsection. These interfaces were 
primarily developed for SONET/SDH network elements, but can also be 
used in other systems. 

2.2.2 SONET/SDH Interfaces 

Optical lntemetworking Forum (OIF) develop and deploy interoperable 
data switching and routing products and services that use optical 
networking technologies. The~ interfaces, the System Packet Interface (SPI) 
the SERDES Framer Interface (SFI), and the TOM Fabric Interface (TFI), arc 
depicted in the following reference model: 
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Figure 103: Electrical Interfaces developed by the Optical Intemetworking Forum 
(OIF) 

The System Packet interface (SPI) is between the Physical Layer (PHY) 
device(s) and the re~t of the SONEI/SDH System (i.e. between the 
SONET/SDH Framer and the Link layer). This interface separates the 
synchronous PHY layer from the asynd1ronous packet-based processing 
performed by the higher layers. As such, the SPI supports transmit and 
receive data transfers at clock rates independent of the adual line bit rate. ft 
is designed for U1e efficient transfer of both variable-sized packet and fixed
sized cell data. 

The SERDES Framer Interface (SFI) defines an electrical interface bctw(.>cn a 
SOKET/SDH framer and the high speed Parallel-to-Serial/ Serial-to-Parallel 
(SERDES) logic. This permits lhe SERDES and Framer to be implemented in 
different speed technologies, allowing a cost- effective multiple chip solution 
for the SONET/SDH Pl-IY. 

The TOM Fabric Interface (TFI) defines the backplane interface between a 
SONET based Time division Multiplexed (TOM) framer and switch fabric. 
Traffic between the framer and the fabric is modelled after a SONET/SDH 
frame, and operates at the STS-48/STM- 16 equivalent bit rate. 
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The OIF has defined several different versions of these electrical interfaces: 

• SPI-3 

• SPT-4.1 (SPI-4.2)/SFI-4.1 (SPL-4.2) 
• SPI-5/SFI-5 
• TFI-5 

• Sxl/CEI 

2.2.2.1 System l'ackel Inter/nee (SPJ) 

OC-48/STivl-16 and below (2.48832 
Gbit/s range) 
OC-192/STM-64 (10 Gbit/s range) 
OC-768/STM-256 (40 Gbit/s range) 
OC-48/STM-16 to OC-768/STM-256 
(2.5 -40 Gbit/s range) 
Common Electrical Interfaces 

SPl is an electrical interface defined by the OIF to support Packet over 
SONET/SDH (POS). It definl!S an interface for efficient packet lTansfer 
between a physical layer (PHY) device and a link layer device. 

SPI-3 

SPf-3 is the first electrical interface defined by the OIF, whid1 was dc!>ib>ned 
to support Packet over SONET/SDl L (POS) in the OC-48 (2.488 Gbit/s) and 
below environment. Since the SPI-3 supports data transfers at dock rates 
independent of the actual line bit rate, FIFOs arc specified to allow the rate 
decoupling. Each physical layer device is required to support a minin1Um 
FIFO size of 256-bytes. 

SPJ-3 Interface Attributes: 

• Point-to-point connection (i.e., between single PHY and single Link Layer 
device) 

• Variable length packets 
• Defines both byte-level and packet-Level transfer modes 
• Transmit/ Receive Data Path: 

- 8 or 32 bits wide 
- Parity on the Data bus 
- Maximum dock rate of 104 MHz 

• In-band PHY port selection 
- J'HY port address is inserted in-bnnd with tlw packet data being 

transferred on the data bus 
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- 256 ports supported (8-bit address) 
• Discrete transmit/receive control signals for Start of Packet (SOP), End of 

Packet (EOP), Start of Transfer, Error indications, etc. 
• Transmit FIFO Status 

- Transmit Flow Control provided using either a polling or a direct 
status indication scheme 

- Discrete addre!:>S polling control and FIFO status signals used 
• FIFO buffer 256-bytes deep 

-- --------------------------------------------· 
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SPI-4 Phase 1 (SPl-4.1) 

Transmit Ctock : 

Ttansmtt 0 1na eus•8Qt 32 bits) 
~ 

Transmit Bu5 Plrity 

r------,,---f 

-----~·~· ---'"' 

------------~"_:-·~ SONET/SOH 
~ ----------- --
~·---··--··-

... 
K. Receive Ol\1 Bus (Sow 32: bits) 

"4 Receive 8us Parity 

.. 

Receive Clock 

Fii.,>urc 104: SPI·3 Interface 

Framer 

I 

The SPT-4 Phase 1 interface is a packet and cell tramfer interface that 
supports transfers at a nominal rate of 10 Gbit/s (OC-192-bascd) and a 
maximum rate of 12.8 Gbit/s. Unlike SPJ-3, flow control information is 
passed back to the send ing device on a continuous ba!>is. The flow control 
information specifics whether the receiving device is full or not. 
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Figure 105: SPI-4.1 Interface 

SPT-4 Phase 1 Interface Attributes: 
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• Point-to-point connection (i.e., between single PHY and single Link Layer 
device) 

• Vnriablc-length packets and fixed-sized cells 
• Transmit I Receive Data Path: 

- 64 bits wide (optional 16 bit wide data path) 
- Source-synchronous clocking at 200 MHz 
- Parity on the Data bus 
- Sing le-ended HSTL Class 1 1/0 

• Out-of-band port address 
• Discrete address bus 
• Maximum number of port address bits is not specified 
• Discrete transmit/receive contTol signals for Start of Packet (SOP), End of 

Packe t (EOP), Error indications, etc. 
• Transmit/Receive FIFO Status interface: 

4-bit parallel FIFO status bus 
Out-of-band Start-of-FIFO-Status ~ignal 
Flow control information is passed back to the l>Cnding device on a 
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continuous ba::.is. The flow control information specifies whether the 
receiving device FIFO is full or not. 
No polling 
Transmit slalus bus synchronized with Transmit Clock, Receive status 
bus synchronized w ith Receive Clock 
Same clock ra te as the data bus 

SPl-4 Phase 2 (SPl-4.2) 

SPI-4.2 runs al a minimum of 10 Gbit/s and supports the aggregate 
bandwidths required of ATM and Packet over SONET/SDH (POS) 
applications. SPI-4 specifics a higher-speed and narrower interface than that 
defined in SPI-4 Phase 1 and its transmit and receive interfaces are 
completely separate and independent. Ct is well positioned as a versatile 
general-purpose inlerface for exchanging packets anywhere within a 
communications system. 

--- ---- -----------------------------
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Figure 106: SPI 42 Interface 
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To be able to support both bid irectional and urudirectional connections, the 
transrrutting and the receiving interface arc desibrned to be completely 
independent of each other. nus separation is mainly achieved by 
implementing one out-of-band status charU1el per direction which realises 
the flow control med1anism. Further the data and status channels of each 
interface have separate clocks (driven by the sender) so they can operate 
independent of the corresponding data d1annel. Data is always transferred 
in bursts which have a determined maximum length and always contain a 
multiple of eight data words, 

TI1e status channel is used for reporting per port remote FIFO status 
information. The transmitted FIFO fill level is then used to calculate the 
credits for the interface scheduling med1anism controlling the per port 
transmission data rate. implementation can be done using either L VTTL (up 
to 1/ 1 data clock rate) or L VOS 1/0 (higher bandwidth operation) depending 
on the required update rate for lhe fill level information. Doth the data and 
the status d1annel use an n-bit diagonal interleaved parity (DIP-n) to allow 
the detection of transmission errors. A four-bit parity (n = 4) is calcula ted 
over the sent data and the subsequent control word on the data channel. On 
the status d1anneJ a two-bit code (n = 2) wh ich is calculated over one 
com ple te status transmission cycle is used to detect transmission errors. 
Depending on the number of consecutive errors the protocol core decides 
whether synchronisation could be established and payload transmission is 
possible. 

The DW-4 code covers the control word and any of the data sent after the 
prior control word; it is an odd-parity code that is computed "d iagonally" 
across the 16 data lanes. Diagonal parity docs not offer better performance 
over conventional parity in the presence of random errors. I lowever, it 
allows errors i::,olated in one data lane (resulting for example, from a 
marginal re board trace or defective 1/0) to be spread across more than one 
parity bit, thereby increasing the likelihood of detecting those errors. 

Sl'l-4 Phase 2 l11tcrface Attrilmtes: 

• Point-to-point connection (i.e., between t.ingle PIIY and single Link Layer 
device) 

• Variable-length packets and fixed-sized cells 
• Transmit I Receive Data Path: 
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- o6 bits wide 
- Sourcc-synduonous double-edge clucking with a 311 MHz minimum 
- 622 Mbps minimum data rate per line 
- L VDS 1/0 (IEEE 1596.3 - 1996, ANSL'TlA/ECA-644-1995) 
- Control word extension supported 

• In-band PHY port addressing 
• Support for 256 ports (suitable for STS-1 granularity in 

SONET/SDHapplications (192 ports) and Fast Ethernet granularity in 
Ethernet applications (100 ports)) 

• Extended addressing supported for highly channelized applications 
• ln-band star t/end-of-packet indication, error-control code 
• Transrrut/Receive FIFO Status interface: 

- 2-bit parallel FIFO status bus 
- In-band Start-of-FJFO-Status signal 
- Source-synchronous clocking 
- Flow control information is passed back to the sending device on a 

continuous basis. The flow control information specifies whether the 
receiving device FTFO is full or not. 

- No polling 
- Uses either CMOS LV1TL 1/0 (3.3V) or LVDS 1/0(IEEE1596.3 - 1996, 

ANSI{fIA/EIA-64+. 1995) 
- Run at a maximum of \l.i data path clock rate for LVITL T/0 or at full 

datapath clock rate for L VOS 1/0 
• Segmentation of data is in multiples of 16 bytes with the exception of 

transfers that terminate with an End-of-Packet indication. 

SP£-5 

SPl-5 runs at a muumum of 40 Gbit/s and supports the aggregate 
bandwidths required of ATM and Packet over SONET/SDH (POS) 
applications. SPI-5 specifies a 16-lane interface with transmit and receive 
interfaces completely separate and independent. Each direction of the SPI-5 
b us has its own Pool Status Channel that is sent separately from the 
corresponding da t.1 path. This makes it possible to decouple Uw Transmit 
and Receive interfaces making SPI-5 suitable for both bidirectional and 
unidirectional link layer devices. 
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On the data path, the interfact! signals consist of a 16 parallel data lanes 
(TDAT, ROAT) together with a clock (TDCLK, RDCLK) and a control signal 
(TCTL, RCTL). ln order to control transition density, the control and data 
signals are independently scrambled by an XI 1 + X9 + 1 linear feedback shift 
register (LFSR) stream cipher. 
The clock is source-synchronous (originating together with the data at the 
source end) and runs at one quarter the baud rate of the data. In-band 
signaling is used on the data path, in which control signals may be inserted 
between data transfers. The control line is used to d istinguish between 
periods of data and control information; iL L'i low during data transfer and 
high otherwise. In-band control information includes the means for 
indicating start-of-packet (SOP), end-of-packet (EOP), the destination port 
address of the transfer, and an error-detection code. 

The SPT-5 interface can be operated at data rates from 2.5 to 3.125 Gbit/s lo 
transport various payloads, includ ing A TM, packet over SONET/SDl-1, 
(POS) and Ethernet frames. 
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Flow control information is sent out-of-band in a serial status line (TSTAT, 
RSTAT) that nms al the same bit rate as the data path. These status lines are 
also scrambled with the same sd1eme employed in the data path. 

Out-of-band flow control has the advantage of keeping transmit and receive 
interfaces independent of each other. If in-band flow control were used, then 
the flow control for one data path would be carried in the data path in the 
other direction. This would be of no major consequence if both transmit ancJ 
receive functions could be integrated in one link layer device. 

With the present state of IC technology, however, it is not possible to achieve 
any meaningful integration of both functions into one device. Hence, most 
link layer implementations will con~ist of separate, unidirectional devices. 
Consequently, an in-band flow control scheme would have required yet 
another interface between those two devices to relay flow control 
information onto the opposite data path. So while it might appear "cleaner" 
to have all control information sent in band, practical realities demand that 
flow control be sent out-of-band. 

SPI-5 Interface Attributes: 

• Point-to-point connection (i.e., between single PH Y and single Link Layer 
device) 

• Variable-length packets and fixed-sized celL'i 
• Transmit I Heceive Data Path: 

16 bits wide 
Source-synchronous clock at one quarter fhe data rate 

- 3.125 Gbit/s maximum, 2.488 min. data rate per line 
CML 1/0 per the Sxl-5 common electrical specification 

• In-band PHY port addressing 
• Support for 256 ports 
• Extended addressing (up to 2"144 ports) supported for highly channelized 

applications 
• Control word~ carry In-band port address, start/end-of-packet indication 

and error-contro l code 
• Transmit/Receive Pool Stah1s channel: 

Operates al the same dock rate as the data path 
Bil Pool status indication 
In-band Pool Status framing 
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Electrical, training and scrambling functions common with data path 
In-band training 

• Segmentation of data is in multiples of 16 words (32 bytes) for nominal 
burst transfer. EOP packcb can be shorter (allowing data burst lengths to 
be sized appropriate to the application). 

2.2.2.2 SERDES Framer filter/nee (SFT) 

SFI-4 Phase 1 

The SFI-4 p hase 1 interface supports transmi t and receive data transfers at 
clock rates locked to the actual line bit rate. It is optimized for the pure 
transfer of data. There is no protocol or framing overhead. 
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Figure 108: SFI-4.J Interface 

SFl-4 Phase 1 lnterfnce Attributes: 

• Point-to-point connection (i.e., benvccn single Framer and single SERDES 
device) 

• Transmit I Hcceive Data Path: 
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- 16 bit~ wide 
- Source-synchronous cloc1'ing at 622.08 MHz (311.04 MHz with Double 

Dnta Rate snmple optional) 
- 622 Mbit/s minimum data rate per hne 
- An agi:,rregate of 9953.28 Mbit/s is tran~ferred in each direction 
- Timing specifications allow operation up to ·10.66 Gbit/s 
- LVDSl/O{IEEEStd 1596.3-1996) 

• The 622.08 MH z Framer Tran~mit Clock sourced from the SERDES 
• Uses a 622.08 MH7. LV-PECL reference clock input 
• A low-speed (L VTTL) Receive Loss of Synchronization Error is signaled 

when the Receive Clock and ReceiYe Data are not derived from the 
received optical signal 

SFI-4 Phase 2 

The SFl-4 phase 2 interface supports a narrower 4 bit transmit and receive 
data path. In addition to the Framer to SERDES interface, SFI-4.2 can be used 
to trcmsmit higher rate Forward error correction transfers between the FEC 
and SERDES. 

SONET/SDH 

Framer 

S Fl-4 Phase 2 

Tranari 1 Oilxk Source 
Forward 

Error 
Correction 

(FEC) 

SFl-4 Phase 2 

Aoforence 
Clock 

SER DES 
E/O 

Dellice 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

----------------------------------------------------------------' 
Figure ·109: SFl-4.2 Interface 
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The interface uses 64B66B coding to perform byte and lane alignment 
functions and encode the dock. The interface is protocol agno!:>tic, 
supporting lOG Ethernet, lOG Fibre Channel, OC-192/STM-64, G.709, 
proprietary FEC coding and other proprietary data streams. 

SFI-4 Phase 2 llllerfnce Attributes: 

• Point-to-point connection (i.e., between single Framer to FEC, Framer to 
SERDES or FEC to SERDES device) 

• Transmit I Receive Data Path: 
- 4 bits wide 
- Clocklcss inte rface (clock is embedded in the data path) 
- 2.488 Gbit/s minimum d ata rate per line 
- An aggregate of 9953.28 Mbit/s is transferred in each direction 

(timiJ1g specifications allow operation up to 12.5 Gbit/s) 
- CML T/O (electrical and jitter specifications per Sxl-5 common 

electrical specifica tion 
• A 622.08 MHz Framer Transmit Clock is sourced from the SERDES 
• A low-speed (LVTIL) Receive Loss of Synchronization Error is signaled 

when lhe Receive C lock and Recetve Data arc not derived from the 
received optical signal 

SFI-5 

The SFI-5 interface supports a 16 bit transmit and receive data paU-i. In 
addition to the f ramer to SEl~DES interface, SFT-5 can be used to transmit 
higher rate forward error correction transfers between U-ie FEC and SERDES. 
The interface assumes scrambled data maintain DC balance. Oock and lane 
de-skew arc accomplished using additional signals. The interface supports 
OC-768/STM-256 and FEC coded OC-768 data. 

SFl-5 /11terface /\ttrilmtes: 

• Point-to-point connection (i.e., between single Framer to FEC, Framer to 
SERDES or FEC to SERDES device) 

• Transmit I Receive Data Path: 
- 16 bits wide 
- 622 MHz clock 
- 2.488 Gbit/s minimum data rate :ier line 
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An aggregate of 39.8 Gbit/s is transferred in each direction (timing 
specifications allow operation up to 50 Gbit/s) 
CML 1/0 (Electrical and jitter characteristics per Sxl-5 common 
electrical specification - CEI) 

• A 622.08 Ml lz Framer Transmit Clock is sourced from the SERDES 
• A de-skew channel included in both RX and TX directions is used to de

skew the 16 lane data path. 
• A low-speed (LVCMOS) Receive Loss of Synchronization Error is signaled 

when the Receive Clock and Receive Data are not derived from the 
received optical signal. 

,-------------------------- ------- --------------------------------~ 
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------------------------------------------------------------------' 
Figure 110: SFJ-5 interface 

2.2.2.3 Co111111on Electrical Interface (Cf.I) 

A faster electrical interface is required to provide h igh er density and/or 
lower cost interfaces for payloads of 10 Gigabits and higher, including 
SERDES to Framer interface (SFI), System Packet Interface (SPD, TOM-Fabric 
to framer Interface (TFT). The Common Electrical Interface (CE!) 
Implementation Abrrcemcnt includes: 
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• Electrical and jitter methodolobries for new high speed interfaces and 
including the following older OIF interfaces: SxI-5, SFT-4.2, SFl-5.1, SPI-
5.1 and TFI-5. 

• A CEI-6G-SR specification for Data lane(s) that support bit rates from 
4.976 to 6.375 Gsymbos/s over Printed Circui t Iloards. Physical reach 
from 0 to 200 mm and up to 1 connector 

• A CEI-6G-LR specification for Data lane(s) that support bit rates from 
4.976 to 6.375 Gsymbol/s over Printed Circuit Iloards. Physical reach 
from 0 lo "I m and up to 2 cnnncctors. 

• A CET-11 G-SR specification for: Data lane(s) that support bit rates from 
9.95to11.1 Gsymbol/s over Printed Circuit Boards. 

TI1e Implementation Agreement defines applicable data characteristics (e.g. 
DC balance, transition density, and maximum run length), channel models 
and compliance points/parameters supporting the physical reach and 
conditions. The Implementation Agreement specifically excludes any pin
out, management interface, power-supply specification, connector or higher
levcl activity such as addressing or error control. it does not endorse or 
specify any particular data p rotocol. 
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Fi gun! 11 1: Common electtical interface (CEI) 

The signal is a low swing differential interface. This implies that the receiver 
has a wide common mode range (within the max. absolute input voltages). 
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The signal is cl low swing differential interface. This implies that the receiver 
has a w ide common mode range (within the max. absolute input voltages). 
TI1e signal paths or CEl lanes are unidirectional point-to-point connections. 
Each CEI lane is made up of a balanced differential pair. A CET link can be 
comprised of a unidirectional single lane or parallel lanes in either transmit 
or receive direction. A CEI link does not imply duplex operation. See Figure 
112 for more information, whid1 shows 2 CEI Links, in the receive and 
transmit directions. 

The data path shall allow single and multi-lane a pplications and support l\C 
coupling and Hot Plug. The adtieved bit error ratio of lower than 10-15 per 
lane has been specified. The short and long reach links should interoperate 
for signal path lengths u p to 200 mm. 
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Figll re 112: Signal diagr.im of the common e lectric.u interface (CET) 

Cross talk can arise from coupling within the connectors, on the PCB, the 
package and the die. Cross talk can be categorized as either Near-End or Far
End Cross talk (NEXT and FEXT). In ei ther of these categories, the amoun t 
of cross talk is dependent upon signal amplitudes, signal spectrum, and 
trace/cable length. 
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True 
l Sa~pfing point 

Complement 

figure 113: en jitter 

Jitter is defined as the d eviation of the signal transition from an ongm, 
usually its mean. This deviation has an amplitude and an associated 
spectrum. High frequency jitter is defined by a 1st order high pass phase 
filter with a corner frequency equal to the ideal bandwidth of the clock and 
data recovery (CDR) circuit. The low frequency jitter or wander is defined 
by a 1st order low pass phase filter with a comer frequency equal to the 
bandwidth. 

TI1e receive eye mask specifics the jitter and amplitude at the receiver as 
shown in Figure 114. The horizontal limit specified in the eye mask 
represents the total jitter seen at the receiver input. The receiver must 
tolerate at least the receiver eye template and jitter requirements. The receive 
eye mask specifies the jitter at reference points B and D. Similar eye max is 
speci fied for the transmitter (points A and C) 
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Fig1.1re 114: CET eye mask 
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figure 115 illustrates skew and relative wander. Wander is the variation in 
the phase of a t.ibTflal (clock or data) after filtering with a low pass filter. 
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Skew is the constant portion of the dillerence in the arrival time between 

two signals. 
Relative Wander of lane x 

1 : (peak to peak) 
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I I 
I I 
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I :( ): 
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: Skew b&tWeen ! 

lanes x and y 

Figu re 115: CE.l wander and skew 
While the protocol layer will control some of the lane lo lane skew, the 
electrical level is allowed up to 500 ps of lane-to-lane skew caused by the 
driver circuitry and nssociated routing. The allowed line-to-line skew that L-> 
caused by the driver & receiver circuitry and associated routing is limited to 
1000 ps (that is 500 ps for the driver and 500 ps for the Rx). 

2.2.2.4 TOM Fabric LHtcrfnce (TFI) 

TFl-5 is a SONET/SDH-like backplane interface, either electrical or optical, 
connecting a framer to a TDM switch . A system reference model is shown in 
figure 116. A variety of framers, including SONET/SDH, optical transport 
networks (OTN), 10 GE WAN PHY and 10 GE LAN Pl rY framers, are shown 
to operate simultaneously in the system. 

As the services provided by the TFl-5 link in the Framer-to-Fabric direction, 
are identical to that provided in Fabric-to-Framer direction, there is only one 
definition of a TFI-5 link. Tt is applicable for either direction of traffic. 
Separate receive and transmit link definitions nre wmecessary. All 
instantiations of the TFI-5 links in Figure 116 arc identical: a 2.488 Gbit/s (or 
3.1104 Gbit/s) link locked to a common system reference clock. 
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Figure 116: Reference diagram ofTDM fabric interface (TFl) 

The Tfl-5 link has the following general characteristics: 

• A TFl-5 link is a point-to-point connectio n between a framer and a TOM 
switch fabric device. 

• The X7 + X6 + 1 scrambling polynomial is used to ensure rich transition 
density, Bl is used for link error monitoring, and 82 can be used for 
connection monitoring. 

• Tfl-5 is defined using a layered approach. Tiwee different layers arc 
defined: Link layer, Connection layer and Mapping layer. The Link layer 
is generated and terminated by the TFI-5 link source and sink devices 
and its extent is a TFI-5 link. The Coilllection layer is generated/ 
terminated by the fra mer and its extent is U1t! connection of a tributary 
(an STS-1 time-slot) from the Ingress framer to the Egress framer, passing 
through the TOM switch fabric. The Mapping layer is also 
generated/terminated by the framer. It provides the transpor t of client 
signals over one or more Connection layer timc-!>lots. 

• All TFl-5 li1iks are frequency locked and all theTFl-5 frames need to be 
relatively frame aligned within the de-skew window of the fabric. 
Methods of a ligning client signals to the TFl-5 frame include pointer 
processing and multiplexing/demultiplexing and/or Ul.!ough a mapping 
process. 

• TFI-5 supports de-skew between lanes orihrinating from multiple framers 
or fobric devices. De-skew algorithm must operate without additional 
signal lanes. 

• Capable of driving nt least 30 incl1Ls of PCB with 2 connectors for intra-
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shelf environments and at least 100 meters over optics for intershelf 
environments. 
Capable of bit error rate of lOE-12 for PCB and for Optical links . 

There arc three layers defined for TFI-5: Link, Coilllection and Mapping. 
Figure 11 7 shows the hierard1ical rclntion be tween the layers. 

• Perlorms association and mapping of 
clienl signals to one or more STS· 1/STM-0 
time slots of the connection layer. 

• Enables monitoring of the end-to-end 
connection of each STS· l /STM·O time slot 
from Ingress framer to Egress framer. 

• Defines the operations perlormed and t~e 
information generated/terminated by the 
TFIDATA link source and sink. 

STS-1/STM-O: 51.34 MbVs 

Client Signal 

Mapping Layer 

Connection Layer 

Link Layer 

TFl·S Link 

figure 117: TFl-5 layered approach 

Tiie TFl-5 Link layer defines the operations performed and the information 
generated/ terminated by the TFIDA TA link source and sink devices. The 
TFT-5 Link layer is generated and terminated at each TFI-5 link. 

The TFI-5 Connection layer enables monitoring of the end-to end connection 
of each STS-1 time-slut from Ingress framer to Egress framer, passing 
through the TDM switch fabric. 

The TFI-5 Mapping layer perform::. the association and mapping of client 
signals to one or more STS-1 time-slots of the Connection layer. ln order to 
carry client signal'> with bandwid ths greater than that of a single TFl-5 link, 
the TFI-5 Mapping Layer can group a s:!t of STS-1 time-slots transported in 
d ifferent TFl-5 links (inverse multiplexing). 
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There arc only three signals defined in TFT-5; a data signal (TFIDATA), a 
reference clock i.ignal (TFLREFCK) and an 8 kHz frame boundary reference 
(TFI8KREF). 

Signal Name Function 

The TFl·S Data (TAO., TAJ signal carries the data between the 

TFIOATA 
Framer and the Switch Fabric. The same signal delindlOll is 
applicable to data trarsfer in the Framer to Fabric direction, and 
the Fabnc to Framer direction. 

TFIAEFCK 
The TFl·S Reference Clock (TFIREFCK) signal provides timing 
reference 10 all the TFl·S data (TFIOATA) signals in a system. 

The TF1·5 8 kHz Frarre Reference (TFISKAEF) signal provides 
TFISKREF relerence to frame boundaries for all lhe devices in a TFl-5 

system. 

Tnblc 4: TFl-5 signal definitions 
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Figure 118: TFI-5 generic fran1e format 

TFl-5 is a SONET/SDH-based backplane interface, either electrical or optical, 
connecting a framer to a TOM switd1 fabric. TFI-5 uses a frame-based 
protocol. Figure 11 8 shows the format of a generic TFl-5 frame, where 
parameter N is the number of STs-·1 time-slots (N = 48 or 60). 111e colors 
depicting bytes correspond with the layers shown in Figure 117. 

Figure 119 shows the extent of each TFI-5 layer using a simplified STS..1 
cross-connect model. This simplified model separates the Ingress framers 
(receivers) and the Egress framers (transmitters) in order to simplify the 
description. 
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Figure 119: Tfl-5 Layers Example (an STS-1 cross-connect) 

2.2.3 Case Study: SONET/SDH Framer 

Functional layering of a typical SON ET/SDI I framer device is as follows: 

L2 Interface 
• Connection to Datalink or MAC layer 
• 8 - 256 bit wide x to yy MHz bu~~es 
Payload Processing 
• Preparation of packet-oriented services: 
• A TM and IP for container transport 
• Cell/frame delineation, idle capacity fLWng 
SDH Frame Processing 
• Frame structuring and OAM processing 
Line Interface 
• Parallel-to-serial conversion and clock recovery 
• Today: Integrated in the framer dcvic\J up to STM-16/0C-48 
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·--------- - ---------
' 

Figure 120: SONET/SDH framer 

An example: 

TranSwitch PHAST-12E is a modular SONET/SDH Framer. It transports 
A TM cell, IP packets and traditional T1/T3 traffic and scales from OC-3 
Cl 55Mbi t/s) up to OC-~8 (2.5 Gbit/s). 

155 Mbllls 

621 Mbhls 

155 Mbills 

t=igure 121: An example - TranSwitrh Pl l/\ST-12E 
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This framer is fully integrated and contains WAN compliant mixed signal 
serial interfaces in standard CMOS. At the system level it supports add-drop 
multiplexing, cross-connect function, and protection switching. Technology 
used is 0.35 µm CMOS, 1 1 mm die, 560 kcells, in a 474 CBGA dual power 
package. 

TI1e two main functions of the line interface are clock recovery/division and 
serializalion/descriallzation (SERDES) of the data streams. SERDES and 
clock recovery/c.livision logic arc subject for bipolar/SiGe design. TI1c 
designers try to convert their design as soon as possible to standard CMOS 
technology in order to make the integration with higher layer framer 
functions easy. Designers choose an optimal data path width (W) and clock 
frequency fp for frame and payload processing. The lover frequency fr the 
larger data path must be. 

TI1erc is a trade-off between large data paths, which require an occupation of 
a large chip area and a m nrc difficult routing within the chip, and high 
processing speed that requires faster and more expensive devices as well as 
a more accurate clock distribution and calculation of the critical timing 
paths. 

• Central Cross-Connect 

• 4 STM-1 ATM/IP - - --1"" 

Payload Processors 

1 x622Mbotls 
155 Mbll/s 

622 Mbills 

Figure 122: framer .malysis 

oc 

155 Mbitls 
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Figure 123: Line interface 
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31 1 r. [MHz] 

Some examples of the common used widths and clock rates for frame and 
payload processing arc listed in Table 5. The last column shows the suitable 
CMOS technology generation for implementing higher layer framer 
functions. 

SOH l . [MHZ) W[bit] f
0

[MHz] CMOS' 

STM-1 155.5 8 19.4 S0.25 jlffi 

STM-4 622.0 8 n.e 0.18 J1m 

STM·16 2488.3 32 n.s 0.18Jlm 

STM-64 99533 32 311.0 0.09 -0.11 µm 

STM-256 39813.1 128 311.0 0.09 - 0.11 jll1l 

· Suitable CMOS ger101ab0n IOI h.gh0t 1a~er framer funct""'5 

Table 5: Common parnm\lters of line interfoccs for differen t speeds 

Frame and cell payload processing are mostly performed in a dataflow 
pipeline (in contrast to store-and-forward packet processing). Frame 
processing includes generation and termination of the SO ET/SDI I section 
and path overhead, frame synchronization, pointer management as well as 
e rror monitoring at these levels. 

Figure 124 shows an example of payload processing whe re A TM cells are 
mapped into the virtual container of a STM signal. 111e operations need to be 
performed arc: 

• Calculation/checking of Lhe header error con trol (l l EC) field (sec Section 
2.4) 

• Cell delineation by H EC detection 
• Payload scrambling/descrambling 
• Idle cell insertion/discard. 
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ATM Header ATM Payload 

't::o±J~ 

Fig ure 124: ATM over SONF.l /SDI I 

For the implementations of high-speed function a synchronous pipelined 
design is required . 111e ftmctions are implemented in sequential logic by 
using finite slate machines (FSMs). The sequenlial depth of such FSMs is a 
very important designing parameter. Tt is calculated as shown in Figure ·125 
as a sum of all delays in the longest path through the logic. It consist of all 
delays in the gates that are needed to implement the function f(x,y), all 
propagation delays through interconnection wires, set-up time of the resister 
as well ac; propagation delay through the register. The maximum sequential 
depth is then given by Nmax. 

7~t1 > LT'"~'' + T~,,.,,, ' + T"''ff = 

I er, .. ,+ ·1 ~ ... ) + r,. .. ,,,, + r"", r-

Figure 125: Finite s tate machine (FSM) sequential d epth 

An example: 

Data path: ClvfOS da tashcct: 
Wid th W = 16 bit • T g,.1e = 80 ps N <50.91 
Data rnte r c 2.5 Cbit/~ T "''""ll = 240 ps 

• T c1k = 1/155.5 M l Li: = 6.43 ns T .. """' 50 % Tgate • -W ps 
• TP<fFF = 80 ps 
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That means that the maximum sequential length is Nmax = 50. Thus, all 
pipeline stages should be smaller then 50. Figure 126 ~hows an 
implementation of the A TM cell processing. The required functions arc 
shown by mean.'> of state diagrams and a pipeline scheme. It is important 
that all p ipeli ne stages (logic between two registers) must be shorter than the 
maximum sequential deep Nmax. Ii this is not the case than the particular 
function has to be divided into two or more parts tha t satisfy this 
requirement. 

N Addr= 3 

~ 

l NData 

I:··" 
~ Addr= 26 

SDH Frame Processing 

Figure 126: t\ TM ~II proccs~ing 

Some examples of framer devices are given below. 

FIFO a_ empty • 1 

FIFO a_empty = 0 
AN0 Addr=26 

Addr • 4 

Addr •O 

The MARS2GS P-Pro SO ET/SDH interface device provides a versatile 
solution for quad OC-3, quad OC-12, and for single OC-48 linear 
datacom/ lekcom applications. Constructed using COM2 CMOS modular 
procctts, this device incorporates integrated SONET/SDH framing, 
~ection/line/path termination, pointer processing, and data engine blocks. 
The device provides complete encapsulation and de-encapsulation for 
packet and ATM ~treams into and out of SON ET/SDI I payloads. 
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Figure 127: An example - Agere MARS2G5 P-Pro (SONET/SDJ T fra mer) 

Communication with the MARS2G5 P-Pro device is accom plished through a 
generic microprocessor interface. The device supports separate add ress and 
data buses. With the MARS2G5 P-Pro device, suppor t for different types of 
applications for OC-3/0C-12/0 C-48 data equipment is possible, enabling 
d ramatic system cost reduction and the ease of development of cxlTemcly 
compeUtive solutions. 

This device integrates the SO -ET/SDH network termination functions with 
a generic cell/packet delineation circuit. The interface rates supported arc 
STS-48/STM-16, quad STS-12/STM-4, and quad STS-3/STM-l. The UTOPIA 
interface can process and hand off up to 16 channels transported within an 
STS-N payload. The concatenation levels supported by this device arc STS-1, 
STS-3c, STS-6c, STS-9c, STS-1 2c, STS-1 5c, . . . , STS-45c, and STS-48c. The data 
formats processed by this device are A Th1 cells or HDLC framed packets 
such as PPP or GFP framed packets. 

·niis SONET line interface integrated circuit (TC) implements a four-port, 
sixteen-channel SONET/SDH interface for asynchronous transfer mode 
(ATM) and packet over SONET (POS) mappings at the STS-3 (STM-1), STS-
12 (STM-4), or STS-48 (STM-12) rate. This device also supports direct 
cell/packet over fiber at up to 2.488 Gbit/s. 
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The receive path terminates and processes section, line, and path overhead. 
It performs framing (A 1, A2) and descrambling, detects alarm conditions, 
and monitors section, line, and path BIP-8s (Bl, B2, and B3), accumulating 
error counts for each level for performance-monitoring purposes. Line and 
path remote error indications {Ml , Gl) arc also accumulated. The payload 
pointe rs (Hl, I 12) arc interpreted and the synchronous payload envelope 
(SPE) is extracted. 

When used to implement an ATM UNI, the device performs cell delineation 
on the SPE. l JCS error correction is provided. Idle/unassigned cells may be 
dropped according to a programmable filter. Cells are also dropped upon 
detection of an uncorrectable header check sequence error. The ATM cell 
payloads are descrambled before being pa:.scd to a 32-cell FIFO buffer. 111c 
received cells arc read from the FIFO ming one of four generic 8-/16-/32-bit 
wide UTOPIA level 2 and level 3 compliant interfaces. Counts of received 
A TM cells, uncorrectable HCS errors, correctable HCS errors, and 
idle/unassigned ATM cells are accumulated independently for performance
monitoring purposes. V\'hen used to implement a POS UNI, the device 
descrambles the SPE before extracting H DLC frames. The contTOI escape 
characters are removed. Descrambling cm be performed after control escape 
byte de-stuffing (or before to control malicious HDLC expansion). TI1c 
optional 16- or 32-bit error check sequence is verified for correctness. 

TI1e packets arc placl!d into a 256-bytc FIFO buffer. The received packets arc 
read from the FTFO using generic 8-/16-/32-bit wide enhanced UTOPIA level 
2 and level 3 compliant interfaces. Counts of errored/dropped packets are 
accumulated independently for performance-monitoring purposes. The 
device ros implementation also allows the optional detach of a per-channel 
provisionablc PPP header. 

TI1e transmit path inserts section, line, and path overhead. It inserts the 
framjng pattern (A 1, A2), performs :.crarnbling, inserts AIS (optionally), and 
calculates and insert section, line, and path Bn>-Ss (Bl, B2, B3). Line and 
path remote failure indications (Ml, Gl) are inserted based on received BIP-
8 errors. TI1e payload pointers (H l , H2) are generated, and the SPE is 
inserted. 

When used to implement an A TM UNI, A TM cells are written into an 
intcrnnl four-cell (per charniel) FIFO buffer using a generic 8-/16-/32-bit wide 
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UTOPIA level 2 and level 3 compliant interface. Idle/unassigned cells arc 
automatically inserted when the internal FIFO is empty. The device provides 
generation of the header check sequence and scrambles the A TM payload. 
Also supports cell-based UNT per l.432 (i.e., A TM over fiber). 
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Figure 128: An example - Tntel WC-l500 (SONET/$01 l framer) 

When used to implement a POS UNI, the device writes packets into an 
internal 256-byte (per channel) FIFO buffer using a generic 8/16/32-bit wide 
enhanced UTOPIA level 2 and level 3 compliant interface. HDLC framing 
performs the insertion of flags, control escape characters and the FCS fields. 
Either the CRC-CCIIT or CRC-32 (in regular or reversed mode) can be 
computed and added to the frame. Counts of transmitted packets and 
errored/dropped packets are accum ulated for performance-monitoring 
purposes. 

The device is provisioned, con trolled, and monitored using a generic 16-bit 
microprocessor interface. A 4-bit general-purpose input/output (GPIO) 
interface is provided to control and/or monitor other onboard devices. 
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TSI: Timo Skll lnterchango 

Figure 129: i\n exarnple- lntcl WG1510 (SONET/SDH add/drop multiplt!xcr) 

2.2.4 Case Study: Implementation of SPI-4 lnterface 

The complete interface is bidirectional and consists of four synchronous 
point-to-point connections. One of these is used for transmitting data (16 bits 
data, clock 311 MHz, control word signaling), one for the corresponding 
status channel (2 bits FlFO status, clock 1/4 data clock rate) and two for the 
other direction. The labels transmit and receive always refer to the payload 
data flow on the link consisting of data and status channel. All lines 
belonging to the data channel of the respective direction feature double data 
rate3 (DDR) transfers. Additionally the electrical parame ters of lhe I/0 
drivers follow the low-voltage differential signaling (L VDS) standard4. Since 
the interface is designed as a symmetric one, the same core can be used on 
both sides of the bus connecting the two protocol layer devices. The 
regarded part of the network stack for an optical network consists of the 
application (or link layer) connected via SPl-4 to a physical layer deviCt! (e.g. 
SDH framer). Another interface called SH (SERDES Framer Interface, 
defined by the OIF) which connects the SDH framer to the SERDES 
(scrializer/deseridlizer) chip is used within the physical layer. The 
connection to the transmission media (fiber) is then established w ith an 
electrical-optical transceiver. 
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To be abl <.! to support both bidirectional and unidirectional connections, the 
transmitting and the receiving interface a~ designed to be completely 
independent of each other. This separation is mainly achieved by 
implementing one out-of-band status channel per direction which realizes 
the flow control mechanism. Further the data and status channels of each 
interface have separate clocks (driven by the sender) so they can operate 
independent of the corresponding data channel. 

SPl·4 Phase 2 

Figure 130: SPl-4.2 interface O\'erview 

A common interface for the different transmission standards reduces the 
effort required for adapting a general network interface card layout to every 
specification. Ideally this interface should support the communication type's 
packet and cell transfer and face the problems of board spacing and power 
consumption. The standardized interface e nables the reuse of a general 
architecture across different line cards and systems. 
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Figure 131: Switch dcsig-i wi th SPI-4 interface 
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In Sl'I-4, Data is always transferred in bursts which have a determined 
maximum length and always contain a multiple of eight data words, with 
the exception of transfers that contain an end-of-packet (EOP) control word. 
Each burst is associated with a port address, start-of-packet (SOP) and end
of-packet indication and error-contTol coding. The mapping of packets from 
higher protocol layers onto the payload stream is shown in Figure 132. The 
interface supports up to 256 port addresses which allows easy 
accommodation of 192 SO NET /SDH (STS-1 granularity) or 100 Fast Ethe met 
ports. All additional information about :he data is sent in-band by the use of 
16-bit control words which are indicate.xi by the special sihrnal TCTL/RCTL. 
Further, regularly scheduled training sequences are used to perform 
d}'!lamic bit alihrnment across the data channel. The in-band signaling 
method is mainly responsible for U1c low pin count required by the inter face. 
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Payload Packet Input 

/ SPl-4 Stream (payload and control words) 
Control Words (max. burst size 16) Payload 

Figure 132: SPJ-4 pnyload mapping 

The internal structure of a FPGA is organized into so-called CLl3s 
(configurable logic blocks) which are arranged in an arrar as shown in 
Figure 133. The logic function of these blocks can be defined by the user . 
Further common clements of these chips are internal RAM blocks, 
multipliers and digi tal PLLs (phase locked loops). The hitter can be used for 
clock recovery and regeneration (de-skewing}, frequency S}'!lthesis and 
phase shifting. Using this functionality it is possible to generate new dock 
signals derived from another dock signal and/or to regenerate an input dock 
after transmission. Further these new signals can be varied in phase (whid1 
might be used to compensate transmit delays) or period. Often it is al-;o 
possible for an internal user circuit to d1ange these parameters. 

Clock Gerle<al•OO (Digital PLLs) 

Gj()baJ Clock Buffer ContigJtable I 0 BIOck 

RAM Block Configurable Logic BIOCk 
Largo Muttlpliers 

Fii,•ure 133: FPGA intC'rnal s tructure (Xilinx Virt<'x II) 

The developed transmit core adds significant new capabilities for design 
debugging as well as for remote side protocol engine testing by means of 
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nUJ11erous status and error signals, online configurable protocol parameters 
and various statistical counters. It is also possible to run long-time tests via 
an external microcontroUer, varying several parameters to find the ideal 
transmission _behavior for a given application. This further allows automatic 
monitoring of the remote side behavior in response to different SPI-4 
protocol parameter settings. 
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Figure 134: SPI-4 transmit core ov<-rview 

The transmit core is hierarchically partitioned into single blocks as 
illustrated in the block diagram shown in Figure 134. The three clock 
domains separated by appropriate measures depict the highest layer of the 
design. The data channel consists of the source FIFO at the clock domain 
border, data processing blocks and U1e data flow control units. In the current 
implementation the complete status channel also integrates the SPI-4 
calendar in order to provide fast look-up operations to the flow control 
although the calendar just represents an address area v.'ithin the 
configuration registers. While the configuration interface allows external 
reconfiguration without requiring recompiling the source code, the clock 
management described at the end of this chapter supplies all clock domains 
with the neces-;ary dock signals. This unit is responsible for the 
synduonization of all elements withi11 one dock domain. All other clements 
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necessary for the information flow over clock borders arc implemented on 
the top source code level. 

The data channel uses several pipdi.ned function units to add the SPI-4 in
band control signaling to the payload data stream which is read from the 
source FIFO. Jn parallel to the 128-bit bus used to transport the protocol 
stream an eight-bit bus marks the im;erted 16-bit control words whid1 arc 
used to generate the signal TCTL (transmit control) on the SPI-4 interface. 
Although the core was specified for processing eigh t words in parallel all 
units for manipulating the data stream can be configured to use any desired 
bus width. 

The protocol flow is generated in two main steps after read ing the payload 
from the source FlFO and before the data stream is serialized to the interface 
output. The first module called SPI-4 sequence mapper consists of three 
single units and inserts the necessary in-band signaling. The second has the 
same stn1cture but is responsible for the parity checksum securing data 
transmission. 

Slan up ConlrOl U'llt 

FigurC' 135: Transmit core data channel structure 

TI1e data channel uses several pipelined function units to add the SPl-4 in
band control signaling to the payload data stream which is read from the 
source FIFO. In parallel to the 128-bit bus used to transport the protocol 
stream an eight-bit bus marks the inserted 16-bit control w ords which are 
used to generate the signal TCTL (l ransmit control) on the SP!-4 interface. 
Although the core was specified for processing eight words in parallel all 
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units for manipuJating the data stream can be configured to u:.e any desired 
bus widU\. 

The protocol flow is generated in two main steps after reading the payload 
from the source FIFO and bcfon.! the data stream is serialized to the interface 
output. 1l1e first module called SPT-4 sequence mapper con:.ists of three 
single units and inserts the necessary in-band signaling. The second ha:. the 
same stTuctu.re but is responsible for the parity check:.um ~curing data 
lTansmission. 

ll1e SPJ-4 sequence mapper consists of the three modules sequence logic, 
control word insertion and stream formatter. The Stream Formatter uses the 
optimized concept of parallel stream assembly to reduce the 160 bit wide 
d ata input p roduced by the control word insertion to 128 bits for further 
processing . 

The control word insertion is used by the sequence logic to add the in-band 
control signaling to the payload data stream. The unit requires a total of six 
d ifferent con trol signal'>. These are training control, training data, id le 
control, preceding and adjacent control word and the port number which 
should be used for all control words in the vector. 

TI1e SPl-4 sequence mapper contains one central finite state machine called 
sequence logic, which controls the SPl-4 protocol operation sequence. 

The sequence logic generates the required signals for the control word 
insertion and the stream formatter which generate the belonging protocol 
data flow. 

The figure shows the state diagram used to generate the protocol flow. After 
re:.et the state machine enters the initial trajning control states. I t then 
toggles between the two slates for training patterns. TI1e corresponding 
training words are generated untiJ the credit management uni t ind icates 
valid credit information. Depending on the FIFO status (whether payload is 
pending for transmission or no t) the rSM then switches either to the idle or 
to the active state. While in state idle the sequence logic just sets idle control 
words as long as no payload data is waiting. the active slate contains the 
necessary output logic for SPI-4 to conform packet transmb:.ion. Payload is 
sent in bursts up to the currently available amount of credits for the 
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regarded port. 1f the optional value MAXBURST was configured to be 
un equal to zero, the burst length is limited to this number of payload words. 
Consequently the transfer continues after an interruption using idle con trol 
words. 

Figure 136: Sequence logic state machine 

ll1e chosen structure of the DIP-4 generator represents the seriali7cd 
algori thm for the parity code. Because there is no need for any registers to 
store intermediate resu lts, the subwuts con tain only logic opera tions. 
Therefore they do not need to be clocked and i t is possible to get a parity 
o utput for all stages within one global cluck cycle. 

The DIP-4 generator block calculates the parity for all eight word s in the 
data stream in parallel. 

Because only control words can contain parity, the DTP4 code on the output 
is only valid if the control word marker is also sci. nus is also the way how 
the DJP-4 insertion unit determines the positions where to insert the parity. 
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General DIP Calculation Scheme Implementation of DIP-4 Algorithm 
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Figure 137: Implemented DCP--1 calculation algorithm 

Each subunit takes U1e checksum oi the previous block and adds the 
corresponding data word of the input register. The DJP-4 parity code for the 
current stage is used to calculate the new checksum which is then available 
at the output. In case the input register contains a control word the output 
checksum is set to all 7.eros. This is equivalent to a restnrt of the parity 
calculation. 

Note that only the input and the wrnp around register are clocked. Therefore 
the output should only be sampled at rising edges of the global clock; 
otherwise the parity data might not be correct due to different latencies in 
the subunit chain. 
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Figure 138: Transmit core status d1anncl structure 

The status drnnnel is used to trn.n::.fer FIFO fill level information from the 
data sink to the transmitter. It a!Jows the necessary functionality to filter the 
status information for the configured port numbers out of a multi-port 
configured status channt!l trnnsmission. 
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The start-up control unit is rt!sponsible for checking internal conditions (e.g. 
all calendar entrit!S have been cleared in initialization mode) before setting 
the appropriate acknowledge signal to the cunent start-up state. 

The calendar is a special memory area containing the sequence of port 
numbers to be received over the status channel. 

The Flow Control entity decodes the remote FTFO fill level information from 
the status channel, checks the parity information and reports the fill levels to 
the data path credit management unit. 

Transmit Interlace 

SPl·4 
Mapper 

Flow Control 

Data Sink 

SPl·4 
De mapper 

figure 139: .Flow control f~dbac.k loop 

The feedback loop (shown in the figure for a single source FIFO to a per port 
sink FIFO implementation) formed by the data path, receiver FIFO and 
status channel implements a flow control mechanism. In case the receiver 
application docs not retrieve the data fast enough the sink FIFO might 
overflow. Th.is is avoided by reducing the data burst size on the transmitter 
side. In order to reduce the incoming amount of data the fill level is reported 
via three states. Each of them represents a maximum number of payload 
words which can be sent before the flFO gets full. The limits arc defined in 
the register fields MAXBURSTl and MAXBURST2. Jf the remote FIFO b full 
the transmit data path just sends idle co~trol words. Note that it is necessary 
to consider the delay of the flow control feedback loop as well as the 
response time of the sending side when reporting status information. 
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Figurt> 140: Gent>ral status ch,mnel transmission sd1eme 

Although the core features only one source data buffer it provides multi
port operation and therefore the status channel allows the necessary 
functionality lo fi lter the status information for the configured port numbers 
out of a multi-port configured status channel transmission. The overall 
round-robin period consists of one framing pattern, CALENDAR_M 
repetitions of the slah.1s bits for ever} port and a final DIP-2 parity. The 
diagram shows the general case for a transmission on the status channel. 

The Flow Control unit is reali7.ed using a finite state machine (FSM). After 
rc~t the state machine starts in the mode not synchronized and starts 
searching for correct framing patterns. In thic; mode the status patterns arc 
not decoded, but the parity and correct position of the framing pattcm is 
checked. Thus the reported port number is only valid if exactly one of the 
FIFO status signals (indicating starving, hw1gry, sati&fied) is set. Further a 
failed parity check or wrong framing pattern are not reported by the error 
signals. ll1e search for synchronization is restarted in state disabled every 
time a framing pattern i:. detected instead of status information. After the 
predefined number of framing patterns could be detected at their correct 
position (this also requires valid DIP for the period in question) the stale 
machine switches to the mode synd1ronized. 

ln normal operation U1e FSM processes the status information immediately 
after receiving the pattern. The decoded information including the port 
number, which i::; resolved via a look-up to the calendar is reported to the 
credit management unit of U1e data d1annel. In case a framing pattern is 
detected instead of status information :his is considered to be an error and 
the logic forces a DTP-2 error, independent of the check result at the end of 
the round-robin period. The state machine reports loss of synchronization 
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and enters the mode not S) nchroni7ed either when the predefined number 
of consecutive DIP errors has occurred or the limit for successive failed 
framing pattern dctectioru, has bc.'Cn reached. Both conditions for leaving the 
mode synchronized can be disabled by setting the appropriate error limit to 
7.ero. 
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Figure 141: Flow control s tate m<1chine 

Single signals connecting different dock domains are sampled using the 
double buffering tedmique. It uses two sequencing flip-flops connected to 
one single dock source sampling a signa.l coming from another clock domain 
as shown in the figure. While it is possible that the first flip-flop is meta
stable, it is assumed that the oscillations fade away within one dock period. 
TI1ereforc the second sampling element can guarantee a stable output signal. 
The frequency used for both flip-flop stages should suffice to catch the 
shortest pulse expected on the monitored signal. 
To pass an event sit,'11al from one clock domain to another the structure 
shown in the figure can be used. The two counters represent one pointer 
each. The difference between them is the number of events that have not 
been polled. Both coUIJtcrs use the gray code for encoding their state. l11is 
ensures that only one bit per clock cycle is changed. Consequently the 
possibility for meta stability is reduced to only one output signal and the 
counter's maximum deviation is limited to one in case of an error. In the 
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worst case the calculated number of events deviates by two for one dock 

cycle. 

Double Buffering Technique Moving Events Across Clock Domain Boundaries 
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Figure 142: Moving events across domains 

nasically a 128:16 serializcr could be built by easy programming the 
multiplcx<:!r in behavioral VHOL and connecting this entity to double data 
rate (DOR) registers. TI1c problem with this approach, using just a 
behavioral description of the multiplexer, is that the place and route 
algorithms arc not able to optimize U1c highly parallel design to meet the 
timing requirements. 

The structure shown in Figure ·143 contains only two pipeline stages 
consisting of the input register and the DDR register at the output of the 
multiplexer. TI'lis rcsulls in the cri tical liming path from the input register 
using the positive clock edge of the slow input clock to the DDR register 
triggered wi th the negative edge of the fa-;t transmit clock. 

Figure 143: Scrializer 

By inserting an additiona l flip-flop at ".he ou tput of the multiplexer stage the 
critical timing path is divided into two parts. This approad1 has hvo 
advantagl'S. First the delay caui.ed by the combinatorial logic of the 
multiplexer is allowed to take up the full trano;mit dock period. Secondly the 
allowed delay (one half of the transmit dock period) between the 
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multiplexer output register and the negative edge triggered DDR register 
can be fully consumed by the routing delay. 

8 REG 

Figure 144: Basic 8:1 muJtiplC'\C'r 

Uy inserting an additional flip-flop at the ou tput of the multiplexer stage the 
critical timing path is divided into two parts. This approach has two 
advantages. l~ irst the delay caused by the combinatorial logic of the 
multiplexer is allowed to take up the full transmit clock period. Secondly the 
allowed delay (one half of the tran.-;mit clock period) behvccn the 
multiplexer output register and the negative edge triggered DOR register 
can be fully consumed by the routing delay. 

The design described above suffices to implement the base clement using a 
transmit dock even higher than 350 MHz. Although the fundamental 8:·1 
scrializer meets the rec1uired timing sp<:!cification, parallel usage of the same 
tmit decreases performance. As sh0\\/11 in Figure 146 the place and route 
algorithms of common FPGA compilers arc no t able lo keep the timing 
specification in case multiple base elements arc assembled to form a 
scrializer with larger input width. 
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Figure 145: Critical path timing 
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8;1 16:2 24:3 32:4 64:8 128:16 
mtilllplner dimtnsloo (blt:bl1) 

Figure 146: Scrializcr scalabilHy 

To reach an optimal placement it is important to know about the internal 
structure of the chosen FPGA. The 4:1 multiplexer was designed to fit into 
one CLB to ensure fast connections between single components. Jt uses h.vo 
4-input LUTs each representing a 2:1 multiplexer with enable and select 
input which are connected to the built-in 2:1 multiplexer. Further one flip
flop is used fo r the output regis ter. The elements mentioned !>O far occupy 
one slice leaving one flip- fl op unused. The second slice of the CLB is used 
for the counter which uses one LUT (l\XOR function) and the two flip-flops 
for the counter tages. The remaining two slices available in one CLB contain 
the four input register bits. 

The remam.ng rwo s11ces 
available 111 one CL8 contain 
the four input register btts 

one Hrp-ftop os used 
for 1he output register 

The second slice of the CLB is used for the 
counter which uses one LUT (NXOR funet1on) 
and the two flip-llops 10< the counter stages 

Figure 147: Placement of the scrializer 
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As already mentioned, the whole design is partitioned into sixteen 8:1 

multiplexers. This element itself is then divided into the input register, two 
4:1 multiplexers and the DOR register. The internal structure of the 
multiplexers used and the mapping to existing componen ts on the target 
platform is shown in Figure 148. The combination of all elements is called 
njbble serializer. 

The 4:1 multiplexer itself consists of two look-up tables (LUT) each forming 
a 2:1 multiplexer with enable input. 111ese h.vo components are then 
connected to an on-dup multiplexing clement. This measure provides lower 
transport delay due to shorter connection lengths on the chip. ln order to 
keep the routing delay from the binary counter to the multiplexer short, each 
4:1 unit has its own binary counter attad1ed. Further using a binary counter 
facili tates partitioning of the multiplexer into two stages because each 
counter stage output delivers the select input for one multiplexer stage. 

The 128:16 serializer uses thirty- two 4:1 multiplexers cmmected to the DOR 
register inputs. Note that the illustrated arrangement of the nibble serializer 
does not represent the placement o f the fu nction blocks on the targeted 
hardware platform. This meshed interconnection insures that the ou tput bit 
sequence has the same order as the input bit vector. When used with a 16-bit 
outpu t, transmission starts with the lowest word of the inpu t vector 
followed by further six words and the most significan t word . After that the 
next eight words are loaded into the input register of the serializer. 

The signal from the nibble serializer connected to the Dl input (triggered 
with the negative clock edge) of the DOR register is very time critical (one 
half o f the TXLCK period). Thus always two serializcrs feeding one DOR 
register arc placed together nearby the register to ensure short delays. To 
reduce the delay on this critical path the mult iplexer output registers have 
been constrained to the immediate vicinity of the 1/0 block containing the 
DDR register. Further routing delay reduction is achieved by placing each 
nibble serializer using four horizontally adjacent slices. This way every 
serializers of each pair has the shortest connection to the 1/0 block lying 
right beside them. 
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Nibble SER 
short wires 

Figure 148: Multiplexer assembly 

While the automatically placed design did not scale well with the input data 
width, the optimized placement provides nearly width-independent 
performance. Detailed timing simulations show that the new critical path is 
the connection between the multiplexer output register and the DOR register 
docked with the negative clock edge. 13ecause this delay is subject to the 
chip internal routing paths further speed optimizations can only be achieved 
using faster target platforms. 

I , 3b2 

3501 

/ 

81 

365 

16:2 
mvhipleAOr dor114tnsion {bh:bitj 

362 _JG5 

64:8 128.1 6 

figure 149: Optimized ~eriali/.er scalability 
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2.3 Ethernet Systems 

2.3.1 Ethernet Basics 

The original Ethernet was developed as an experimen tal coaxial cable 
network in the 1970s by Xerox Corporation to operate with a data rate of 3 
Mbit/s using a carrier sense multiple access collision detect (CSMA/CD) 
protoc-ol for LA s with sporadic but occasionally heavy traffic 
requirements. Success with that project attracted early attention and led to 
the 1980 joint development of the 10-!Vlbit/s Ethernet Version 1.0 
specification by the three-company consortium: Digital Equipment 
Corporation, Intel Corporation, and Xerox Corporation (DIX Ethernet). 

The original IEEE 802.3 standard was based on, and was very similar to, the 
Ethernet Version 1.0 specification. The draft standard was approved by the 
802.3 working group in 1983 and was subsequently published as an official 
standard in 1985 (ANSI/lEEE Std. 802.3-1985). Since then, a number of 
supplements to the standard have been defined to take advantage of 
improvements in the technologies and to support additional network media 
and higher data rate capabilities, plus several new optional network access 
control features. 

Figure 150 shows the IEEE 802.3 logical layers and their relationship to the 
OSI reference model. The OSI data link layer is divided into two sublayers, 
the Media Access Control (MAC) sublayer and the MAC-client sublayer. TI1e 
IEEE 802.3 physical layer corresponds lo the OSI physical layer. 
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/ 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---1 
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AUi = ATTAC:HMoNT UNIT INTERFACE 
MDI = MeDIVM DEPENDENT INTERFACE 
Mii =MEDIA l~OEPfNOENT INTERft,CE 

MAC CONTROL (OPTIONAL) 

MAC-MEOlA ACCESS CONTROL 

10Mb.'S IOOMb/s 1000Mbf~ 

CMll = GICABIT MEDIA INDEPENDENT INTERFACE 
MAU « MEDIUM ATTACHMENT UNIT 

PLS : PHYSICAL U•YER SIG~IAUNG 
PCS = Pl IVS.CAL CODING SUBLAYER 
PMA = PHVSfCAL MEDIUM ATTACHMENT 
PHY= PHY$ >CAL lJ\YER DEVICE 
PMD =PHYSICAL MEDIUM DEPENDEITT 

Figure 150: Ethernet (TEEE 802.3) 
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The specific logical model of the physical layer may vary from version to 
version. All Ethernet speed options up to Gigabit Ethernet are shown in the 
generic model shown in Figure 150. Different Ethernet specifications make 
use of different transmission media and coding schemes. In Table 6 some of 
the Ethernet specifications for transmission rates from 10 Mbit/s to 10 Gbit/s 
are shown. 

Ethernet 
Version 

Transmission 
Rate EJ Transmission 

Medium 

Table 6: Some examples of Ethernet s tandards 

Full -Ouplex 
Operation? 
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2.3.2 Ethernet Physical Layer 

2.3.2.1 Transmission Media Options 

Ethernet standards specify several transmission media. The Ethernet signals 
can be transmitted over copper cables or optical fibers. The most common 
transmission medium for 100 Mbit/s Ethernet is the unshielded twisted pair 
(UTP) cable. Tn this cable, two insulated copper wires are twisted arow1d 
each other in order to reduce crosstalk or electromagnetic induction between 
pairs of wires. Other cable options arc coaxial cable or optical fiber cable. 10 
Gigabit Ethernet standards only specify optical fiber as transmission 
medium. 

For example, 10 Megabit Ethernet can be implemented vrith these media 
types: 
• lOBASE-2 (Thinwire coaxial cable with a maximum segment length of 

185m) 
• lOBASE-5 (Thickwire coaxial cable with a maximum segment length of 

500 meters) 
• 1013ASE-F (optical fiber cable) 
• lOBASE-T (ord inary telephone twisted pair wire) 
• lOBASE-36 (broadband multi-chaimcl coaxial cable with a maximum 

segment length of 3,600 meters) 

TI1is designation is an Institute of Electrical and Elcctrnnics Engineers (IEEE) 
shorthand identifier. The "10" in the media type designation refers to the 
transmission speed of 10 Mbit/s. The "BASE" refers to baseband signaling, 
which means that only Ethernet signals are carried on the medium (or, with 
lOBASE-36, on a single channel). The 'T' represents twisted-pair; the "F" 
represents fiber optic cable; and the "2", "5", and "36" refer to the coaxial 
cable segment length (the 185 meter length has been rounded up to "2" for 
200). 
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Twisted Pair Cable Coaxia l Cable 

Optical Fiber 

Figure 151: Cabling in Ethernet 

Media types specified for different Ethernet standards arc listed below: 

10UASE-T 

• Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) cable 
• Voice grade cabling 

• RJ-45 jack used 

• 100 m m axim um 

• 300 mV sign<l l squelch level (lo eliminate cross talk sit,'11als), but after 100 

m, due to attenuation, data s ignab also w ill go below this 

• ·100 Q impedance (in some implemt:ntalions 120 Q) 

lOODASE-T 

• 
• 
• 

• 

Unshielded or shielded (for Token Ring) twisted pair 
100 m, 100 n, RJ-45 jack 

40 pin Mil connector also may be used w ith an external transceiver (not 
commonly used) 

Data is scrambled to eliminate electro-magnetic effects 

lOOBASE-FX 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

40 pin MU may be used 

If transceiver is built-in, fiber optic can be directly connected 

Non-Return-to-Zero, Invert-on-Ones (NRZI) encoding is used 

Peek optical lransmission power is 200- 400 ~tW for 62.5/125 µm fiber 
l'\o data scrambling needed 

Two strand., of multi-mode fiber optics arc used for Tx and Rx 
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1000BASE-T 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Gigabit Ethernet twisted pair- defined by 802.3ab 

UTP all 4 pairs arc used - requires CA T-5 or higher quality cables 
All patch panels also should be of high quality 

Each pair has Tx and Rx wires (total of four Tx and four Rx wires in a 
cable) 

hence total of 8 bit at a time 

125 Mbaud achieves 1000 Mbit/s 

A combination of signaling and encoding is used to achieve the speed 
f>:o external tTansceivers or Mlls available - requires a built in transceiver 
Digital Signal Processin g (DSP) i!'l used to handle cross talk 
ech o cancellation 

near end cross ta lk (NEXT) cancellation 

- far end cross talk (FEXT) cancellation 

- signal equalization for distortion compensation 

Auto negotiation possible (10/100/1000 Mbit/s) 

lOOODASE-CX 

• CX: - Short Copper Jumper 

• 25 m maximu m over Twinax Cable 

• Used for linking equipment in computer rooms, rack, etc. 

lOOOBASE-SX 
• SX: Short Wavelength 
• Most widely used 

• Less expensive 

• Short distance 
• Inside build in gs 

1 OOOBASE-LX 
• LX: Long Wavelength 

• 500 m typ. 
• long haul version up to 1U km 
• extended reach version up to 70-100 km 

10 Gigabit Ethernet 
• Initially only optical tram.mission medium, but recently lhere is an effort 

a new specification over 15 m copper cable (10GBASE-CX4) 
• 850 nm over multi-mode fibers (MMF) up to 65 m 
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• 1310 nm (.t wavelengths WDM up to 300 m over MMF or up to 10 km 
over single-mode fibers (SMF) 

• 1310 nm over SMF up to 10 km 

• 1550 nm over SMF up to 40 km 

~ MMF62.5 MMF SO SMF 

1 

SR/SW - 850 nm 28m 35m 69 rn 86m 300m 

LR/LW- 1310 nm - IO!qn 

ERIEW • 1550 nm 40km 

LX4 ·1310 nm 300m 300m 240 m 300m 10 km 

Table 7:Maximum rustance in 10 Gigabit Ethernet 

2.3.2.2 Coding Methods 

• Baseband Trani.mis!>ion 
• Broadband Transmission 
• Coding Methods in Ethernet: 

10 Mbit/s: Manchester 
100BASE-T4: 8B/6T 
lOOBASE-X: 4T3/5D 
1 OODASE-T2: P AM-5X5 

lOOOBASE-X: 8B/10B 
lOOOBASE-T: 40-PAM-5 
lOGBASE-R, lOGBASE-W: 648/668 

Manchester Code 

The Manchester code is used in the following systems: 
• lOBASE-5 
• lOBASE-2 
• lOBASE-T 
• 10BASE-F 
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Ampll11"1~ (;:: 
~l< l_ 

I ~ 0 ll 

Tune 

Figure 152: Mancheste r coding 

4B/5B Code 

The remaining sixteen 5-bit ~equences (not listed in the table) are used for 
signaling. 

4B/5B code is used in the following systems: 
• lOOBASE-TX 
• 100BASE-FX 

4-bit Sequence 5-bit Sequence 
oouu 1111U 
0001 01001 
0010 10100 
0011 10101 
0100 01010 
0101 01011 
0110 01110 

0111 01111 
1000 10010 

1001 10011 
1010 10110 

1011 101 11 
1100 11010 
110 1 11011 
1110 11100 
l 11 1 11101 

Tnble 8: 4N/5CI coding 

Non Return to Zero - lnvert-on-Ones (NRZ-I) Code 

N RZ-1 coding scheme is u~ed in the 100BASE-FX. 
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Coding Scheme Implementation in lOOBASE-FX 

u 
0 ~ U 1 ' ! I ~ I 

: 

" 

Time 
m !l 
blo<~ 

(>Jl{ll'Kjl) 

l\lll'.I 

finw· 

Figure 153: Non-rctum to z.c ro -inverted on ones (N RZ-I) coding 

Multilevel Transmission Encoding- 3 Levels (M L T-3) 

ML T-3 uses 3 levels of signals (+1,0,-1). Level transition occurs at the 
beginning of bit T. This code is used to decrease transmission frequency in 
the 100BASE-TX. 

Amplltud<' 

0 0 

encoding 

Coding Scheme 

() 0 : 0 

' 

' 

Implementation in 100BASE-TX 

4l~·m 

l•hit k 
f'Ol"1~l'r 

1 : 0 

T ime 

.Jl..r 
Ml 1 :1 

Fig ure 15-1: Multilevel transmis~ion encoding - 3 levels (ML T-3) 

'"" 
r 
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8B/6T Code 

8B6T coding rt!placcs 8-bit data values with six ternary codes, whlch may 
have the values'-','+', or 'O'. Table 9 shows a small sample of the 256 code 
patterns used in 8B6T encoding. The patterns are chosen to provide good 
DC characteristics, error detection, and reduced high-frequency effects. 
Special paltcrns can also be used as markers o r control codes. A multilevel 
signaling scheme is used, which allows more than one bit of data to be 
encoded into a signal transition. This is why a 12.5 MHz frequency carries a 
33.3-?vfbit/s stream. 

This code is used in the 100BASE-T4. 

Bitfolge 8B6T·Code 
0000 0000 · - 00+ 
00000001 0 + • •• o 

.. -··· 
00001110 · •0-0• 

... , ... , ...... 
111 1 1110 · ·I 0+00 
1111 111 1 + 0 - - 00 

Table 9: 8J>/6T encoding (8 binary/6 temnry) 

PAM-5x5 Code 

Sending 100 Mbit/s over only two pairs of UTP requires yet another 
encoding and signaling scheme. ln the 100BASE-T2 lcclu1ology, two fivc
lcvel pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) signals are sent over the UTP 
pairs, with a signaling rate of 12.5 MHz. Each cycle of the signal provides 
two PAM-5x5 level changes, so there arc 25 million level changes per UTP 
pair. Each pair of PA M signab (called A and B) encode a different 4-bit 
pattern (along with o ther, special patterns for Idle mode) using 
combinations of these levels: '+2', '+l ', 'O', '-1', '-2'. So, 25-million PAM-5x5 
pairs x 4 bits per pair = 100 tvfbit/s. 

Figure 155 show the symbol con~tellations fow1c.I in PAM-5x5 encoding, as 
well as a sample pair of waveforms. Transmitted symbols are selected from 
the two-dimensional 5 x 5 S) mbol constellation. Redundancy in the 5 x 5 
constellation allows specific encoding rules to be employed to represent data 
streams received from the interface to the upper layer (medium independent 
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interface -MU), an idle mode or control signals as sequences of two
dimensional symbols. Five-level pulse amplitude modulation is employed 
for transmission over each wire pair (PAM 5 x 5). The modulation rate of 25 
Mbaud matches the Mii clock rate of 25 MHz. The corresponding symbol 
period is 40 ns. TI1is specification permits the use of Category 3, 4, or 5 

balanced cabling. 

PAM5x5 Simbol Constellation Simbol Constellation in Idle and Data Mode 
e., 

• • ·• 

• • 
·• 0 

• • 
• • ·2 

• • 
• • .. .. 
• • 
• • 

... 

.. 
·1 

A,, 0 

·1 

·2 

+2 

+I 

a. o 
·1 

·2 

.,.,_ --... .. 
0 ·• o • D Q-> D 

0 0 D 0 
• .. . . .. , 

0 0 

0 . , 0 

In two PAMSxS enoocled wavelorms, each 
pair of levels represents four bits of data: 

-o o 
• D 

• 
0 ,, .. 
D 

• 

figure 155: Two dimensional pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM-5x5) 

TI1e PAM-5x5 Code is used i.11 the 1008ASE-T2. 

Four Dimensional PAM-5 (40 PAM-5) Code 

-_...., 
• .. 0 1'18 

D " ' • ... 

The lOOOBASE-T PHY employs full duplex baseband transmission over four 
pairs of Catego ry 5 balanced cabling. The aggregate data rate of 1000 Mb/sis 
achieved by transmission at a data rate of 250 Mbit/s over each wire pair, as 
shown in Figure "156. The use of hybrids and cancellers enables full duplex 
transmission by allowing symbob to be transmitted and received on the 
same wire pairs at the same time. Bru.cband signaling with a modulation rate 
of 125 Mbaud is used on each of the wire pairs. The transmitted symbols arc 
selected from a four-dimensional 5-lcvcl symbol constellation. 
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Each four-dimensional symbol can be viewed as a 4-tuplc (An, Bn, Cn, Dn) 
o f one-dimensional qtJinary symbols taken from the set {'+2', '+l ', 'O', '-1', '-
2'}. lOOOBASE-T uses a continuous signaling system; in U1e absence of data, 
idle symbols are transmitted. Idle mode is a subset of code-groups in that 
each symbol is restricted to the set {2, 0, -2}to improve synchronization. 
Five-level Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM5) is e mployed for 
!Tansmission over each wire pair. The modulation rate of 125 Mbaud 
matches the GMil (Gigabit Medium Independent interface) clock rate of 125 
tvlHz and results in a symbol period of 8 ns. 

The process of converting data bits into code-groups is called 4D-PAM5, 
which refers to the four-dimensiona l 5-levcl Pul<>e Amplitude Modulation 
coding technique. TI1rough this coding scheme, eight bits are converted into 
one transmission of four qui nary symbols. In 4D P AM-5 there are 54 = 625 
possible code sequences. To transmit eight bits, 28 = 256 cod e sequences are 
required. The redundancy is used to increase transmission quality through 
choosing well suited codes. Thus, through special designed codes it can be 
achieved that more than 90% of U<e frequency spectra lies below 100 MHz . 

UTP·Cat. 5 Cabling 

~ 1 

Figure 156: Fom dimensional PAM-5 code 
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Cabling Issues in l OOOBASE-T Ethernet 

Attenuation is the signal loss of the cabling from the transmitter to the 
receiver. Attenuation increases with frequency, so designers arc challenged 
to use the lowest possible frequency range that is consistent with the 
required data rate. 

Echo is a by-product of dual-duplex operation, where both transmit and 
receive signal occupy the same wire pair. The residual transmit signal due to 
the trans-hybrid loss and the cabling return loss combine to produce an 
unwanted signal referred to here as echo. Return loss is a measure of the 
amount of power reflected due to cabling impedance mismatd1es. 

Figur<' 157: 1000 13/\SE-T cabling bsucs 

Cros-;talk L'> unwanted signals coupled between adjacent wire pairs. Since 
'IOOOBASE-T will use all four wire pairs, each pair is affected by crosstalk 
from the adjacent three pairs. Crosstalk is characterized in reference to the 
transmitter. Near-end crosstalk (NEXT) is crosstalk that appears at the 
output of a wire pair at the transmitter end of the cable and far-end cros~talk 
(FEXT) is crosstalk that appears at the output of a wire pair al the far end of 
the cable from the trnnsmitter. Equal level far-end crosstalk (ELFEXT) is 
FEXT wiU1 the cable attenuation removed to provide equal-level 
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comparison~, i.e., cros~talk and receive signals voltages are compared at the 
end of the cabling oppusite the transmitter. Dc~igncrs must incorporate 
technology to kt!E?p crosstalk from interfering with symbol recovery 
operations in the receiver. 

88/lOB Code 

The 88/lOB transmission code converts a byte wide data stream of random 
l s and Os intu a DC balanced stream of ls and Os with a maximum run 
length of 5. TI1e code must also provide sufficient signal transitions to enable 
re liable dock recovery. A DC balanced data stream proves to be 
advantageous for fiber optic and electromagnetic wire connections. TI1e 
average number of l s and Os in the serial stream must be maintained at 
equal or near equal levels. The 813/108 transmi'lsion code constrains the 
disparity between block boundaries. Certain 10-bit codes in the 88/108 
transmission code have a nonzero disparity value of ±2. These codes require 
the encoder circuitry to retain the state of the current disparity and select the 
appropriate ±2 value encoding pair for transmission to maintain DC balance. 
The coding scheme also implements additional codes for signaling, called 
command codes. 

89 Byt<S 

Data Byte Bits 
N•me HG FE DC BA 

·10BCoc1 .. 

CurrcrilA:O+ 
ab<dtl f9hJ 

:io_a _ ~c~ ~~oo _ 011~ 1011 

010 000 00001 1011 101 0100 100010 101 1 

o~ J ooo coo·o 101101 0 100 010010 1011 

030 - 0-0000011 ---i 1100011011 ~00~ 

- - _ 1_ - J 
DZb7 1111 00 10011!01110 0011100Cv1 

oco 1 111 11101 101110 ooo~ Fooo1 1-~-~-o 
0301 111 II 0 0111 0 0001 100001 1110 --·- -0317 11111111 10101 I 0001 01\)100 1110 

TablC' 10: 88/lOll coding table 

The 88/IOB code is used in the following systems: 
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• 1 OOODase-LX 

• 1000Base-SX 

• 1 OOOBase-CX 

• 10GBASE-LX4 

64B/66B Code 

64B/66B transmission code is intended for 10 Gbit/s data transport across a 
single fiber optic cable. 64-bit blocks are divided into two da~!>Cs; containing 
only data, or containing an ordered set. 

108 Code 
Symbol 

!C1i 

Description I 1os CodtS 

Link I 1K28 511 

Configuration 1 10 21 51 
conr19_...ud1 

Begin , End 
j RD j RD 

j +Of .. l fl!p~ 

1C2J-- Link ---r,::~~d~ 
I 

Configural!on 2 I ;02.~I 
conf19._wotdl 
conlig_wotd2 

:c; U~< Alternabng -
Configuratton J te11 & IC2i j 

l1o1;~- ··-·· -· --- -- -r 1111 I 11<2s.~ + 
1D5.6/ 

- - -

I ~ 
1121 Idle 2 

I 101e 

IS/ Start cf packet +or - jsame 
delimiter tSPO) 

- - -
!same fTI End of pacMt 1 ~~ 71 +or -

<1e.1m1ler !EPO) 
'•or - I same /RJ IK23!~ 

IV/ Error (wid) iK307' +or - same 

1 coof.g_v.ord 1'2 contain Ille 1~811 Autot-.eg«,.uon data ..ud See lhe 
AutoNegouatlon section IOI deta Is 

2 RO determined on the 1KJ and iOi charactel'$ only. not the confi,g_ 'l'O(d 

Table 11 : SB/106 control words 

Those blocks containing an ordered set ?repend an eigh t bit code to identify 
the specific format of the block and map the remaining characters to four, 
seven or eight-bit codes, depending on block type, to identify the type and 
order of the ordered sets. In some cases a character is also encoded implicit 
in the b lock type identifier (start and terminate characters for instance). 
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All 64-bit~ of the all data or ordered set block are then scrambled. A two bit 
sync header is then added to each 64-bit block; an all data block will receive 
a 01b sync header and an ordered set block will receive a 10b sync header. 
TI1e 66-bit block is then ready for transmission. 

Data Codewords have "01' sync preamble 

~1 ~1~~~~~-64~bi_t d_a_1a~fie_ld~(s_cr_a_m_b1_e_dl~~~~~~--' 

Mixed Data/Control frames are idenbf,ed with a •1 O" sync preamble. 
Both tile coded 56·bit payload and TYPE field are scrambled 

1 0 8-bit TYPE combined 56 bit data/control field {scrambled} 

00, 11 preambles are considered code orrors and cause the pack.el to 
be invalidated bf forcing an error {E) symbol on coder output 

Figure 158: 6413/666 code overview 

64B/66D coding scheme encodes 64 bits of data into 66 bits, providing a 3% 
overhead compared to the 20% overhead of 8B/10B encoding. lt improves 
transmission characteristics of information transferred across link to support 
control and data characters. Transmission encod ing ensure~ clock recovery 
is possible at receiver as well as detection of invalid codes when 
transmitting/receiving. Block alignment is achieved by the synchroni;i:ntion 
headers. 

The 646/668 Code is used in the following systems: 

• lOCBASE-R 
• 10GBASE-W 
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OC:etO ~ ZZ ZZ Z ZZZ ~OOOOlfl)":Z Z ZZZ ~ 
oe1et1 zzzzz zz z oo oooooooJzzzzz ST = SOP EOP 

octot 2 Z ZZZ ZZZ Z OO DD OOOO T!Z ZZZZ 
E := control words (Z) 

D = Data octets 
octet 3 ZZ ZZZ Z ZZ 0 OD Q.QJ2..Q_QZZZZZ Z 

m:e -

pure data pure control mo poss,ble paci<et stattngs 

,.->-., ,.->-., ~ 
00 zz s'o zsi 
DO D g z ] 'g ~g s OD 
DO zz OD zo 

eight poao ble pac!<et endings ---"fz oz DZ DZ g~ DA OD OD 
z'Z ~~ ~~ 

oz Oi!j g,~ 00 T zz DZ DZ DZ 0 0 zz zz [!JZ oz oz o1t 01!] 
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Figu re 159: Building frames from 10 GbE reco nciliation sublaye r (RC) sy mbols 

luput Uata "r•c- Rit fielJs 
1.t..1'1il:Sll'J!Wlf.:. .M'(\'tJ~S-·"4'«1 f:) 111 r·1 i"l 
t ... D l..l,.D.,104.Jf,L; £11 0 l Do o, "' OJ 04 0 5 I, De It D1 

f) .... t ~ r I 1 -
ZuZ1Z).Z;/Z1Z~z(,:.7 1 0 Ox1e Co L .. 

C1 I c2 I c3 C4 c$ "6 c, 
• IHN\- i~1 !OJI ti 1''1 !" ~ p, I• "I f ,I 

Z;;Z1Z1 Z s/S 4::>s-,C: D l 0 Oxl 3 Co I c, I CJ I C3 Ill D~ I Ds I D/ 

S(/J ... ,~1:>,:>.~ "' 1 0 Ox78 o, I l'2 0 3 "• I Os T I><; I "7 
ToZ1Z;.!.~.>/7.~ZsZcZ1 1 0 Ox87 1111111 c , I C2 I C3 c,, C5 Cs c, 
D:1T 12.,lZ'."$/ Z4Z!)Zt)Z7 1 0 Ox 9 9 Du 111111 c2 I C; c, c; qi <'7 
1';)1>•T2Z3/Z;~',"C"7 l 0 Ox a a Do o, 11111 C3 c. ('~ Cs C7 
I;.- ;.1,~"'V Z.:Z._. • • ~- 1 • v-4 l'O 0, "2 Ill C4 q c., c, 
Dol>~"'D ll:•/T4Z~i.tZ1 1 0 Ox ec Do o, 0, I>) II C5 Cs c, 
E·JD1I> 0:,./1>4T!>Z~Z7 1 0 Oxd2 Do ) 1 ~ D.l D~ II "6 C7 

lJ"D 1>;,:Uo/D;D ,Te%, l 0 Ox e l ~ :i, D2 03 04 I 0 5 I "' !>tD·0:·0:1D,'¥ Tt 1 0 Oxl f Do 1>, 0, °' 01 I "5 I ~ 

Nom: ail undehned bit fieldS (1n yollow) are set 10 z~fO tor 10 GbE 

Table 12: 6-lB/66B code summary 

. ~I R 
K28~ - busy 1dlerl r Kb (j)(je -

K~~~:T reservedO~-j_ -----b o~ 
- K2J7 bJsyldle1 Rb Ox33 -

K27.7 --star_t__ p encodedbYfYPEbyte 
K29 7 l _iermina~ _ T encoded by TYPE byte 
K28.4 I reser.eo1 · Ox4b 

s~.s-- -;area -- -r- ---0x~ 
K30.7 1- erro-r - t- E Ox66 
1<2~ -reserved2-- I --_- oxrs-

T.-i bl(' l3: Control cod(' mapping in 6·1B/66B code 
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2.3.2.3 A11to-Ncgotiatio11 

The purpose of auto-negotiation is to find a way for two network interface 
cards (l\ICs) that share a link to communicate with each o ther, regardless of 
the Ethernet version impk mented. Fast link pulse (FI ,P) bursts provide the 
signaling used to communicate Auto-Negotiation abilities be tween two 
devices at each end of a link segment. The inclusion of Auto-Negotiation 
ensures that the highest performance protocol will be selected based on the 
adverti!>ed ability of the link partner. Following transmis~ion capabili ties can 
be negotiated: 

• Communication mode (half duplex or full duplex) 
• Trans mission speed (10, 100, 10/100) 
• Ethernet Version 

When the connection is e~tablished (plugging both ends of the UTP cable 
in to their respective ports), a series of fast link pulses (FLP) arc exchanged 
bet\¥cen the ports. The 33 pulses contain 17 clock pulses and '16 data pulses. 
The 16 data pulses form a 16-bit code indicating the capabilities of the port, 
such as communication mode (half duplex o r full duplex) and speed (10, 
100, 10/100). 

Originally, 10HASE-T NlCs u~ed a single normal link pulse (NLP) lo 
perform a link integrity test. f\ l.P pulses are typically generated every 16 ms 
when the transmitter is idle, as indicnJed in Figure 160. NlCs that support 
FLPs send a burst containing 2 ms of pulses. 

Normal and Fast Link Pulses (NLP and FLP) 

NLP--'-- --- - - - - - "--

Ji+•---- l6 rn~ ----·111 

FLP 111111 111111 
~ !+- 2-rns burst 

ol 33 pulses 

Clod< 
1 

rnr ..... 

Burst of Fast Link Pulses 

...... 

: Cl(.l(k 

' 
11 

: SJrdPul• 

00= l .,. _, 
:>1•0 :>l •' DtS -= l 

Figure 160: Auto-negotiation process (normal and fru.t link pulses) 
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Auto-negotiation protocol is also known as NWay protocol. The operational 
mode is negotiated in lhe following priority order: 
• lOOOBASE-T Full Duplex (Highest Priority) 
• lOOOBASE-T J-lalf Duplex 
• lOOBASE-TX full duplex 
• lOOBASE-TX half duplex 
• 10BASE-T full duplex 
• lOBASE-T half duplex 

A NTC that fails to respond to FLP bur:.:s and returns only NU~s is treated as 
a lOBASE-T half-duplex NIC. 

Bit Meaning 

0 · 4 always 10000 for Ethernet 

5 capable of supporting 1 OBASE·T 

6 supports 10BASE·T full duplex 

7 capable ot supporting 1006ASE·TX 

6 supports 10)BASE·TX full duplex 

9 capableot supporting 100BASE·T4 

10 supports ftow control 

11 reserved 

12 reserved 

13 error lndicabon 

14 ACK: acknowledgment of an ANP packet 

15 NP: next page (addi1ional infonnation follows) 

Table 14: Link C'OCC word (LCW) 

The information exchanged between two communication parts during the 
auto-negotiation process is the so called Link code word (LCW) shown in 
Table 14. There is a possibility to exchange additional information by using 
the next page function (see Table 15). For example, GbE cards can use thi~ 
feature to exdiange additional messages. Asserted 15th in the LCW means 
that both cards support U1e next page function. 
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Bit Meaning 

0· 10 message block 

11 toggle bit 

12 ACK·2 

13 message bit 

14 ACK 

15 NP: neict page bit 

Table 15: Next page function 

Meaning of the fields in the next page codewort: 

• Message bit: asserted (1): a message page is transmitted; bits 0to10 carry 
a message defined by lEEE committee 

• Message bit: de-asserted (0): an unformatted page is transmitted; bits 0 to 
10 carry propriety information (manufacturer or card :.pccific) 

• Toggle bit: used to distinguish between consecutive pages (different 
values for h-vo successive pages) 

• ACK-2 bit: used to acknowledge a massage block 
• ACK bit: used to confirm the reception of the previous code words 
• Next-Page bit: shows that addilional "next pages" follow 

2.3.2.4 l111ple111e11tation of the Pliysiclll 1-ny~r 

A functional block diagram of IEEE 802.3 lOOOBASE-X specification of the 
physical layer ftmctions for Gigabit f!thernet is shown in Figure 161. There 
arc three sublayers: physical medium dependant (PMD), physical medium 
attachment (PMA) and physical codir.g sublayer (PCS). The functions 
specified for the PCS are auto-negotiation, synchronisation at the byte level, 
carrier sense as well as transmit and receive functions. Transmit and receive 
functions include coder and decoder blocks and interface to the MAC layer 
by using the Gigabit medium independent in terface (GMil). 
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Figure 161: Specification of C igabit Ethernet physical layer 
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An example of 10/ 'J 00 Mbit/s PHY chip is shO'wn in Figure 162. This chip 
provides all of the IEEE 802.3u 100BASE-TX and ISO 8802-3 lOBASE-T 
physical layer (PI lY) functions needed for most workstations, hubs, bridges, 
router, and switch applications. It can operate as a 100 Mbit/s onl)' device, or 
as a dual speed 10/100 lvfbit/s device with built-in auto-negotiation for speed 
selection. The chip supports the standard medium Independent Interface 
(Mll) for glueless interface with 10/10\) Ethem et medium access controllers 
(MAC), or M ll-based repeaters. It also supports half and full-du plex 
operation at both 10 Mbit/s and 100 Mbit/s speeds. lt includes MLT-3 
encoder/decoder and stream cipher 5crambler/de-scrambler functions for 
100 BASE-TX. nle chip supports Category 5 unshielded twisted pair and 
type 1 shielded twisted pair wiring. The on-chip serial management 
interface fcatL1res the basic and extended rt!gister set. The 4B/5B encoder and 
decoder are a lso included. There are clock gent!ration and clock recovery 
circuits for both 10BASE-T and 10081\SE-TX and requires only one external 
25 tvfHz clock ~urcc or crystal. /\II the clock generation and recovery PLL 
components arc built in to reduce external components and improve noise 
immunity. 
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Figure 162: An example of 10/100 Mbit/s PT TY chip 
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Figure 163: An cxamplt> of GbE PHY chip 

tigure 163 show~ a full featured physical layer transceiver with integrated 
physical media dependent (PMD) sublayt!r~ to support IOBASE-T, lOOilASE
TX and l OOOBASE-T Ethernet protocols. The chip is designed for easy 
implementation of 10/100/1000 Mb/s Ethernet LJ\Ns. It interfaces directly to 
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Twisted Pair media via an external transformer. This device interfaces 
directly to the MAC layer through the standard medium independent 
interface (Mil) or the Gigabit medium independent interface (GMIT). 

A block diagram of the 10 Gigabit Ethernet (10Gl3ASE-R) physical coding 
sublayer (PCS) is shown in Figure 164. It includes the 10 Gigabit Ethernet 
scrambler/descrambler and the 64b/66b encoder/decoder. 

O•·St.:Rn"bl4'r 

kr~mbter 

Figure 164: Block diagram of the IOGBASE-R physical coding sublayer (PCS) 

• Elastic Buffer is responsible for synchronizing the data packets to the 
higher speed interface clock domain. 

• Encoder/Decoder performs 66-bit word alignment, the 648/668 receive 
path decoding, the 64B/66B transmit path encoding, and the 66b/64b 
transmit path conversion for block overhead bits. 

• 10 Gigabit Ethernet data Scrambler generates a transition rich signals to 
the application high speed optical link and data De-Scrambler on the 
receive p ath is used on the TX path to ensure sufficient transitions in the 
serial interface to support clock recovery and optical transmission. 

• Gearbox translates the data bus from 66 bits to 64 bits wide. 
• Block Sync searches the data field for the sync preamble in order to 

perform synchronisation on the incoming frames. 

Figure 165 shows how four octets (32 bits) from the 10 Gigabit medium 
independent interface (XGMll) arc scrambled and ordered into eight octets 
(64 bits) to be encoded in the 64B/66B encoder. 
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re-order eight oc-tet data 
field for scramblirg 
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pre.pend tvo bh sync fief<! to 
{sync) scrambled 64 bit data fieM cm lol : ~~·? : 111 lol : $y\el : 111 ........ ~o~~~ ....... 

'------• Setial transmission. order 

Figure 165: Bit ordering sequence for 64B/66B encoding 

Scrambler and de-scrambler can be implemented in parallel or serial form 
(see Figure 166). IN 10 Gigabit Ethernet, a self synchronizing scrambler with 
a long pa ttern length (x58+x39+1=0) is used in order to reduce possibility of 
jamming. It can be parallelized for efficient implementation. 

An example of 3-bit scrambler/descrambler in serial form: 

Data 
input 

scrambler 

. u scramb!ed data 

"' I IJ 

descrambler 

Parallel form: 

Figure 166: Scrambling 

Data 
output 

An example of the implementation of the lOGBASE-R physical coding 
subayer (PCS) in a fl>GA device is shown in figure 167. The implementation 
consists of Verilog source code, constraint files, and project files to build the 
design inside application. The interface side already has L VOS (low voltage 
differential signaling) buffers (IBUFs and OBUFs) for connection to the 
external 10 Gbit/s transceiver as part of the interface. The 1v1AC side consists 
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of a 64-bit data bus and 8-bi t control bus for each transmit and receive 
direction. This internal interface can connect directly lo the 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet MAC. Function of the blocks depickd in Fib'\lre 167 can be 
described as follows: 

Encod er/Decoder 
The encoder and decoder blocks translate from/to the 64-bit XGMII (10 
Gigabit Medium independent Interface) data to 66-bit data bus that is 
64B/66B encod ed according to the TREE 802.3ae standard . 

COr• elk 

I Slices LUT I Resource 
Requirements 4167 6336 

DCM: Digital Clock Manager 

I Registers Block RAM BUFGMUX 

I 3623 6 4 

DOR Doulll9 Dala Rate 

DOA 
lmertace 

DCM 

2 

Figure 167: An ex.imple of 1 OGBASE-R implementation in a field programmable 
logical arr.iy (FPGA) device 

FIFO Clock Tolerance 
The FIFO clock tolerance block is responsible for synchronizing the data 
packets to the hjgher speed interface clock domain. The write side of the 
FIFO removes all available idles aid (repeated) consecutive sequence 
ordered sets before writing into the FIFO. The read side inserts idles as 
needed in order to keep the FU:O half full. The FlrO also holds data for the 
gearbox and Framesync blocks so that they can properly transmit and 
receive data. Thi:; same block is used on both TX and RX data paths. 
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Scrambler/Gearbo>. 
The polynomial used for scrambling is specified in the IEEE 802.3ae 
specification as (1 +x39 -rx58). The gearbox is w;cd to translate the data bus 
from 66 bits to 64 bits wide, so that the 64 bits can be multiplexed into a 16-
bit interface. 

Oescrambler/Framesync 
TI1c descrambler is used to reverse the scrambling operation performed on 
lhe transmit side, so that the data can be ?ropcrly decoded. It operates using 
the same polynomial as the scrambler. The foramesync is used to translate 
the data bus from a 64-bit non-aligned data bus to a 66-bit word aligned data 
bus. The alignment is performed by searching the data field for the two 
Framesync bits. 

2.3.3 Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer 

The format of the Ethernet 802.3 frame is illustrated in Figure 168. ote that 
there are also other frame formats used in Etherne t such as 802.3 raw <md 

Ethernet I1 (or DIX Ethernet) frames. 111e main difference is that in<>tead of 
the length field a type field is used that specify the upper layer p rotocol 
transmitted in the payload of the frame. 

Ethernet 802.3 

PREAMBLE ETiiERNET FRAME (64-1518 Byte) 
lnterframe 

1--~~...-~---1,__0ti~U~-t-lon-..~S-ou-,..~-..~~-T~~~...-~--i Gap 
Preambte SFO Ad<Jru1 Addtttll Lcnglh CRC 9 ,6 ms 

(7 8~) (1 ByM) (6 llylH) (6 B,teo) 

DSAP Oos11no1'on S....:o Aoce>s "°"" 
SSN' So..<e5-ol.Acces$Poft 
LLC LOQC31 l.Jlk Control SSAP CoralOI 

(1 Byoo) (1 Byoe) 

LLC · Header 

Figure 168: Ethernet frame fo rmat 
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Preamble 
• 7 bytes of alternating Os and ls - rereiver sync 
• Not necessary in high-speed Ethernet systems (fast Eth, GbE) 

Start of Frame Delimiter (SFD) 
• 10101011 - unique sequence ->last chance to synchronize 

Source Address, Destination Address 
• 48 bit unique address 

Length/f ype 
• Value up to 15 l8: length; value larger lhan 1536 - type of PDU 

cnca psu lation 

Data 

Frame Check Sequence (CRC) 
• Preamble and SFD excluded 

Data Field 

Minimum length i!> 64 Byte 
• Used for CSMA/CD 
• Every end station scnc;es the frame within the correct time limits 
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• I listorical requirement derived for bus topology with a coax cable and a 
nerwork with a 2 byte field 

Maximum length is 1518 Uytes 
• To assure fair access 
• A station should not occupy the medium too long 

Frame Bursting in Gigabit Ethernet 

Jumbo Frames of 9180 Bytes 

A MAC address is a unique value associa ted with an EU1ernet card. MAC 
addresses are also known as hardware addresses or physical addresses. 
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VG U/L OUI OUA 
1 Bit 1 Bil 228'1 24 S.t 

Figure 169: Format of Ethernet medium access control (MAQ address 

Format of the MAC address (sec Figure 169): 

• I/G = 0: Individual address (Unicast Address) 
• I/G = 1: Group address (tvfulticast Address) 
• U/L = 0: universal address (worldwide unique address that can not be 

changed) 
• UfL = 1: Local address (can be changed locally) 
• Organizationally Unique ldcntiiicr (OUI): bits 3 to 24 identiiy the 

manufacturer (defined by TF.E'F.) 
• Organizationally Unique Address (OUA): bits 25 to 48 are determined by 

manufacturer 

Loss of a frame d uc to buffer unavailability has the same effect as a frame 
lost due to a bit error. Effect of frame los, can be devastating on throughput 
if flow control ic; implemented by a higher layer protocol. A full duplex 
Ethernet requires an explicit flow control. 
The probability of frame loss due to buffer congestion can be much greater 
at high data rates. The original Ethernet design did not provide any means 
for flow control, i.e. em.uring that the senders did not transmit faster than 
receivers were able to receive. When the network consists of communicating 
end stations, such mechanisms arc normally provided by higher-layer 
protocols. With the advent of switches[b:idges, the immediate receiver may 
be unknown to the sender. 

MAC Control clil:!nt (such as a switch desiring lo prevent buffer overflow) 
uses the added capabilities of the MAC control sub layer in order to control 
the data flow and to avoid bLLffer overflow. It can request the MAC at the 
other end of a full-duplex link to cease further data transmission<;, thereby 
preventing the impending overflow (PA USE function). 
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Figure 170: Ethernet fl ow control (PAUSE frames) 
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The PAUSE filllclion Im plements fl ow control on a single full-duplex 
Ethernet link. TI1is is a simple "stop-start" form of flow-control. A device 
(end station or switch) wishing lo temporarily inhibit incoming data sends a 
PA USE frame (along with the time '.o wait). When a device receives a 
PAUSE frame, it stops sending data frames for the period specified. 

The PAUSE function docs not solve the problem of stead y-state network 
congestion. The protocol is designed lo alleviate temporary overload 
conditions by reducing inbound traffic in the face of buffer overflow. The 
PAUSE function docs not cure a sustained overload . This mechanism cannot 
provide end-to-end flow control. It is defined across a single full duplex link 
only. There is no mechanism provided for either end-lo-end flow control or 
the coordination of PAUSE operations across multiple links. 

Tiie specification of the protocol defines what actions occur upon sending or 
receiving of PAUSE frames, but it says nothing when a device should assert 
flow control and when it should resume (flow control policy). 

TI1e device shown in Figure 171 is a complete med ia access con troller for 
Gigabit Ethernet with integrated coding logic for fiber and short haul copper 
media (8B/10B physical coding sublayer). The controller has a 32-bit system 
interface, receive/transmit FlFO buffers, a full -duplex media access 
controller (MAC), an 88/108 PCS, 10-bit physical layer device (PHY) 
interface and a 16-bit register interface. TI1e controller also contains all the 
necessary circuitry to implement the IEEE 802.3x flow control algorithm. 
Flow control masl;ages can be sent automatically without host intervention. 
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Figure 171: An example of Cbl~ MAC controller implementation 

2.3.4 Logical Link Control Sublayer 

TI1e IEEE 802.3 standard defines an additional data link layer protocol called 
the Logical Link Control (LLC) protocol. This operates on top of the MAC 
protocol defined in the original Ethernet standard. TI1e LLC sublayer 
presents a uniform interface to the user of the data link service, usually the 
network layer. 

The LLC layer performs following functions: 

• Managing the data-link communical'.on 
• Link Addressing 
• Defining Service Access Points (SAPs) 
• Sequencing 
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There are three types of LLC frames: 

• Typ 1 (LLCl ): U frames, with an 8-bil control field, an: intended for 
connectionless applications 
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• Typ 2 (LLC2): I frames, with a 16-bit control and sequence numbering 
field, are intended to be used in connection-oriented applications 

• Typ 3 (LLC3): S frames, with a 16-bit control field, arc intended to be 

used for supervisory functions at the LLC layer. 

When the LLC protocol is used, the MAC layer SDU (the payload data) is 
furU1er encapsulated, adding two additional headers. The extra headers 
comprise two parts: 

• I\ Logical Link Control (LI .C) protocol header 
• A Sub Network Access Protocol (SNAP) header 

The LLC protocol is based on the HDLC link protocol and uses an extended 
2-bytc address. The first address byte ind icates a Destination Service Access 
Point (DSAP) and the second address a Source Service Access Point (SSAP). 
These identify the network protocol entities which use the link layer service 
(see Figure 168). 

A control field is also provided which may support a number of HDLC 
modes. TI1ese include Type 1 (connection-less link protocol), Type 2 
(connection-oriented protocol) and Type 3 (connection-less acknowledged 
protocol). 

Bit Nr. 2 3 
Typ 1 M 

Bilmuster Funktlon des LLC-Rahmens 
(Control-Feld) 

11000000 UI Command Frame 
11 11 1101 XID Command Frame 

11 110101 XID Response Frame 

11001111 TEST Command Frame 
11000111 TEST Response Frame 

Table 16: LLC control field 
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Format of the LLC ConlTOl Field (Typ 1): 

• M: U-Format Coding 
• P/F=l: Pool/l~inal Bil: an acknowledge from the communication part is 

required 

LLC Control Field Typ l is used for connectionless services (unnumbered U
Format). 

In general, the LLC addresses identify the services of the network layer. 
Format of the LLC address is as follows: 

• 
• 

• 
• 

I/G = 0: Individual address that identifies a particul ar DSAP 
I!G = 1: Group address that identifies a l:,'foup of DSAP addresses or all 
DSAP addresses 
C!R = 0: Command frame 
CIR= 1: Response frame 

Tnbll' 17: LLC address format (H!Cm 802.2) 

Some examples of LLC address are shown in Table 18. 

LLC-Adresse 

DSAP SSAP Protokoll 

(Binar) {B inar) 
HEX DEZ 

00000000 00000000 00 0 LLC·lnstanzen 
10000000 00000001 01 1 (in 'Jorbmdung m1t XID· und TEST-Rahmen) 

01000000 00000010 02 2 Management dor LLC·Subsclt cht 
11000000 00000011 03 3 

01100000 00000110 06 6 ln1orno1 Protocol (IP) 
01000010 01000010 42 66 SpanninR Troo Prolocol 
0 1010 10 1 10101010 AA 170 Subnetwork Access Pro1oco1 (SNAP) 
00000 111 11100000 EO 224 Novell·Pro1okoll IPX 
00001111 11110000 FO 240 Microsoft·Protokoll NetBEUI 
01111111 11111110 FE 254 OSl·Protokolle der Ne1zwerkschich1 
11 111111 1111111 1 FF 255 

Tnble 18: LLC :tddress 
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Through introduction of SNAP different upper layer protocols (e.g. U,,) can 
be indicated and differentiated. Note that since the maximum size of 
Ethernet frame is fixed, the maximum size of SOU (payload data) is reduced 
to 1492 bytes (the MIU in IP) when LLQ'SNAP encapsulation is used. This is 
a s imilar approach to the protocol number field of DIX Ethernet, whid1 has 
been replaced by the length field in the 802.3 frame 

TI1e SNAP header is transmitted in the payload (data fie ld) of the Ethernet 
802.3 frame directly after the Lf.C header. Format of a SNAP Header is: 

• Type: Identification of a network-layer protocol (fully identical with the 
protocol n umber field in DlX Ethernet 

• Organization Code: Extension of the type fields in order to support new 
p rotocol types 

LLC 

MAC 

PHY 

DA: OestonatJon Ac:bess 
SA: Sou1ce Address 

Org•nlzation 
Coda 

3 Dytes 

Type 

2 Oytes 

Table 19: Format of the SNAP header 

·-··--·····---·-····-·-· .. ·-······~ 
··········- .. ·····-·--····-·········--·····-··· .. ! 

i 
! I 

LLC 

OSAP Oeslonauon 5e<vr:e Access POom 
SSAP Soun:e SoMCe Access POlnl 

OC O<ganuatJon Code 

Figure 172: Role of the subnetwork .icccss protocol (SNAP) 
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2.3.5 Ethernet Interfaces 

There are a number of interfaces that are specified and used in Ethernet. 
They arc lh,ted below: 

• MAU (Medium Attachment Unit) 
• MDT (Medium Dependent Interface) 
• A UI (Attachmen t Unit Interface) 
• TBI (Ten-Bit Interface) 
• RTBI (Reduced Ten-Bit Interface) 
• Ml1 (Medium Independent Interface) 
• GMil (Gigabit Medium Independent Interface) 
• RGMil (!<ed uced Gigabit Medium Independent Inter face) 
• GBIC (Gigabit Interface Converter) 
• Hot swappable 
• Medium signaling components are contained 
• XAUl (10 Gigab it Attachment Unit Interface) 
• XSBf (10 Gigabit Sixteen-Bit Interface) 
• XGMll (10 Gigab it Medium Independent Interface) 

2.3.5.1 Medium Depende11t 111terfacc (MDI) 

MOT is the physical attachmen t to the transmission medium. This inter face 
defines physical properties of data ::.ignals (e.g. signal level) and mechanical 
connection (for exam ple construction of a connector}. Some of the connector 
types used in Ethernet are shown in Figure 173. 
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RJ45 - Connector 
(Twisted-Pair) 

Au~duoc1ll tJnj1 
li ~h~rfm't (AUi) 

,,_k dlmn A 1111<'hn w111 Un11 (}IAU} 

(tr.1U'>l'l',;,:"~')~::::;;;:t--.... 
- M....ditun-Ocpc."Od~ m 

ln u::rfac:r (\10!) 

BNC·Comector LWL Connector 
(Coaxlal Cable) (Optical Fiber) 

~~ -<-
T·Connec11on Y-Connec1ion BNC Connenc1or LC-Connector 

(BNC ~ "9.J)'ONet" O:>nnector) 

Figure 173: Medium dependent interface (MDI) 

2.3.5.2 Attadrment Unit lllterface (AU/) 

I) 

b) 

1Mbltfs, 10 Maitfs 

-- I '*""'9 I 
,,.,..-- -----~~ ---- .~ 

NctWOfk card with an integrated MAU 
(loglcaJ AUi) 
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AA example of MAU· Transceiver 

Ne-rwotk c•d whfl an extern MAU I 

Figure 174: Attachment unit interface (AUl ) 
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The AUI is constructed as a 15-pin connector. l0Base5 envLc;age a divided 
medium attadw1enl unit (MAU) in form of a Transceiver (Transmitter
Receiver), whid1 is coJ111ected to the AUT over a max. 50 meter long STP 
cable. Nowadays, the AUT is implemented on lhe F.thcrnct ne twork card. 

2.3.53 Ten-Bit l11terf11ce (TB/) 

Tl3I is the standard IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Interface, supporting up to 1000 

Mbit/s speeds and both full duplex and half duplex operation. It uses two 
independent clocks, RX_CLK0/1 and TX_CLK, to clock a 10-bit transmit bus 
(TXD[9:0]) and 10-bit receive bus (RXD[9:0]). Two clock speeds are used: a 
125 MHz clock for 1000 Mbit/s Tx interfaces, and two 62.5 MHz clocks for 
1000 l\1bH/s Rx interfaces. TI1ere is another op lion for ten-bit interface with 
reduced pin cow1t that supports 5-bit receive and transmit bus that is 
referred to as reduced ten-bit interface (RTBI). In order to maintain the 
bandwidth, U1e data are transmitted on both edges of the clock. 

2.3.5.4 Medium lndepe11de11t filter/ace (Mll) 

The MlI replaces the /\Ul in Fast Ethernet ('100 Mbit/s). The functionality uf 
the Mil is the same as those of the AUI, namely to separate MAC layer from 
different physical layers. It operates at 10 Mbit/s and 100 Mbit/s (backward
compatible). 
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10 MblV1. 100 Mbit/s 

LLC (LogcM Lt'llr Layer) 

Figure 175: Medium inde:iendcnt interface (MTI) 

Similar to AU!, MrT can be implemented either within a network card or a 
40-pin Mll connector can be used to externally connect the MAC layer with 
the physical layer. MIT Signals: 4-bit data pins, 25 MHz (or 2.5 MHz for 10 
Mbit/s transmission) clock, management signals, collision (COL), carrier 
sense (CRS), data valid, error und enable. This interface uses two 
independent clocks, RX_CLK and TX_CLK, to clock a 4-bit transmit bus 
(TXDl3:0]) and 4-bit receive bus (RXD[3:0J). These two buses are 
independent from each o ther as far as the switch is concerned. Two clock 
speeds are used: a 2.5 MHz clock for 10 Mbit/s interfaces and a 25 tvIHz clock 
for 100 Mbit/s interfaces. From the MAC point of v iew, only transmit data 
(T>-'D[3:0J), transmit enable (TX_EN), and transmit error (TX_ER) arc 
outputs, the rest of the signals arc inp·Jts. Support of TX_ER is optional for 
switches. 1l1e R.X_ER signal needs to be provided by the PHY, but is an 
optional connect to the switch. 

At 100 Mbit/s, Ethernet uses much more complex signal encoding 
mechanisms than simple Manchester code in 10 Mbit/s Ethernet and these 
differ from one variant to another. As a result the PMA sublayer is replaced 
by a more complex, medium-dependent mini-stack known as the PHY. The 
PHY has thrL'C sublaycrs, the ph) sical coding sublayer (PCS), physical 
medium attachment sublayer (PlvlA) and the physical medium dependent 
sublayer (PMD), which perform the signal encoding and decoding carried 
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out in 802.3 by the PLS (physical layer signaling) as wel l as the lower level 
medium-dependent functions. Because of the variety of options available in 
802.3u, including a 10 Mbit/s backward-compatibility mode, encoding and 
decoding are medium dependent, so the new division of responsibilities is 
actually quite logical. 

A new sublayer added between the MAC layer and MIT interface is called 
reconciliation sublayer. Thi'> sublayer replaces PLS sublayer in 10 Mbit/s 
Ethernet. Encoding and decoding are moved to the Pl IY 
(Physical Layer Entity). Reconciliation is responsible for passing data in 4-bit 
format to the MU (Medium Independent Interface) and to translate the PLS 
primitives into Mm signals. 

p~,\"'* 
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PtS_O"TA \IAUD~ 

TX fH 
TXC ~-0> 

lX l N 
TX Cl < 

CRS 

AA:.DV 

10 MbiVs, 100 MblVs 

U.C (l.OO;eal Unk l.aye<) 

Ut-1'!~ 

l11dCPt~;.ie.-;r 

_ _._._•_nterl_ae~{Qlh __ ... 
_ _u_1,,,n1e<1~ace(MDI) 

Figure 176: Reconrilintion subluyer (RS) 

MU management interface is made up of a bidirectional serial data signal, 
MDIO (management data T/0), and a dock, MDC (management data clock). 
Optionally, an interrupt pin can be used. 

Gigabit Ethernet is a further specification of the IEEE 802.3 standardization 
group. The reference diagram of Gigabit Ethernet is shown in figure 177. 
Note that IEEE has re-used some of the physical layer specifications of the 
ANSI Fibre Channel. More exactly, they have taken the specifications for FC-
0 and FC-1 layers of Fibre Channel and used it in Gigabit Ethernet 
specifications of lOOOBASE-CX and lOOOBASE-SX transceivers and 
1 OOOBASE-X phy:-.ical coding sublayer (86/1 OB coding). 
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Gigabit medium Independent interface (GMll) is the standard IEEE 802.3 
Ethernet Interface, supporting 1000 Mbi:/s speed and both full duplex and 
half duplex operation. It u~s three independent clocks, RX_CLK, TX_CLK 
and GTX_CLK, to dock a 8-bit l:Tansmit bus (TXD[7:0J) and 8-bit receive bus 
(RXDf7:0]). These two buses arc independent from ead1 other. From the 
MAC point of view, only transmit data (TXD[7:0]), transmit enable (TX_EN), 
transmit dock (TX_CLK), and transmit error (TX_ER) arc outputs, the rest of 
the signals are inputs. Support of TX_ER is optional for switd1es. The R.X_ER 
signal needs to be provided by the J"> HY, but is an optional connect to the 
switd1. In general, GMll is an extension of MIT. Novelties of the GM.ll are: 

• It docs not exist outside the N TC 
• It operates only at 1 Gbit/s 
• There is no connecter or cable 
• 8 data pins 
• Clock frequency of 125 Ml !z 

Further signals: collision (COL), carrier sense (CRS), transmit enable 
{TX_EN), transmit error (TX_UR), receive data valid (RX_DV) und receive 
error {RX_ER). Reconciliation sublayer sends 8-bit parallel data to the PHY 
sublayer via GMII interface 
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Figme 179: Gigilbit m0dium independent interface (GMTT) 

In order to reduce the pin count a reduced Gigabit Ethernet media 
independent interface (RGMII) can be t1sec.l. TI1c pin reduction is achieved 
by multiplexing data and control signals on bo th edges of the reference 
clocks. Thus, the number of data pins is reduced from 8 to 4. 
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A GBIC (Gigabit Interface Converter) is a hot-pluggable module based upon 
the IEEE 802.3z and Gl3IC specifications v 5.4 for Ethernet and the SFF 
committee Rev 5.5 specification for Fiber 01rumcl. It Le; a full duplex serial 
interface converter that takes electrical signals in a standardized format and 
converts them into another s tandardized format to run over fiber or copper 
cable (ANSI{fIA/EIA-568A). 
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Figure 180: Gigabit Interface Converter (GI31C) 

2.J.5.5 10 Gigabit I:.tliernet Interfaces 

- c.oae 
Typ Oi51Ml( 

• • 
UMF 220m 

275n 
500m 
660m 

MMI=" 550m 

~"°"' SUF $50n 
10lrn 

SMF 70to lOOkm 

The 802.3ae specification defines two PI IY types: the LAN PHY and the 
WAN PHY. The WAN PHY has an extended feature set added onto the 
functions of a LAN PHY. 10 Gigabit Ethernet uses the IEEE 802.3 MAC 
sublayer, connected through a 10 Gigabit Medium Independent Jnterface 
(XGMJJ) to Physical Layer entities such as 10GBASE-SR, 10GBASE-LX4, 
10GBASE-CX4, lOGBASE-LR, lOGBASE-ER, 10Gl3ASE-SW, lOGBASE-LW, 
and 1 OGBASE-EW. 

10 Gigabit Ethernet extends the IEEE 802.3 MAC beyond 1000 Mbit/s to 10 
Gbil/s. The bit rate is faster and the bit times are shorter - both in proportion 
to the change in bandwidth. The minimum packet transmission time has 
been reduced by a factor of ten. A rate control mode is added to the MAC to 
adapt the average MAC d ata rate to the SO ET/SDH data rate for WA -
compatible applications of this standard. Achievable topologies for 10 Gbit/s 
operation are comparable to those found in lOOOBASE-X full duplex mode 
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and equivalent to those found in WA applications. 10 Gigabit Ethernet is 
defined for full duplex mode of operation only. 

OSI Layered Model LLC 

MAC Control 
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figure 181: 10 Gigabit Ethernet 

The following arc the objectives of 10 Gigabit Ethernet: 

• Support the full duplex Ethernet MAC. 
• Provide 10 Gbit//s data rate at the XCMIJ. 

" XGMll 

881108 PCS 

PMA 

PMD 

11 MDI 

Medium 

10GBASE· X 

• Support LAN PMDs operating at JO Gb/s, and WAN PlVIDs operating at 
SONET STS-192c/SOH VC-4-64c rate. 

• Allow for a nominal network extent of up to 40 km. 
• Supports short wave and long wave optical transmission over multi

mode and single-mode fibers. 
• Support operation over 15 m of copper cable. 
• Support a BER objective of 10-12• 
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figure 182: 10 Gigabit Ethernet options 

The 10 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces and sublaycrs arc shown in figure 183. 

XGMll XAUI XSBI 

EJtEJ~+GX+sl: 
MAC · Medium Access COntrof PCS • Physical Coding Sub-layer 
PHY • Physical Layer Device PMA · Physical Medium Attachment 
PMO • Physical Medium Dependent XSBI • 10 Gigabit Sixteen-Bit Interface 
XGXS • XGMll Extender Sub-layer XAUI · 10 Gigabit Ethernet Attachment Urut Interface 
XGMll · 1 O Gigabit Medium Independent Interface 

Figure 183: 10 Cigabit Ethernet sublayers 

10 Gigabit Medium Independent Interface (XGMU) 

Between the MAC and the PHY is the XGMll. XGMII provides full duplex 
operation at a rate of 10 Gbit/s between the MAC and PHY. Ead1 direction is 
independent and contains a 32-bit data path, as well as dock and control 
signals. In to tal the interface is 74 bits wide (32-bit data paths for each of 
transmit and receive). While XGMII provides a 10 Gbit/s pipeline, the 
se para te transmission of clock and data results in significant challenge ln 
routing lhe bus more than the recommended short distance of 7cm. For th is 
rea::.on, chip-to-chip, board-Lo-board and chip-to-optical module applications 
arc not practical with this interface. Corsequently, the XGMII bus puts many 
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limitations on the number of ports that may be implemented on a system 
line card. 

The XAUI may be used in place of, or to extend, the XGMTT in chip-to-chip 
applications typical of most Fthemet MAC to PHY interco1mects. 

10 Gigabit Attachment Unit lnterfacc (XAUI) 

XAUT (pronounced "zowie") is a full duplex interface that uses four self
clocked serial differential link::. in each direction to achieve 10 Gbit/s data 
throughput. The XAUI may be used in place of, or to extend, the XGMII in 
chip-to-chip applications typicaJ of most Ethernet MAC to PHY 

in terco1mects. Each serial link operates at 3.125 Gbit/s to accommodate both 
data and the overhead associated with coding. 
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Figure 184: 10 Gigabit med iu m indcp<'ndcnt in t<-rf<ll'C (XGMil) extension 

The self-clocked nature of the XAUI eliminates skew concerns between clock 
and data, and extends the functional reach of the XGMfJ by another 50 cm. 
Thus, the 74 pin wide XGMII interface is reduced to a XAUI interface 
consisting of 8 differential pair or 16 pins. In order to convert the XGMll 
interface signals into XA Ul sib111als an addi tional sublayer is needed. This 
fonction is p rovided by the so caUcd XAUT extender sublayer (XGXS). 
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The XAUI employs the same robust 8B/1013 transmission code of Gigabit 
EU1emet to p rovide a high level of signal integrity through the copper media 
typical of chip-to-chip printed circuit board traces. Additional benefits of 
XAUI technology include its inherently low EMJ (Electro-Magnetic 
Interference) due to it's self-clocked nature, compensation for multi-bit bu:. 
skew - allowing significantly longer distance chip-to-chip - error detection 
and fault isolation capabilities, low power consumption, and the ability to 
integrate the XAUI input/output wiUlin commonly available CMOS 
processes. Mapping of the XGMII signals into the XAU I is shown in Figure 
185. The 32-bit XGMII bus is divided into four 8-bit wide groups. Each data 
byte is then together with one control bit encoded by using 813/ lOB coding 
scheme and trnnsmHled in a serial manner on a XAUI lane. 

C::f'l:t~ 
TXCi)Oj 
3 2 1 0 

Figure 185: Mapping of XCMlI s ignals into XJ\Ul 

10 Gigabit Sixteen-Bit Interface (XSBI) 

The lO·gigabi t Ethernet XSBI interface is a 16-bit L VOS interface used to 
connect the physical coding sublayer (PCS) and physical medium 
attachment (PMA) sublayer. XSBT is based on the Optical lntemetworking 
Forum (OIF) standard SFI-4. 

Figure 186 shows variety of interfaces and moduJes that are needed in 
different applications of 10 Gigabit Ethernet. Different configurations are 
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used for wavelength-division mu ltiplexed (WDM) loca l area networks 
(LANs), serial LANs, and serial wide area networks (W ANs). 

MAC · Medium Access Control PCS· Physical Coding Sub-layer 
PHY - Physical Layer Device PMA - Physical Medium Attachment 
PMD - Physical Medium Dependent WWDM ·Wide Wave Division Multiplexing 
WIS - WAN Interface Sub-layer XSBI - 10 Gigabit Sixteen·Bit Interface 
XGXS • XGMll Extender Sub·layer XAUI • 10 Gigabit Ethernet Attachment Unit Interface 
XGMll • 10 Gigabt1 Medium Independent Interface 

Figure 186: 10 Gigabit Ethernet physical layer (!'HY) a rchitecture 

WAN interface sublayer (WIS) is a digi tal wrapper compatible with 
concatenated SON ET/SOH OC-192c/STM-64c systems lo provide an 
Ethernet WAN PHY as an alternative to the LAN PHY for native-format, 
dark-fiber networks. 

A summary of the main characteristics of 10 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces is 
given in Table 20. 

Name Number of Data Rate Number of Useful Comments 
lines Per Line Clock and Transn11sslon 

Con1rol Lines Distance 

XGMI 32TX 312.5 Mops 4 r,cn < 7an (3") 74 Signol 
10Gb/s 32RX 1 Tx Clk Lones 
Media 4 RxC:~ 
Independent 1 RxC!k 
Int~"'~· 

XSBI 16 TX 622 Mbps 1 TxClk <20 cm(8' ) • 64 Signal 
10Gbps 16RX 1 RxClk 1 connector II nos 
Serial Bus LVDS 
L.o. A ... 

XAUI • TX 3 125GbpS I.Jone >50 cm(20) 16 sigrial 
10Gbps 4RX •2 comacun ~nes 
AmdYnenl Off..-eroa 
Urel"''°"'-6 

Table 20: 10 Gigabi t H lwrnC't interface !>ummary 
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2.3.6 Case Study: 8B/10B Encoder/Decoder Implementation 

The coding scheme u~d in IEEE 1000BASE-X and Af'\SI X3.230-1994 (FC
PH) specifications is a transmission code that improves the transmission 
characterbtics of information to be lTansferred across the link. The encodings 
defined by the transmission code ensure that sufficient transition~ are 
present in the PHY bit stream to make clock recovery possible at the 
receiver. Such encoding also greatly increases the likelihood of detecting any 
single or multiple bit errors tha t may occur during transmission and 
reception of information. In addition, some of the special code-groups of the 
transmission code contain a distinct and easily recognizable bit pattern that 
assists a receive r in achieving code-group alignment on the incomi1ig PHY 
bit stream. The 8B/l 013 transmission code specified for use in this standard 
has a high transition density, is a run-length-limited code, and is dc
balanced . The transition density of the 88/108 symbols ranges from 3 to 8 
transitions per symbol. The relationship of code-group bit positions to PMA 
and other 11CS constructs is illustrated in Figure 160. 
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Figure 187: Gigabit Ethernet physical coding sublnyer (PCS) reference diagram 

8Il/10Il tran~mission code uses letter notation for describing the bits of an 
unencoded information, encoded information, and a single control variable 
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(Z}. The bit notation of A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H for an unencoded infonnation octet 
is used in the description of the 8Bf10B transmission code. The bits 
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H are tran~lated to bits a,b,c,d,e,i,f,g,h,j of 10-bit transmission 
code-groups. 88/lOB code-group bit as!'ignments are illustrated in Figure 
188. This figure shows a 

Figure 188 shows an 8B/10B encoder block diagram consisting of the eight 
data lines ABCDEFGH, a control Linc K, and a dock operating at the by te 
rate. The control line K indicates whether the Jines A to H represent data or 
control information. 
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Figure 188: 86/106 encoder schematic 

TI1e 8B/10B encoding scheme is the combination of two sub-block codes, a 
5B/6Il (AilCDE<=>abcdei) and a 3B/4B (FCli <=>fghj). The 10 encoded bits are 
serialized by the Gigabil Ethernet transceiver with bit 'a' transmitted first 
and bit ' j' last. Thus, the encoder is implemented by dividing the 8-bit 
incoming stream inlo lwo sub-blocks of 5-bit and 3-bit length. The five 
binary lines ABCDE are encoded using the 5Il/6B encoding function. 
Similarly, the th ree bits FGH arc encoded into fghj (3B/4B function) . 
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For both the 68 = abcdei and 48 = fghj sub-blocks the allowed disparity can 
be 0, +21 or -2. The coding rules require that the polarity of nonzero dbparity 
blocks alternates. For this purpose, a disparity control block has to be added 
to ensure that the disparity of the encoded sequence is correct. 

The design can be segmented into two distinct non-interacting blocks for the 
transmission (transmitter) and reception (receiver) of 10 bit codes 
conforming lo the TEEE 802.3z specification. These blocks can then be broken 
down into smaller blocks. The only signal shared between the two blocks is 
the asynchronous reset input. The overall Encoder/Decoder device block 
diagram is shown in f igure 189. The de-assertion of the asynchronous reset 
input to the device is synchronized in lwo stages for each of the three clock 
domains. Synchronization allows the fu ll clock cycle in each domain to 
distribute the asynchronous reset sit,rnal to the asynchronous preset or reset 
of all flip-Oops. If the synchronized reset is properly buffered and timing 
driven place and route is used, the timing can be controlled to make sure the 
asynchronous recovery requirement is met. 

ENDEC Block Diagram 
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rigur<' 189: Schem,1 tk ot an SB/1013 m codcr/decodcr implementation 
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The asynchronous recovery requirement is the timing relationship between 
the asynchronous preset or clear of a flip-flop to the clock input of the flip
flop to avoid metastability. This ensurc..'S a clean initialization of the flip
flops. Figure 190 show the logic implementation for the tree-stage 
synchronization circuit (RESET _SYNC). Note that the circuit has 8 identical 
outputs for fanout management. 

RESET _SYNC Ci rcuit 

Cloe.< -+--+-----+-~ 

RESET.l - -+---+-- --' 

Figure 190: Im plcmcn ting the R l::.SET _SYNC circuit (synch ronolls reset) 

To reduce the required clock rate for the device providing data for 
transmission, the transmitter was designed to work off a 16 bit input data 
bus with two ndditional inputs to select command or data codes for the high 
or low byte. This requires an additional 62.5 MH7. clock inpu t 
(TX_62P5_CLK) in phase with the 125 MH7. encoder clock. All flip-flops in 
the transmitter design arc clocked with the rising edge of the 125 MHz clock 
(CLK_125 MHz). 

The device sourcing data lo the transmitter clocks the 16 bit data and 
command indicators with the ris ing edge of the TX_62P5_CLK clock signal, 
shown in Fi!,'Ure 191. The TX_62P.5_CLK input is registered and distributed 
internally to gain control over the input setup and hold requirements for !hie; 
signal. The inverter on the TX_62f'5_CLK input provides additional de lay on 
the input to reduce the hold time requirement in relation lo the CLK_125 
Mllz input. 
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Transmitter Block Diagram 
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Figure 191: Block diagram of the transmitter 

in the encoder block shown in Figure 192 each sub-module does partial 
encoding of the 8 bit data input value and the command indicator and 
provides outputs to the third stage of the encoder. The third stage make!> the 
following decisions and provides outputs to the fourth stage: 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

Determines whether the data encoding or the command encoding should 
be transmitted and provides the appropriate 66 and 48 codes. 
Whe ther or not the 6B code provided requires inversion . 
Whether or not the 48 code provided requires inversion . 
Whether the transmitted encoding should fljp the current value of the 
running disparity or not. 
Pipelined output indicating an invalid command code was requested. 

The fourth stage p rovides the device output regbters for the final 8b/10b 
encoding of the data and a pipelined indicator for an invalid command code 

request. 
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Encoder Block Diagram 

1=Lll-'_KO 
OJRRt NT RO 

:irD K 'l\l~l.tO_K 

O<W< tlJl~·ll $'9'13 codo_61l(SO) stqt • TX_Oo\lA/>OI 
~ 46'~:>)1 f.wiotl•'f ~-•B(:t <'1 Ragi~\rt 

FN.,INV_oa 
LN.JNV_48 

IN\/ tB RO 

Figure 192: Encoder block 

The ENC_D block is responsible for encoding data and provides decoded 
outputs of the 5B/6B and 3B/4l3 function~. The ENC_FLIP module provides 
additional outputs to determine whether the output value needs to be 
inverted or not. Tub can be accomplished with two ROM lookup tables. The 
fir:.t ROM table is 4 bits wide and 8 values deep (4x8) and the second ROM 
table is 6x32. 1l1e 4x8 ROM table can use a sequential HDL (H adware 
Description Language) case :.tatement with the registered version of the 
0[7:5] inputs as the !>elector. TI1e implementation of the 6x32 ROM table in a 
programmable logic device can be done with six 32.·1 multiplexers. For some 
3 bit input data values (1, 2, 5, and 6), the 4 bit encoding has only a single 
value (1001, 0101, 1010, and 0110). In addition, each of the other 3 bit input 
data values (0, 3, 4, and 7) has 4-bit encoding code pairs. Similarly, for some 
5 bit input data values (3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 
and 28), the 6 bit encoding has only a single value. The other 4 bit input 
values have a pair of encoding values dependent on the running disparity. 
Htese pairs are the inverse of one another. The ENC_FLIP module provides 
outputs used by stage 3 to determine if inversion:. of the 68 value or of the 
48 value are needed. Table 21 Lists the possible encoding values. 
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0 

3 

Choosing the 48 values for the 
4x8 ROM table 

- 0100 °' 1011 
$ 1001 

- 0101 

- 0011Ot1"100 

- 0010 or 1101 

- 1010 

- 0110 
... OOOlon1tO• 

23 = 8 different entries 

0 

I 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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Choosing the 68 values for 
the 6x32 ROM table 

- 100111 Of01100G 16 - 011011 °' 100100 
- 01I101 OJ 100010 '7 - 100011 
.. 101101 OJ 010010 18 - 010011 

- 110001 19 - 110011) 

- 1101010J 001010 20 , 001011 

~ 101001 21 ~ 101010 

~ 011001 22 ~ 011010 

~ 111000or000111 23 ~ 1110100<000101 

-. 111001orooo101 24 - 110011 "'001100 

- 100101 2; - 100110 

- 010101 26 - 0 10110 

- 110100 27 « 1101100<001001 

- 001101 28 - 00 1110 

- 101100 29 ~ 1011100. 0 10001 

~ 011100 30 " 01 1110uc 100001 

- 0 1011 1 Of 101000 31 •. 101011 "'010100 

25 = 32 different entries 

Table 21: Encoding of data c<:1 11 be accomplished by using two ROM lookup tnbles 

After first imple mentation of the encoder total register-to-register delay was 
15.7 ns. To work properly the maximum register-to-register delay of the 
design must be w1der 8 ns (requirement for 1 Gbit/s TB!). Thus, some data 
paths have to be divided into smaller units. It can be done by using a 
pipelined design as shown in Figure 193. Pipelining requires that the 
implementation device have sufficient usable sequential elements and the 
architectural freedom of ample routing resources. 

Time Critical Data Path Data Path Segmentated 

> 8 ns 

Figure 193: Pipelining of the encoder 
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The receiver contains two identical decoders, a merge phase block, and a 
word alignment state machine, as shown in Figure 194. Each decoder circuit 
works independently off one o f the two orthogonal docks with a dock 
period of 16 ns. Each decodes the 10 bit input character into its 
corresponding eight bit value, a K value, eight disparity functions, and 
provides an indicator for illegal codes. These outputs arc then merged into a 
single clock domain stream of 16 data bits, 2 K values, and a 
CODE_ERROR_L output. The CODE_ERROR_L can indicate one or both of 
the following error conditions: 

• A character was received with the incorrect disparity. Because detection 
of a disparity error could potentially be from an earlier received byte and 
not necessarily fro m the current byte, the prior three bytes will also be 
marked as in error with the CODE_ERROR_L output. There are three 
stages in the merge phase to cnabJc backward indication of code errors 
when disparity errors occur. 

• One of the two bytes in the 16 bit output word was derived from a 
received code that did not contain a valid 10 bit encoding. 

RBCC 
RSTO_l 

R6CI 

RST1_L 

COMMA_OETECT 

1~ 

Receiver Block Diagram 

°"'"'~""'· 8 

DRv.JitfO 
I> ~ityfufktMI 

KCOl'n>ID- "'1tl Hi 
RX_ "h'OR:lf15 CJ 

11<:1.:•Co<lo'. 2 

8 t.4'1'.JU - o.c .. r .. o .... Ph.a~ 
CODt_ tRROR L 

6 

0.C00.1' 1 
0 t.p.i11c-1 FL1r.c11on1 

l(C..:11·tr,1IO"'·'">Ce 

l.lttq"1 1C()(lt1 

COMMA_DETECT_ENABLE 
..... t> SYNC r£M 

--c WORD_SYNC_L 

Figure 19.t: Block diJgram of the receiver 
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The receiver must validate that the received character had the correct 
disparity. 

The SYNC_FSM block controls the two outputs 
COMMA_DETECT_ENA13LE and WORD_SYNC_L. The state diagram for 
the finite state machine controlling these two outputs is shown in Figure 195. 

C.OMMA fOUt>.;U •• !CODE l:.RROR 

COMMA FOONO •• !COOE_FRRO R 

CODE.. ERROR 

~-~ OOMMA..DETECT_ENADtE 

OOMMA_OETECT 

SYNC_FSM 

W011D_SYNC_l 

CODE E'.rmOR 

I 

Figure 195: State diagram of the SYNC_FSM block 

The Gigabit Ethernet transceiver devices p rovide 7-bit comma character 
recognition circuitry that enable the devices to word align the received d ata 
stream. The comma character pattern is 0011111.XXX, where the leading zero 
corresponds to the first bit received and the Xs represent don't care bits. 
Comma characters only occur ·within the 10 bit command codes K28.l, 
K28.5, and K28.7. These codes are specifically defined to enable clock 
synchronization. The word alignment circuitry of the transceiver can be 
enabled and d isabled using the COMMA_DETECT_ENABLE output from 
the Encoder/Decoder. When the Encoder/Decoder asserts the 
COMMA_DETECT_ENAI3LE outpu t, the transceiver scans the i.ncom.ing 
data stream for comma characters. When the transceiver finds a comma 
character it asserts the COMMr'\_OETECT output and aligns the HJ bit 
received data with the rising edge of the RBCl clock. 
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TI1e COMMA_OETECT_ENABLE output is asserted in either the 
SEAI<CH_l or SEARCH_2 states. The WORD_SYNC_L output is asserted in 
any of the SYNC_O, SYNC_l, SYNC_2, or SYNC_3 states. TI1e 
Encoder/Decoder captures the COMMA_DETECT input on the rising edge 
of RBCl and feeds it into the SYNC_FSM block. When the finite state 
machine h as detected two consecutive comma characters without code 
errors, it de-asserts the COMMA_DETECT_ENABLE output and asserts the 
WORO _SYNC_L output, disabling the transceiver from any additional 
stretching of the recovered RBCO and RBCl clocks. The finite state machine 
has hysteresis built in. The SYNC_FSM will return to search mode when 4 
consecutive, or 5 out of 6 consecutive received codes are detected with code 
errors. 

2.4 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A TM) Systems 

2.4.1 ATM Basics 

User/ Sttfrl.'hli~eh~orl\: User/ 
J::dgeswh~h Ed~e sWitdt 

lhghet l<Jy~ ~ fl i};ht"r L3)1:r 

Al.I. AAL 

ATM Layer _ ,. ,, rM L•~•r 

1 

- ATM Lay<r 

Phyi>iCJI La}l.!r - -+ Ph)~tc:Jt l...a)t:r .. l'by:;ical Layt'r 

Figure 196: Asynch ronous transfer mode (ATM) basics 

According to CCITT Recommendation 1.150: 

• A TM is the transfer mode solution for implementing BISDN. 
• ATM uses asynchronous time division multiplexing techniques. The 

multiplexed information is organized into fixed sized blocks called cells. 
A ceU consists of an information field and a header. 

• ATM is a connection-oriented technique. 
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• In general, signaling and user information arc carried on separate A TM 
layer connections. 

• A TM offers a fie>..ible transfer capability common to all services. 
• The information field b transported transparently by the A TM layer. No 

processing, e.g., error control, is performed at the A TM layer. 
• The header size and the information field size remain constant al all 

reference point. 

Physical layer provic.les the physical transport of the A TM cells (cell 
delineation, header error control, insertion and removal of cells from the 
physical medium). 

A TM layer is common to all services and provides cell transfer 
functionalities, such as VC/VP (virtual circuit/ virtual path) routing and 
multiplexing. 

A TM adapta tion layer (J\J\L) is service independent and supports higher 
layer functions of usl!r, control, and management functionalities, such as cell 
segmentation and reassembly, timing control, flow control. TI1e boundary 
betw<.>cn the A TM layer and the AAL corresponds to the boundary between 
functions in the ccl1 header and functiuns in the cell information field. 

A TM protocol separates control and information transfer functions. During 
VCC setup, only the control plane is active, and during the data transfer, 
only the user plane L<> active. 

To achieve high speed transport capability, the IHSD network offers 
minimum function::. required to transfer cells. Inside the network, functions 
performed by the switches for user data transport are limited at ATM layer. 
AAL func~ions arc provided by the user end devices or the ed ge switches of 
Lhe network. In another word, at the user end devices or the edge switches, 
the higher la ycr data is adapted into A TM payload by the A TM adaptation 
layer (AAL) and ATM cells are generated. Inside the network, the switches 
only examine the A TM cell header and p!!rform ATM layer functions. The 
informntion field is transported transparen1.ly. 

A TM relic:, on cdhwi td1ing technology. A Tivl ccl1s have a fixed length of 53 
bytes which allow:, for very fa~t switching. A TM creates pathways between 
end nodes called virtual circuits which arc identified by the VPT NCT values. 
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Jn principle, there are two different cell formats defined. The UNI (uscr
network interface) or l\iNT (network-network interface) cell header 
comprises the first 5 b) tes of the ATM cell. The remaining 48 bytes comprise 
U1e payload of the cell whose format depends on the AAL type of the cell. 

The Ut\I specification defines communications between A TM endpoints 
(such as workstations and routers) and switch routers in private ATM 
networks. The format of the UNI cell header is shown in Figure 197. 

11 
5 

Bit 
876543 21 

Header Fleld 
5 octets 

Information Field 
48 octets 

Bh 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

J=~----.----------, l B 
+-~ PTI lcLP 
5 HEC 

UNI· uscr-Nctwof1< Interlace 
GFC: Genenc Row CQnuol 

VPI: Vinual Palh ldentl.er 

VCI: V"1Ual Circ..i ldenohor 
PTI Payload Type Indicator 

ClP: eeu Loss Pnonry 
HEC: Header Error Control 

Figure 197: UsN-nCh\IOrk interface (Ut\l) cell format 

The UNI header consists of the following fields: 

• GFC: 4 bits of generic flow control that are used to provide local 
functions, such as identifying multiple statiuns that share a single A TM 
interface. TI1e GFC field is typicnlly not used and is set to a default value. 

• VPI: 8 bits of virtual path identifier Lhat is used, in conjunction with the 
VCI, to identi fy the 11ext destination of a cell as it passes through a series 
of switd1 routers on its way to its destination. 

• VCI: 16 bits of virtual channel identifier that is used, in conjunction with 
the VPI, to identify the next destination of a cell as it passes through a 
series of switch routers on its way to its destination. 
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• PTf: 3 bits of payload type. The first bit indicates ·whether the cell 
contains user data or control data. If the cell contains user data, the 
second bit indicates congestion, and the third bit indicates whether U1c 
cell is the last in a series of cells U1at represent a single AALS frame. 

• CLP: 1 bit of congestion loss priority that indicates wheU1er the cell 
should be discarded if it encounters extreme congestion as it moves 
through the network. 

• llEC: 8 bits of header error control that arc a checksum calculated only 
on the header itself. 

The NNI specification defines communications between switch rou ters. The 
format of the NNI header is shown in Figure 198. 

5 

fl 

a 

Bit 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Header Field 
5oc:tW 

lriformalion Field 
48 octets 

Bit 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

VPI 

2 VPI I/Cl e 
8 3 VCI 

VCI "" 
5 HEC 

Cal-F-dlhe HNI F..,,,.. 

"NI: Networl<-Netwolk Interlace 
VPI: Virtual Palh ldenbbcr 
Vet Vutual Circurt Identifier 

PTI: Payload Type lnocator 

CLP: CeD loss Priority 
HEC: Header Error Con~"OI 

Figure 198: Network-network interface (l\1NJ) cell forrn;it 

The GFC field is not present in the format of the NNI header. Instead, the 
VPI field occupies lhe first 12 bits, which allows switch routers to assign 
larger VPI values. With that exception, the format of the NNI header is 
identical to the format of the UNT header. 
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2.4.2 ATM Interfaces 

Universal Test & Operations PllY interface for ATM (UTOPIA) is defined by 
the A TM Forum to provide a standard interface between A TM devices and 
A TM PHY or SAR (segmentation and Re-assembly) devices. The basic 
reference model for Utopia is represented by Figure 199. Thie; describes 
functionality for one A TM layer connected to one PHY layer, with an 
associated management entity. Various Utopia reference configurations 
based on the reference model arc also shown in Figure 199. 

Basic Reference Model Reference Configuration 

A) I AlM· I PHV; Mgm1 

ATM-Ml 

c11.1111_.r ... 1Pt1Y:Mo>n 0 ) Mult~A n.t-Mult~PHY: Mgmt. 

-- lllop• =PHY-ATM 

figure 199: UTOPIA interface 

Figure 200 depicts an extended reference model. Both figures show that, for 
now, the scope of Utopia is limited to the interface between the A TM and 
PHY layers. 

Figun:' 200: UTOPIA extended reference model 
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The Utopia ~tandard defines a full duplex bus interface with a Ma~teriSlave 

paradigm. Th e Slave interface responds to the requests from th e Master. TI1e 
Master performs PrIY arbitration and initiates d ata tran5fcr~ to and from the 

Slave device. 

~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Higher Layers 

_J- 1_·"_J 

Figtuc 201: UTOPIA master nnd slave devices 

The ATivf forum h as standardized the Utopia l evels 1 (Ll ) to 4 (L4). Each 

Level extend~ the maximum supported interface speed from OC3, 155 .Nlbit/s 
(Ll ) over OC12, 622 Mbit/s (L2) and OC48, 2.488 Gbit/s (L3) to OC192, 9.952 

Gbit/s. The following Table 22 gives an overview of the main differences in 
th ese four levels. 

Utopia Leve l 1 imp lements an 8-bit interface running al up to 25 MH z. Level 

2 add s a 16-bit interface and incrca!>es th e peed to 50 MH z. Level 3 extends 
the in terface further by a 32-bit word -size and speeds up to 104 MHz 

providing rates up to 3.2 Gbit/s over the interface. 

In addi tion to the d ifferences in throughp ut, Utopia Level 2 uses a shared 

bu~ offering to physically ~hare a single interface bus between one m aster 
and up to 31 s lave devices (Multi-PI lY or MPHY operation). This allows the 

implementation of aggregation units that multiplex several slave d evices to 
a single Master device. The Level l and Level 3 are point-to-point only, 

whereas Lcv<.'1 1 has no notion of mt1ltiple slaves. Level 3 s till has the n otion 
of multiple slaves, but they must be implemented in a single physical device 
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connected lo the Utopia Interface. UTPlA Level 4 m ini mizes the number of 
signals required on the interface by moving all control functions in-band. 

Utopia Interface Max. Interface Theoretic (typ ical) 
Level Width Speed Throughput 

1 8 bit 25MHz 200 Mbilis (typ. STM·1} 

2 8, l6b1t SO MHz 800 Mb.Vs (typ. STM-4) 

3 8. 16, 32 bit 104 MHz 3.2 Gbitls (typ. STM-16) 

4 8, 16, 32 bit 415 MHz 12.8 Gbll/s (typ. STM-64) 

I able 22: UTOPIA l1:vcl di fft>rcnces 

2.4.2.l UTOPIA Level 1 illterface 

The definition a llows a common PT IY interface in A TM subsys tems across a 
wide range of speeds and Med ium types. This definition covers connection 

to devices supporting ATM Pl-1 Y specifications from sub-100 Mbps lo 155 

Mbit/s, and provides guidelines for 622 Mbit/s. 

The UTOPIA d ata path specification de fi.ncs tw o interface signal groups and 
general ATM and PHY layer device capabilities. TI1e two interface signal 

grou ps are: Transmit and Receive . The device capability specification defines 

minimum capabilities primarily of the PHY layer device, but secondarily the 
A TM (SAR) device also. 

TxOata 

ATM 
TxConlJOI 

RxOata 
Layer RxConuol 

""' PHY 
Layer 

I Managerr1enl 
Manog~menl lmarfncc 

Enbty(µPJ JTAG Test kllertace 

Figure 202: U1 OPIA level 1 (L l) specificntion 

Level 1 of the specification covers the fol lowing two scenarios: 

1. An 8-bit w ide data path, using an octet-level handshake, operating 
up lo 25 MI lz, with a ~ingle PI lY device 
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2. An 8-bit wide data path, using a cell-level handshake, operating up 
to 25 MHz, with a single f'I IY device 

Utopia Jevel 1 features: 

• Transmit and Receive transfers arc synchronized via their respective 
interface transfer clock 

• With an 8-bit data path and a maximum dock rate of 25 MHz, this 
interface supports rates from sub-100 to 155 Mbil/s. 

Example interfaces are: 

• 155.52 Mbil/s (SDH/STM-1) 
• 155.52 Mbit/s (88/ l OB block coded) 
• 100 Mbit/s (4B/5B TAXI) 
• 44.736 Mb it/s (DS-3) 
• 51.84 Mbit/s (SON ET /OC-1) 
• l Iigher rates (e.g. 622 Mbit/s) may be supported by extending the data 

path to 16 bits, and using a faster transfer clock. 

• 
For backward compatibility, cell tTansfcrs ben.veen A TM and PHY layers 
provide a "u ser-d efined " field within the data stream. This field may be 
utilized to transfer the H EC. There are two d ifferent cell formats defined for 
8-bit and 16-bit interface that are shown in Figure 203. In 16-bit mode, 54-
octel cells are transferred between A Dl.'f and PH Y layers. As for 8-bit mode, 
a user-defined field is provided for backward compatibility. 

If the UDF field is utilized for the HEC, it is recommended that the H EC 
octet is carried in the UDfl field. The UDF2 field may be used to provide 
control over the HEC for test purposes. The field is also provided for 
backward compatibility to existing devices. HEC error s tati.:,tics should be 
measured by PHY layers, and made accessible via a ma11agcment interface 
register. 
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8-bit Cell Format 
(53 Bytes) 

Bu 7 fltl ~ 1~ ijll ~lod<l 

Hc!J<lt!r I 
Jle;.:ider ! 

H.:oJor 3 

H~.:.aJc."r .i 

UDF 

f':n.""'-11 

P-J)lo..d 4~ 
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16-bit Cell Format 
(54 Bytes) 

llil 15 

llc-ade1 I lkiuJ..:r 2 

Hi.:.uk:r 3 11 .. J.r 4 

UlFI UIJ~l 

P.1ylo:L.l I PJ)hW 1 

'"»'°"" 47 
l'o)l1"'14~ 

""" 

Figure 203: UTOPIA L1 cell formnt 

The following signals arc defined as required (R) for the Transmit interface: 

• TxDatal7 .. 0J: Byte-wide true data driven from ATM to PHY layer 
• TxSOC (Start Of Cell): Active high signal asserted by the A TM layer 

when TxData contains the first valid byte of the cell 
• TxEnb* (Enable): Active low signal asserted by the ATM layer during 

cycles when TxData contains valid cell data. 
• TxFull*/TxClav (Full/Cell Available from PH Y to ATM): For octet-level 

flow control, TxFull* is asserted to indicate a maximum of four more 
transmit data writes will be accepted . For cell- level flow control, TxClav 
is asserted to indicate that the trarn;fer of a complete cell will be accepted . 

• TxClk: Data transfer/synchronization clock provided by th e A TM layer 
to the PHY layer for synchronizing transfers on TxData. 

The following signals are defined ru, optional (0) for the Transmit interface: 

• TxPrty (Parity): TxPrty is the odd parity bit over TxDatal7:01 driven b y 
the ATM layer. 

• TxRef" (Transmit Reference): Input to the PHY layer for synchron ization 
purposes (e.g. 8 kllz marker, frame indicator, e tc.). 

The following signals are defined as required (R) for the Receive interface: 

• RxDatal7 .. 0J: Byte-wide data driven from Pl IY to A TM layer. 
• RxSOC (Start Of Cell): Active high signal asserted by the PHY layer 

when RxData contains the first valid byte of a cell. 
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• 

• 

• 

RxEnb* (Enable): Active low si0rnal asserted by the ATM layer Lo indicate 
Lhat RxData and RxSOC w ill be sampled a t the end of the next cycle. 
RxEm pty*/RxClav (Empty/Cell Available asserted by PT-TY): For octet
levcl flow control, RxEmpty* is asserted to indicate that in the current 
cycle there is no valid data for delivery to the A TM layer. For cell-level 
flow control, RxClav is asserted to indicate that there is a complete cell 
available for transfer to the A TM layer. 
RxCJk (Clock): Transfer/synchronization dock from the A TM layer to the 
PI IY layer for synchronizing transfers on RxData. 

The following signals are defined as optional (0) for the Receive interface: 

• Rxl1 rty (Pari ty): RxPrty is odd parity for RxDatal7:0J, driven by the PI-IY 
layer. 

• RxRef" (Receive Reference): Output from the PHY layer for 
synchronization purposes (e.g. 8 kHz marker, fran1e indicator, etc.). 

Octet-Level H andshake 
During a time period termed the transmit window, the PHY layer stores 
data from TxData on the low-to-high transition of TxClk, if TxEnb* is 
asserted. The transmit window exists from the time that the PHY layer 
indicates it can accept data by de-asserting TxFull*, until 4 valid write cycles 
after the PHY layer asserts TxFull*. The PHY layer may asscrl TxFull* at any 
time, and while asserted this indicates that the ATM layer may transfer no 
more than 4 data words on TxData. T.'le ATM layer must de-assert TxEnb* 
within 4 data writes of TxFull• assertion and must not reassert TxEnb" until 
TxFull"' is detected deasscrted.4 Asserting TxEnb" outside the transmit 
window is an error, and the Pl (Y layer will ignore such write:.. Inside the 
transmit window the A TM layer may assert and de-assert TxEnb"' as 
required. 
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Transmit Timing for Octet-Level Handshake 

n_n n rLflfll'l. 
1
. nr, n . .rl -, -; . . ;r I --l__ 

-,-; --_J____J_J____jl~; ~~ I . . I ! · 

10 11 12 •3 14 

i;igu r0 204: Octet-level handshake 

Cell-Level H andshake 
TI1e cell-level handshake is identical to the octet-level handshake except for 
one difference, namely that once TxClav is asserted, the PHY layer must be 
capable of accepting the transfer of a whole cell. TxEnb• can be used by the 
A TM Layer to control the flow of data at an octet level Gust as for octet-level 
handshake mode). To ensure that the ATM layer does not cause transmit 
overrW1, the PHY Layer must de-assert TxClav at least 4 cycles before the 
end of a cell if it cannot accept the l:ransfcr of the subsequent cell. 

Transmit Timing for Cell-Level Handshake 

-fVULil fLfL)'J I f\_f\_[\Jl_fln 
1 . ..,._ __ ____,Jll I/ I\.___ _ _ 

·I 

TxOu X H H' 

10 l1 12 13 14 

figure 205: Cell-level h,wdshakC' 
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2.4.2.2 UTOPIA Level 2 lnterface 

In Level 1 Utopia there is only one PHY layer device, and it utilizes TxClav 
to convey transfer status to the ATM layer. In Level 2 Utopia, only one 
multi-physical (MPHY) port at a time is selected for a cell transfer. However, 
another MPHY port may be polled for its TxClav status while the selected 
MPHY port (device) transfers data. The ATM layer polls the TxOav status of 
a fv!PHY port by placing its address on Tx.Addr. The MPHY port (device) 
drives TxClav during each cycle following one with its address on the 
TxAddr lines. 

The existing Txfull*/fxClav signal is modified for the Multi-PHY Transmit 
interface: 

• TxFull*(fxClav [OJ (Cell Available): For cell-level flow contTol in an 
MPHY environment, TxClav is an active high tri-stateablc signal from 
the MPifY to ATM layer. A polled MPHY device (port) dr ives TxClav 
only during each cycle following with its address on the TxAddr lines. 
The polled Ml'l-fY device (port) asserts TxClav rugh to indicate it can 
accept the transfer of a complete cell, otherwise it dcasserts the signal 

The additional address bus is defined as ret1uired (R) for the Multi-PHY 
Transmit interface: 

• TxAddrl4 .. 0J (Address): Bus driven from the A TM to MPHY layer to poll 
and select the appropriate MPI-fY device (port in presence of multiple 
TxClav signals). Address 31 indicates a null PHY port 

TI1e following additional signal is defined as optional (0) for the Multi-PHY 
Transmit interface: 

• TxClav(3 .. l] (Additional Cell Available Signals): A PHY device (as 
opposed to a PHY port) may include a total of up to 4 TxClav signals 
corresponding to 4 IJHY ports, which may be used either for direct status 
indication or for multiplexed status polling 
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Maximal Four PHY Ports Connected to one ATM Layer Device 

A TM layer device 

four PHY devices. each one port 

RxClav. TxClaY 

ATM layer device 

I I 
PHY 

device 

Po1 a<ldr•ss #1 #2 #3 #4 

one PHY device, four ports 

• RxD•la, R>Ptly, RxSOC, RxClk, R•cnb, RJ<Adtlr, TxData. T<Prty. TxSOC. TxClk. TxEnb TxAddr 

Figure 206: Multiple PTIY devices and ports 

For each PHY port, the status signals RxClav and TxClav are permanently 
available according to Utopia Level 1 specification. PHY devices with up to 
four PHY ports on-chip have up to four RxClav and up to four TxClav status 
signals, one pair of RxClav and TxClav for each PHY port. In case of less 
then four PHY ports per device, nevertheless these PHY devices may have 
up to four status signal pairs. Note, in principle any unique port address can 
be assigned to the four PHY porls. 

Status signals and cell transfers are independent of each other. No address 
information is needed to obtain status information. Address information 
must be valid only for selecting a PHY port prior to one or multiple cell 
trm1sfcrs. 

l11e status signals of four PHY ports arc read simultm1eously in one status 
poll cycle (receive direction: RxClav(3:0], transmit direction: TxClavl3:0J). 
Every PHY port address is allocated in a fixed maimer to one of the four 
status signals of each direction and to one of eight PHY port groups. 

Note, the maximal number of PHY ports is 31 (31 PHY ports, port addresses 
110 ... #30, and one null port, port address #31). 
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PHY Port Address Allocation PHY Port Address Allocation to Group Address 
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Table 2J: PHY port address allocation 

Jn principle, there is no relationship between PHY port number and PHY 
port address. To each PI IY port one unique PI IY port address has been 
assigned (by configuration, managem<.:nt interface) according tn lhe status 
signal Lhc PHY device is connected to. For example depicted in Fi!,'1.He 207, 
PHY device #1 is co1mected to RxClavO/fxClavO and its PI IY port may have 
one port address out of (0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28). 

8 PHY Devices, one PHY Port per Device 

Port t: 

Figu re 207: Mu ltiplexed status polling (example 1) 

Figure 208 shows an example (transmit direction) for four PI IY devices, 31 
PHY ports, 8 PHY ports per device and each PHY device with only one 
status signal per direction. Except for group 1¢7, four PHY devices respond 
simultaneously to a poll cycle. 
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4 PHY Devices, 8 PHY Port per Device 

Figure 208: Multiplexed stat..1s polling (example 2) 

2.4.2.3 LITOPTA Level 3 Interface 

Utopia level 3 supports single 8-bit, 16-bit or 32-bit wide data path in each 
direction path operating at frequencies of up to 104 Ml Iz to achieve the 
aggregate bandwid th required for an OC-48 line interface. The 16-bit data 
path Is designed to support the bandwidth for a Gigabit line interface. The 8-
bit data path supports lhe bandwidth for an OC-12 line interface. 

T '1 I\ 

:E ... 
v r. •,) 

f- :;; :::r:: 
;... 

"= - "' <C E ~ ~ 

R\ RX 

Fih'Ufe 209: UTOPIA level 3 (L3) 

\'Vith the introduction of a 32-bit data path, a new cell format is required as 
the cell size now has to be a multiple of 4 octets. The transfer of 52-octct cells 
as well as longer cells is allowed. Only the 52- and 56-octet cell formats are 
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defined in this !>pcdfication and arc as shown in Figure 210. Support for the 
52-octet cell format is required (R). Support for the 56-octet cell format is 
optional (0). Note that in the 52-octet format there is no field for the 
transport of lhe I !EC octet. However, transport of the HEC is not required, 
as this is a part of Physical layer functionality. When transferring the H EC in 
the 56-octet cell format the HEC shall be tranc;ferred in the first User Defined 
Field (UDFl). 

52 Octet Cell Format for 32-bit Mode 

Ai t 3 1 Bit 23 Oi115 B il 0 
I tcad~r I Hcad~r 2 H~adc·r 3 Headcr-i 
Pavloa<.11 P:tvloatl 2 T'avload 3 Pavlooll -i I 

: : T iine 

i---:. : : 
P11vh1;1d4°5 PavlL1mJ 46 Payload 47 Payt,,ad -i8 i 

56 Octet Cell Format for 32-bit Mode 

Oi t 1 1 Oit 2J Bir 15 8110 
He:ufrr I He3der .'.! H~ader 3 H<:!ader-i 

UDF 1 HEC t:DF .'.! UDF 3 un~ 
P<t\lood I Pmlo:u.l 2 l'avload 3 Pavlo.1d 4 

: : : Tim~ 
: 

Pavl11:1d -i5 l'.t\load 46 _ Pa) load 47 Payload 48 i 
Figure 210: Cell formats for 32-bit operation mode in lffOPIA LJ 

The following signals arc defined as required (R) for the Transmit interface: 

• TxOav[O] (Cell Buffer Available): To indicate that space for at lea::.t one 
cell is available in the PI TY trans mit cell buffer 

• TxEnb• (Transmit Enable): The assertion of TxEnb• is coincident with the 
start of the ccU Transfer 

• TxSOC (Transmit Start Of Cell): Active high signal asserted by the A TM 
layer to indicate the start of cell position 

• TxData[7:0]ffxData[15:0]{fxData(31 :O]: Th<:! data path for Transmit data, 
from ATM to Pl IY 

• TxClk (Transmit Clock): An input to both the ATM layer device and the 
PHY device. Used to clock the transmit control signals and data. 
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The following signal is defined a::. optional (0) for the Transmit interface: 

• TxPrty (Data path parity): The TxPrty parity bit serves as the odd parity 
bit over TxData[7:0J/ TxData[ 15:0]ffxData[31 :OJ 

The following signals are defined as required (R) for the Receive interface: 

• RxClav[O] (Cell Available): To ind icate that at least one cell L5 available in 
the PHY receive cell buffer 

• 

• 

• 

RxEnb* (Receive Enable): Active low signal asserted by the ATM layer 
device to initiate a cdl transfer 
RxSOC (Receive Start Of Cell ): Active high signal asserted by the PHY 
layer to indicate the start of cell position. RxSOC is only asserted during 
the first clock cycle of the data trarn;for 
RxData[7:0]/RxData[l5:0]/RxData[31 :O]: The data path for Receive data, 
from PHY to ATM 

• RxClk (Receive Clock): An input to both the ATM layer device and the 
PHY device. Used to clock the receive control signals and data 

The following signal is defined a::. optional (0) for the Receive interface: 

• RxPrty (Data path parity): The Rxl'rty parity bit serves as the odd parity 
bit over RxData[7:0]/ RxData[l 5:0]/RxData[31 :OJ. 

2.4.2.4 UTOPIA L.cuel 4 lllterface 

Utopia Level 4 has lhe following characteristics and features: 

• Supports the equivalent capacity of a Synchronous Optical Network 
(SONET/SDH) OC-192/STM-64 (9.95328 Gbit/s} signal 

• Provides addressing support for payloads channeled down to SON ET 
STS-1 with addressing support for even deeper channeling 

• Minimizes the number of signals required on the interface by moving all 
control functions in-band 

• Supports interconnections acro::.s motherboard, daughterboard and 
backplane interfaces 

• Completely symmetrical interface in Tx and Rx directions for easier 
design and testing (e.g., simple loopback for fau lt isolation), and wider 
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applicability 
• Simple and efficient flow-control allows handshaking with up to 24 

concurrent channels while providing flow control information in one 
clock cycle (no polling required 
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• The bus width can be 32, 16 or 8-bits. At least one o f these widths must 
be supported 

• The basic interface operates at up to 415 MHz 

Uni; PHY 

I_ 
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n . daf~ J:'H:OI 2*N I\ bit data bus (wh<re N- 32 L'f 16 or SI 

Figure 211: UTOPJA level 4 (L4) specHicat:i.on and signal definition 

The 32-bit interface requires 68 pins in each direction for a total of 136 pins 
full duplex. TI1e 16-bit interface requires 36 pins in each direction for a total 
of 72 pins full duplex. 111e 8-bit interface re<-1uires 20 pins in each direction 
for a total of 40 pins full duplex. The symmetry of Utopia L€vel-4 is 
illustrated in Figure 211. 
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The CTRL transfer is used to transmit multi-PHY address information, flow 
control information and start-of-cell information. Table 24 shows the 
possible values of rx/tx_data when rx/tx_ctrl = '1'. 

• ADR: Each data transfer (both cell and packet data) must be preceded by 
an ADR word. The ADR word is used to indicate the start of the next 
cell/packet and the end of the preceding packet. ATM cell data is not 
required to be followed by an ADR word. The format of the ADR word 
indicates support for up to 255 PHY channels. The ADR word also has 
the following properties: 
a) Start of Cell or Packet (SOCI') i11dicates the start of a cell or packet 

and End of Packet (EOP) indicates the end of a packet. Start of Packet 
(SOCP) (with a new address) may be indicated concurrently with 

EOP. 
b) The SIZE field indicates valid bytes in data transfers (one 32 bit 

logical word) of between 1 and 4 bytes. TI1is field is valid only with 
EOP=' l' indicating that the previous logical word (32 bits) was the 
final data transfer of a packet. The number of valid bytes 1 (only the 
MSB is valid), 2, 3 or 4 arc indicated by the SIZE field values of '01', 
'10', '11' or '00' respectively. 

c) The P bit indicates whether the data being transferred is an ATM cell 
(logic 'O') or a packet {logic '1'). 

d) The two incremental congestion fields, CONG[7:0] and REL[7:0J, are 
used for flow control by indicating changes in full conditions of one 
of the 255 possible ports. The congestion field, CONG[7:0], indicates 
that the port addressed at CONGf7:0] has just undergone a full 
condition. 111e release field, REL[7:0], indicates that port addressed at 
REL[7:0] has just come out of a full condition. If no congestion 
change has occurred, a CONG[7:0] or REL[7:0] value of all Ts is sent. 
Bit 24 of the ADR word may disable the incremental congestion field 
in cases where backprcssure is not needed. 

e) The ADR(7:0] contains the address for the next data transfer. If no 
data is available and an idle. 

• Flow Control (FLC) is to be transferred next, the ADR[7:0] field shall be 
set to all 'l's. An ADR word prior to idle FLC transfers allows end of cell 
and EOP closure to the last valid cell or packet transfer. When a channel 
is provisioned for ATM operation, the EOP and SIZE fields are not used 
and shall be set to zero: the completion of the 52nd payload byte transfer 
automatically marks the end of the cell. 
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• FLC: When received, Flow Control words tell the local transmitter (see 
figure 2) to stop sending DATA within 40 word transfers (as defined in 
sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4). They may be interspersed among DAT A and 
other CTRL transfers. Section 6 defines the port mapping for this field. 
a) Indications may simultaneously be provided for 24 channels on 

FULL[23:0J. 
b) The block bits, l3lK[3:0], select which group of 24 channels the 

FlJLL(23:0] signals arc reporting, supporting the 255 channels. The 
use of the reserved bits permits channeling to be increased further. 
The FLC transfers shall also be used (with none of the full bits 
asserted if none apply) for idle transfers when no other data or 
control information needs to be transferred to give faster update of 
flow control status. 

• EXT: Used for extended functions for future standardization. The 
presently defined uses are for the Parity and Abort Packet words. 
a) Parity is calculated over all the bits transferred since the last parity. 

The parity field, PRTY[7:0], would be an 8-bit-interleaved odd parity 
over all the bytes in the 32-bit transfers. Note that the calculation of 
parity is identical for the 32, 16 and 8-bit modes, (i.e., it is still based 
on 32-bit lob>ical words). Parity over the rx/tx_ctrl signal, PRTY_C, is 
also generated. Figure 3 illustrates how the parity shall be calculated 
beginning at the last parity control word. 

b) Packet Abort is sent to indicate that the transmitter has determined 
that the last packet from address ABORT[7:0] should be dropped. 

c) The A TM HEC is not required to be transferred as parf of Utopia 
Level 4. However, users who wish to implement it should use this 
EXT field. The nominal location for this extension would be 
immediately following the Virtual Path Identifier (VJJI)Nirtual 
Channel Identifier (VCI) data transfer. 

• UDF: Reserved for User Defined fields. The frequency and location of 
UDF transfers relative toother transfers are not defined by this 
specification, and may be user-defined. 
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Table 24: Format of cuntrol information (Rx(fx_Ctrl = 1) 

Differing from previous Utopia specifications where the A TM host is the 
source of both transmit ;md receive timing, this specification utilizes a 
source synchronous timing method as shown in Figure 212. The advantage 
of using the source synchronous clocking mechanism is that far end data 
recovery is much more easily achieved. There is no need to account for chip 
1/0 delays or use Phase Lock Loop techniques to ensure clock/data 
alignment. 

I nlk I av~r 

c:~ll U:tr.a 

c-0ntr<•l .. ta1a t\_ ctrl 

1 ,_,botat N-1 :OJ 

figure 212: Source synchronous timb1g in UTOPIA L4 
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2.5 Fibre Channel (fC) Systems 

Fibre Channel has made the biggest impact in the storage arena, in 
particular, using SCSI ac; an upper layer protocol. Compared with traditional 
SCSI, the benefits of mapping the SCSI command set onto Fibre Channel 
include: 

• 
• 
• 

faster speed, 
more devices can be connected together, and 
larger distance allowed between devices . 

Essentially, Fibre Channel, using the Arbitrated Loop topology, has been 
simply used as a replacement for SCSI. Many companies arc shipping SCSI 
adapter cards for several platforms and operating systems, as well as disk 
dr ives and storage devices with Fibre Channel interfaces. 

2.5.1 Fibre Channel Layers 

Fibre Channel docs not follow the OSI reference model, but instead, the 
protocol has been broken into five layers: FC-0, FC-1, FC-2, FC-3, and FC-4. 
Each is briefly described below along with the main functions it defines. 

FC.-0 FC-1 FC-2 
Frame format 
Sequence man.igemcnt 

Signaling Exchange management 
Vledia specifications l:!B/1 OB characki encoding How Control 
Receiver{rrans mitter Link m.tlnten.ince Classes of Service 
specifications Login/logout 

Topolog ies 
Segmentation and Reassemblv 

FC-3 l' C-4 

Services for multiple ports Upper l.<iyer Protocol 
on one node (ULI') maooiniz 

Tu.blc 25: f C lnycrs 
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FC--t includes mapping to: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Small Computer System interface (SCST) 
lntemet Protocol (IP) 

High Performance Parallel interface (HIPPI) 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode - Adaption Layer 5 (ATM-AAL5) 
Intelligent Peripheral Interface - 3 (JH-3) (disk and tape) 
Single Byte Command Code Sets (SI3CCS) 

FC-0 and FC-1 can be thought of as defining the Physical Layer of the OSI 
model. l;C-2 is similar to what other protocols define as a Media Access 
Control (MAC) layer, which is typicaUy the lower half of the Data Link 
layer. Fibre Channel, however, does not define the concept of a MAC. FC-3 
is not really a layer at all. It Le; still a largely w1defined set of services for 
devices having more than one port. An example is striping, where data is 
transmitted out of all ports at the same time in order to increase bandwidth . 
FC-4 defines how other well-known higher layer protocols are mapped onto 
and transmitted over Fibre Channel. Thus, one can roughly think of the 
Fibre Channel layers defining up through the Transport layer of the OSI 
model. 

p~,..1 f u.,,;o;- Fibre Channel OSI Model 

~~1994 ~ 

more lllan SCSI data 

multi·castiflg, striping 

sequencing, How control, 
segmentabon. reassembly 

FG-4 

~1::-: ... 1 
Pl'O'oeol Maj>png Laye,-- 1 I Sessoon 
(SCSI. HIPPl,IP. IP11. l__j Traospon 

FC-3 I ~ Services I I NctwOO. I 
~==========~ 

FC-2 [ rramno Proto<:OllFlow Control I B 
error detection. maintenance FC- l c I Data Link 
ol links, data synchronization L_ EncoJe/Oecode (881106) . 

cabling, connectors, signalling FC·O Phys•ca1 Layer (1-A:ld•a, 
Transm1t1ers/Aoccivors) 

Figure 213: Fibre Channel .uchitecturc 

I Physical I 
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2.5.2 Fibre Channel Topologies 

Fibre Channel defines three topologies, namely Point-to-Point, Arbitrated 
Loop, and Fabric. Each of these is described below. 

2.5.2.1 Point-to-Point 

A Point-to-Point topology is the simplest of the three. It consists of two and 
only two Fibre Channel devices connected directly together. The transmit 
fibre of one device goes to the receive fibre of the other device, and vice 
versa. There is no sharing of the media, which allows the devices to enjoy 
the total bandwidth of the link. A simple link initialization is required of the 
tvvo devices before conununication can begin. 

Figme 214: Point-to-point topology 

2.5.2.2 Arbitrated Loop 

Arbitrated loop has become the most dominant Fibre Channel topology, but 
it is also the most complex. It's a cost-effective way of connecting up to 127 
ports in a single network without the m~cd of a Fabric switch. Unlike the 
other two topologies, the media is shared among the devices, limiting each 
device's access. Not all devices are required to operate on an Arbitrated 
Loop; the added functionality is optional. Thus, for a Loop to operate, all 
devices must be Loop devices. 

Figure 215: Arbitrated loop topology 
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Arbitrated Loop is not a token-passing scheme. When a device is ready to 
transmit data, it first must arbitrate and gain control of tJ1e Loop. ft docs this 
by transmitting the Arbitrate (ARBx) Primitive Signal, where x = the 
Arbitrated Loop Physical Address (AL_PA) of the device. Once a device 
receives its own ARBx Primitive Signal, it has gained control of the Loop 
and can now conununicate with other devices by transmitting an Open 
(OPN) Primitive Signal to a destination device. Once this happens, there 
essentially exists point-to-point communication between the two dev ices. AIJ 
other devices in between simply repeat the data. 

If more than one device on the Loop is arbitrating at the same time, the x 
values of the ARB Primitive Signals are compared. \i\rhen an arbitrating 
device receives another device's ARBx, the ARBx with the numerically lower 
AL_PA is forwarded, while the ARBx with the numerically higher A L_PA is 
blocked. Thus, the device V'.rith the lower AL_PA will gain control of the 
Loop first. Once that device relinquishes control of the Loop, the other 
device can have a d 1ance. 

Unlike token-passing schemes, there is no limit on how long a device may 
retain control of the Loop. 111is demonsrrates the "chaim el" aspect of Fibre 
Channel. There is, however, an Access Fairness Algorithm, which prohibits a 
device from arbitrating again u ntil all other devices have had a cha.nee to 
arbitrate. The catch is that tJie Access Fairness Algorithm is optional. 

2.5.2..1 Fabric 

The Fabric topology is used to connect many (224) devices in a cross-point 
switched configuration. TI1e benefit of this topology is that many devices can 
communicate at tJie same time; the media is not shared. Of course, it also 
requires the purchase of a switch. 

When the N_Ports log into the l,abric, the Fabric will assign Native Address 
Identifiers (S_ID). Other functions of the Fabric include a multicast server, 
broadcast server, alias server, quality of service facilitator, and directory 
server. Some Fabrics have FL_Ports, allowing Arbitrated Loops to be 
connected to the Fabric. 
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Figure 216: FC fabric 

Initialization 

Before the Loop is usable, it must be initialized so that each port obtains an 
Arbitrated Loop Physical Address (AL_rA), a dynamically assigned value 
by which the ports communicate. It maps to the lowest byte of the Native 
Address Identifiers (D_ID and Sl_TD). Although the AL_PA is a byte, only 
127 values are valid (neutral running disparity). If more than 127 devices are 
present on the Loop, some will no t be able to select an AL PA and will be 
forced into non-participating mode. Without getting into ctlI the details of 
Loop initialization, the basics are as follows. 

The LIP Primitive Sequence begins the process. LIP is transmitted by an 
L_Port after H powers on, or when it detects Loop Failure (loss of 
synchronization at its receiver). The LIP will propagate around the Loop, 
triggering all other L_Ports to transmit LIP as well. At this point, the Loop is 
not usable. 

Frame Reason 
Priority/Order 
Transmitted 

UFA (loop Initiali7ation 
a certain AL_l'A was assigned by th.; Fabric 

Fabric Assil!ned) 
I 

LIPA (Loop Initialization beforl! this in1Liabzation, the L_l'ort had a 
Pre\•iously Acquired) valid AL_PA 

2 

LIT lA (Loop [nitializa tion the L_Port has a certain AL_PA it tries to 
I lard A!>~ilmed) claim 

3 

USA (Loop Initialization the L_?ort claims the fiM available AL_l'A 
Soft Ass ign.,d) that is left 

4 

T,1blc 26: Arbitrated loop initiali1~1tion 
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The next major step is to select a Loop master that will control the process of 
AL_PA ~lection. This b done by the L]orts constantly tran rnitting Loop 
initialization Select Master (U SM) frames. The process is designed so that if 
an Fabric is present, it will become Loop master (by receiving back its own 
USM frames), otherwise, the port with the numerically lowest Port Name 
will win. All other L_Ports propagate the higher priority U SM frames. 

The third step is to allow the L_Ports to select an AL_PA. The concept of an 
AL_PA bitmap is used; where each L_Port selects (and sets) a single bit in 
the bitmap of a frame originated by the Loop master and repeats the frame 
back on the Loop. There are 127 available bils, corresponding to the 127 
valid AL_PAs. This process is done using four frames, breaking the selection 
down according lo priority. 

So fo r example, if an L_Port had a valid AL_PA before the Loop began this 
initialb.ation, it will attempt to reclaim this previously acquired value by 
looking for that bit to be available in the LIPA fra me. If it is, it will set the bit 
and repeat the frame. If it is not available (already been claimed}, the L_Port 
will wait for the LISA frame to come around and claim one there. 

Once the USA frame has come back to the Loop master, all L_Ports 
(hopefully) have selected an AL_PA. Two additional frames may be sent by 
the Loop master, bu t only if all L_Ports on the Loop support them. The first 
is the Loop Initializa tion Report Position (URP). As the frame traverses the 
Loop, each port adds its i\ L_PA to the end of a list. When done, the relative 
positions of all I ._Ports are known. finally, the Loop Initialization Loop 
Position (UU') frame is transmitted, which simply allows all L_Ports to look 
al the finished list. 

Whether or not LlRP and ULP arc used, the Loop master transmits the CLS 
(Close) Primitive Signal to let each port know that the process has finished. 
At this point, the Loop has finished initializing and ready to be used. 

Fibre Channel Ports 

All equipment that is connected to a flbre Channel network must contain at 
least one Fibre Channel port. The ports arc able to send or receive data 
under the Fibre Channel Protocol. Each port type has its own characteristics, 
and is required to connect to a limited ..et of port types on the other end of 
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the connection to create a valid Fibre Channel configuration. The available 
ports are: 

• N_Port: N (Node) ports are the simplest ports, and arc implemented on 
all devices like servers and storage units. An N_Port may only 
participate in a point-to-point connection with another N_port or with an 
F _port on a switch. 

• L_Port: NL (NodeLoop) ports arc N_Ports with the additional 
functionality of being able to participate on an arbitrated loop. 

• F _Port: F (Fabric) ports arc ports used on a Fibre Channel switch to 
connect it to N_Ports on nodes. 

• FL_Port: FL (FabricLoop) ports on switches allow a switch lo participate 
in an arbitrated loop meaning that alJ devices on the loop wlll be able to 
access everything that the swi tch spans. 

• E_Port: E (Expansion) ports provide a means for connecting a switch to 
another switch. The existence of E_Ports is the glue for larger fabric 
configurations of switches. 

• G_Porl: G (Generic) ports arc ports on a switch that can act either as an 
E_Port, FL_Port, or F _Port, depending on which port ii is connected to. 

FC Switch Fabric Switch 

Node FL_ Port 

Node Node 

Node Node 

Node 

Figure 217: l'ort .issignments in FC 

The ports can be grouped a couple of ways. First, any port on a node device, 
e.g., a disk, a PC, is an N_Port as compared with a port on a Fabric, which is 
an F _Port. At the same time, any port that happens to have Arbitrated Loop 
capabilities, it is called an L_Port. Combining these groupings, we also have 
N L_Po rts and FL_Ports . 
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Ports that connect switches together are called E_Ports. They generally do 
not need to follow Fibre Channel rules and protocols. A port that can act as 
either an E_Port or an F _J>ort is called a G_Porl. Finally, a G_Port with Loop 
capabilities is a GL_J'ort. 

2.5.3 Media Options 

Speed 

Fibre Channel offers a very wide range of media speeds. One of the goals of 
FC is to allow HH>Pl to map Lo it. HIPPI is 100 MByte/s, 200 MByte/s and 800 
MBytc/s technologies, thus Fibre Channel's primary data rate allows for data 
to travel 100 MByte/s. After factoring in 8B/10B encoding, frame headers, 
and other overhead, Lhe transmission speed is 1063 Mbit/s. 111is speed is 
referred to as full speed. There also exists half speed, quarter speed, and 
eighth speed. ln addition, double and quadruple speeds are defined as Table 
27 illustrates. By far, the most common speed is full speed, with some 
quadruple speed devices also in existence. Nole that there is a new standard 
adopted by the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) in 2004 that 
specify 10 Gigabit transmission rate for Fibre Channel. nus standard uses 
similar transmission characteristics as those used in 10 GbE (88/lOB and 
64B/66B coding scht!mes, scrambling, definitions of XGMJJ and XSBI ... ), but 
at a line rate of 10.2 Gbi t/s. 

9 Micrometer Single-Mode Fiber 

Speed (MBytels) Rete (MbiVs) oJstanoe Laser Type 

100 1062.5 up to10km Longwa .. 

50 531.2 up to lOkm Longwa'l'I 

25 265.6 uplo10km longw-•ve 

50 Micrometer Multi-Mode Rber 

Speed (M8ytel1) R118(MbiV1) Ois'3nce La-Type 
Optical 

100 1062.5 upto0.5 km Shortw1ve 

50 531.2 upto1.5km Shortwave 

25 265.6 upto2 km Shortwave 

25 265.6 up to2 km Longwave LED 

12.5 132.8 up to 10 km longwave LEO 

Shielded Twisted Pair 

Speed (MByte/s) R•te (MbiVs) Distance Log.ic Levels 

25 265.6 upto25m ECL 

12.5 132.8 upto35m ECL 

Table 27: Media types and speed options 
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Media 

Despite the name, Fibre Channel can run over both copper and fiber media. 
Speeds up to 100 MByte/s can run on both copper and fiber; 200 MByte/s and 
400 MByte/s requ ire fiber media. 

For copper, the following cable types are used: video cable, miniature cable, 
and shielded twisted pair. TI1e most common by far is shielded twisted pair, 
using a DB-9 connector. For fiber, the choices are: 62.5 µm multi-mode, 50 

µm multi-mode, and single-mode. The SC connector is used. Also for fiber, 
boU1 long wave and short wave lasers can be used. Short wave seems to be 
most popular now. The short wave transmitters have the option to 
implement the open fibre control (OFC). This is a scheme designed to 
prevent d isconnected fibers from continuously transmitting light, as a safety 
precaution. There is a simple protocol where each transmitter on a link 
periodically transmits short pulses of light to the other receiver. When the 
receivers detect this, the transmitters can operate normally. Most devices 
however, arc non-OFC. 

Fibre 
Channel 
Controller 

figu re 218: Open fiber control system (OfCl 

2.5.4 Transmission Hierarchy 

Fibre 
Channel 
Controller 

The easiest way to understand the methods by which information is 
transmitted over Fibre 01annel is by looking at the problem in the for m of a 
hierarchy. At the lowest level, Hbre Channel uses the IBM 8B/10B encoding 
scheme. Basically, every byte of data that is to be transmitted is first 
converted into a 10-bit value called a Tranc;mission Character. Using this 
encoding schcmt' ha~ the following bt•ncfits: 
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• Improvement of the transmission characteristic<> of information to be 
transferred, 

• Provides enough transitions to make dock recovery possible at the 
receiver, 

• Improves the detection of single and multiple bit errors, and 
• Some Transmission Characters con tain a unique bit pattern (comma) to 

aid in achieving word alignment. 

Fibre 01annel defines a "1" to simply be the state with more optical power 
(for optical links), or the state where the "+" pin is more positive than the .. _ .. 
pin (in the case of copper). The SB/106 encoding uses the idea of running 
disparity, which is concerned with the number of l s and Os in each 
Transmission Character. Running disparity is evaluated after the first 6 bits 
of each Transmission Character and again after the last 4 bits and cm1 be 
either positive (more l s than Os) or negative (more Os than ls). It is desirable 
to try and equalize the number of ls and Os over time. Thus, every byte to be 
transmitted is encoded into one of two 10-bit representations depending on 
the current running disparity. 
As stated, every byte to be transmitted is first converted into a 10-bit 
Transmission 01aracter. But there arc many more possible 10-bit 
Transmission Characters than are needed to map to particular bytes. Most of 
the remaining 10-bit encodings are not defined, and only one is used. This is 
the special K28.S Transmission Character, which contains the "comma", a 7-
bit string that cannot occur in any Data Transmission Character. Because of 
this, the K28.5 is used as a special control d1aracter. 

Transmission Word 

All information in Fibre Channel is transmitted in groups of four 
Transmission Characters called Transmission Words. Some Transmission 
Words have K28.5 as the first Transmission Character. These arc special 
Transmission Characters called Ordered Sets. Some Ordered Sets mark the 
bet,>inning and end of frames (frame delimiters). Others convey information 
in between frames in the form of Prlirutive Signals (a single Ordered Set) 
and Primitive Sequences (a stream of the same Ordered Set). Examples of 
Ordered Sets are: Start of Frame (SOF), End of Frame (EOF), Idle, 
Receiver_Ready (R_RDY), Loop Initialization Primitive (W '), Arbitrate 
(ARB), Open (OPN), Close (CLS), and several others. 
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Frame 

Fibre 01annel defines a variable length frame cons1stmg of 36 bytes of 
overhead and up to 2112 bytes of payload for a total maximum size of 2148 
bytes. 

4 Byte 2 112 Byle Data Field 4 Byte 4 Byte 
24 Byte 

Start Frame M Byte I 2048Byte CRC End 
of 

Header Optional Payload Error Ql 
Frame Header Check 'IJ,i,;"'9 

2148 Byte 

Figu re 219: Fibre Channel frnme formnt 

The total size of the frame tmtst be an even mu ltiple of four bytes so that 
partial Transmission Words are no t sent. Be tween 0 and 3 pad bytes arc 
appended to the end of the payload to satisfy this rule. A Start of Frame 
(SOF) delimiter and End of Frame (EOl) delimiter mark the beginning and 
end of eadl Fibre Channel frame. The Cyclic Redundancy 0 1eck (CRC) is 
the same 32-bit CRC used in FD DI. 

31 23 16 0 

0 
Routing Control Destination Address (D_ID) 
(R_CTl) 

Reserved Source Address (S_ID) 

2 Type (ULP) Frame Control (F _CTL) 

3 
Sequenoe Data Field Control 
Identifier (SEO_ lD (Df _CTL) 

4 Or~ El<change ID (OX-ID) 

Relati ve Offset or Link Control 

Figure 220: Fibre Channel frame header 

Sequence 

A Fibre Channel Sequence is a series of one or more related frames 
transmitted unidirectional from one port to another. All frames must be part 
of a Sequence. Frames within the same Sequence have the same SEQ_ID 
field in the header. The SEQ_CNT field identifies individual frames within a 
Sequence. For each frame transmitted in a Sequence, SEQ_CNT is 
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incremented by 1. This provid es a means for the recipient to arrange the 
frames in the order in which they were transmitted and to verify that all 
expected frames have been received. Multiple &quences to multiple ports 
may be active at a time. 

Exchange 

A Fibre Channel Exchange is a series or one or more non-concurrent 
Sequences between two ports. TI1e Sequences may be in either direction . All 
Sequences (and therefore all frames) must be part of an Exdlange. The 
originator of the Exchange assigns the OX_TD field . The responder assigns 
the RX_ID field. As another perspective, one can use the following analogy: 

• frame - word 
• sequence - sentence 
• exchange - con versa tion 

Of course, one main d ifference is that a Fibre 0 1annel device can "speak" 
more than one sen tence and hold more than one "conversation" at a time. 

Figure 221: Fibre Channel framing hierarchy 

2.5.5 Flow Control 

The concep t of flow control deals with the problem where a device receives 
frames faster than it can process them. V\~1en this happens, the resu lt is that 
the device is forced to drop some of the frames. Fibre Channel has a built-in 
flow control solu tion to this p roblem. 

The idea is sin1ple enough. A device can transmit frames to another device 
only when the other device is ready to accept them. Before the devices can 
send data to eadl other, they must login to each other. One of the things 
accomplished in login is establishing credit. Credit refers to the number of 
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frames a device can receive at a time. This value is exchanged with another 
device during login, so cad1 knows how many frames the other can receive. 
After enough frames have been transmitted and credit runs out, no more 
frames can be transmitted until the destination device indicates it has 
processed one or more frames and is ready to receive new ones. Thus, no 
de\rice should ever be overrun with frames. Fibre Channel uses t\"\fo types of 
flow control, buffer-to-buffer and end-to-end. 

Buffer-to-Buffer Flow Control 

This type of flow control deals only with the link between an N_f'ort and an 
i:_Port or between two N_J>or~. Both ports on the link exchange values of 
how many frames il is willing to receive at a time from the other port. This 
value becomes the o ther port's 13B_Credit value and remains constant as 
long as the ports are logged in. For example, when ports A and B log into 
each other, A may report that it is willing to handle 4 frames from B; 13 might 
report that it will accept 8 frames from A. Thus, B's BB_Credit is set to 4, and 
A's is set to 8. 

N Por11F Pon 

Transmitter 

Oaia Pacllet --.. 

N POlllF Pon 

figure 222: Buffer-to-buffer flow control 

Each port also keeps track of l3B_Credi t_CNT, which is ini tialized to 0. For 
each frame transmitted, BB_Credit_CNT is incremented by 1. The value is 
decremented by 1 for each R_RDY Primitive Signal received from the other 
port. Transmission of an R_RDY indicates the port has processed a frame, 
freed a receive buffer, and is ready for one more. If BB_Credit_CNT readies 
BB_Credit, the port cannot transmit another frame unti l it rece ives an 
R_RDY. 
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End-to-End 

End-to-End flow control i!> not concerned with individual links, but rather 
the source and destination _Ports. The concept is very similar to buffer-to
buffer flow control. When the two N_Ports log into each other, they report 
how many receive buffers are available for the other port. This value 
becomes EE_ Credit. EE_Credit_CNT is set to 0 after login and increments by 
1 for each frame transmitted lo the other p~rt. It is decremented upon 
reception of an ACK Link Control frame from that port. ACK frames can 
indicate the port has received and processed 1 frame, N frames, or an en tire 
Sequence of frames. 

N_Port F Ort N Port 

Crc, t_Cnt Butter -- - Jmlllll-
" -Oat~ Paek Aek t Credit -Data Pack - Ack N 

Transmitter ece1ver 

Figure 223: End-to-end flow control 

2.5.6 Classes of Service 

Fibre Channel defines several commurication strategics called Classes of 
service. The Class used greatly depends on the type of data to be 
transmitted. The major difference between among the Classes is the types of 
flow control used. If two N_Ports arc to com municate or if an N_Port is to 
successfully log into a Fabric, there must be at least 1 common Class of 
service supported between them, since Sequences and Exchanges must take 
place using a single Class of service. This information is exchanged during 
Fabric Login and N_Port Login. 
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Figure 224: Service classes 

Class 1 

ln Class 1, a dedicated connection is established between two N_Ports. Once 
established, the two N_Ports may communicate using the h1ll bandwidU1 of 
the coru1cction; no other network traffic affects this communication. Due to 
this, frames are guaranteed to arrive in the order in which they were 
transmitted. ln addition, the media SJX>cds must be the same for all links 
which make up the dedicated connection. Because of the nature of the 
dedicated connection, there is no need for buffer-to-buffer flow control; the 
Fabric doc~ not need to buffer the frames as they are routed. Thus, only end
to-cnd flow control is used in Class 1. Gass 1 would be used when the data 
needs Lo be continuous and time critical, such as voice or video. 

Intermix - Intermix is an option of Class 1 whereby Class 2 and Class 3 
frames may be transmitted at times when Class 1 frames arc not being 
transmitted. TI1c Class 2 and Class 3 frames may or may not be destined to 
the same N_Port as the Class 1 frame~. Both N_Ports as well as the Fabric 
must support Intermix for it to be used. 

Class 2 

Class 2 is rcfcrrcJ to as multiplex due to the fact that it is a connectionless 
Class of service with notification of delivery and non-delivery of frames. 
Since no dcdicatt•d connection needs to be established, a port can transmit 
frames to and receive frames from more U1an one N_Port. As a result, the 
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N_Ports share the bandwidth of the links with other network traffic. Frames 
arc not guaranteed to arrive in the order in which they were transmitted, 
except in the point-to-point or Loop topologies. Also, the media speeds may 
vary for different links which make up the path. Both buffer-to-buffer and 
end-to-end flow control arc used in Class 2. Class 2 is more like typical LAN 
traffic, such as JP or FTP, where the order and timeliness of delivery is not so 

important. 

Class 3 

Class 3 is very similar to Cla:-ss 2. The 011ly exception is that i t only uses 
buffer-to-buffer flow control. lt is reforrcd to a datagram service. Class 3 
would be used when order and timel iness is not so importan t, and w hen the 
UT ,P itself handles lost frames efficiently. Class 3 is the choice for SCSI. 

Class 4 

Class 4 provides fractional bandwidth allocation of the resources of a path 
through a Fabric that connects two N_Ports. Class 4 can be used only with 
the pure fabric topology. One N_l'ort will set up a Virtual Circuit (VC) by 
sending a request to the Fabric indicating the remote N_Port as well as 
quality of service parameters. The resulting Class 4 circuit will consist of two 
unidirectional VCs between the two _Ports. The VCs need not be the same 
speed. 

Like a Class 1 dedicated connection, Class 4 circuits will guarantee that 
frames arrive in the order they were transmitted and will provide 
acknowledgement of delivered frames (Class 4 cnd-to-<!nd credit). TI1e main 
difference is that an N_Port may have more than one Class 4 circuit, possibly 
with more than one other N_Port at the same time. In a Class 1 connection, 
all resources arc dedicated to the two N_Ports. Tn Class 4, the resources arc 
divided up into potentially many circuits. The Fabric regulates traffic and 
manages buffer-to-buffer flow control for each VC separately using the 
FC_RDY Primitive Signal. lnlermixing of Class 2 and 3 frames is mandatory 

for devices supporting Class 4. 
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Class 5 

The idea for Cla~s 5 involved i::.ochronous, just-in-lime service. However, it 
is still undefined, and possibly scrapped altogether. ll is not mentioned in 
any of the f C-PI I documents. 

Class 6 

Class 6 provide~ support for mul ticast service through a Fabric. Basically, a 
device wishing to transmi t frames to more than one N_Port at a time sets u p 
a Cla~s 1 dedicated connection with the multicast server within the Fabric at 
the well-known address of hex'FFFFFS'. The multicast server sets up 
individual dedica ted connections between the or iginal N_Port and all the 
destination N_Ports. The multicast scr ter is responsible for replicating and 
forwarding the frame to all other N_Ports in the multicast group. N_Ports 
become members of a multicast group by registering with the Alias Server at 
the well-know address of hcx'FFFFFS'. The Class 6 is very similar to Class 1; 

Class 6 SOF delim iters arc the same as used in Class 1. Also, end-to end flow 
control is used between the _Ports and the multicast server. 

2.5.7 Addressing 

Unlike many LAN technologici:; that use a fixed six-by te Media Access 
Control (MAC) add rcs::., Fibre Channel uses a three byte address identifier, 
which ib dynamically assigned during Login. N_Ports transmit frames from 
their own Source_ID (S_ID) to a Destination_ID {D_lD). Addresses in the 
range of hex'FFFff O' to hcx'FFFFFE' are special, well-known addresses uses 
for such things as the Fabric, Alias Server, or the Multicast Server. Before 
Fabric Login, the N_Port 's S_ID 8 undefined: hcx'OOOOOO'. Hex'FFFFFF' is 
reserved for broadcast. In a point-to-point topology, Fabric Login will fail of 
course, and the two port~ will sim ply chose two unique addresses. 

Arbitrated Loop devices -;till use lhe three byte address identifiers, but also 
use an Arbitrated Loop Physical Address (AL_P/\). AL_PAs are one byte 
values dynamically assigned each time the Loop is initialized. Once the 
Loop b initialized and (hopefully) each L_Port has selected an AL_PA, 
public NL_Ports wi.11 attempt Fabric Login. If then:! is an FL_Port, the Fabric 
will as ... ign the upper two bytes of U1e NL_Port's address identifier and 
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usually allow the low byte to be the NL_l'ort's AL_P A. (If not, the Loop will 
need to be re-initialized so the NL_Port can select the Fabric assigned 
AL_PA). If no Fabric exists or if an !L_Port is a private N L_Port (d cx.•s not 
login with the fob ric), the upper two bytes of the address identifier will 
remain '0000', and the lower by te will simply be the NL_Port's AL_PA. 

I3ut there still needs to be a way of uniquely identifying a port - even for 
much of the above initialization to take place. This is accom plished using 
f\.ame_Idenlificrs, a fixed 64-bit value. Name_Identifiers arc used to 
W1iquely identify nodes (Node_Name), a Port (Port_Name), and a Fabric 
(Fabric_Namc). Name Identifiers are not used to rou te frames, but are used 
in mapping to upper layer protocols. 

2.5.8 Login 

Fibre Channel defines two types of login procedures, Fabric and N_Port. 
With the exception of private NL_f>orts, all other node ports must attem pt to 
log in wi th lhc Fabric. This is typically done right afte r the link or the Loop 
has been initialized. It con::.ists of the node port transmitting a Fabric Login 
(FLOGJ) frame to the well-known Fabric address hex'FFFFF E'. The normal 
response is an Accept (ACC) frame from the Fabric back to the node port. 
Fabric Login accomplishes the following operations: 

• It de termines the presence or absence of a Fabric. 
• If a Fabric is present, it provides a specific set of operating characteristics 

associated with the entire fabri c, including which Classes of service a re 
supported. 

• If a Fabric is present, it ~hall optionally as ign or shall confirm the native 
N_Port Iden ti fie r of the N_Port U1at ini tiated the Login. 

• If a Fabric is not present, an ACC from an N_Port indicates that the 
requesting N_Port is attached in a point-lo-point topology. 

• Tf a Fabric is present, it initializes the buffer-to-buffer credit. 

Before a node port can communicate with another node port, it must first 
perform N_Port Login with that node port. Similar to Fabric Login, the 
process entails transmitting a PLOGI frame to the destination node port. 
Again, the normal response is an ACC frame. _Port Login accomplishes 
lhe following operahons: 
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• Tt provides a specific set of operating d1aracteristics associated with the 
destination N_l'ort, inducting which Classes of service arc supported. 

• Initializes the destination end-to-end credit. 
• In point-to-point topology, buffer-to-buffer credit is initinlizcd. 

Doth Fabric Login and N_Port Login are intended to be long-lived. Once 
logged in, a device can ~tay lugged in indefinitely, even if it has no further 
data to transmit at that time. 

2.5.9 FC Components 

2.5.9.1 FC Hubs 

Fibre Channel hubs provide a cheap and easy solution to sharing storage 
and servers for a storage area network {SAN). The hubs implement an 
arbitrated loop as a physical star, offering bypass circuitry to avoid failing 
units and unconnected ports tu bring down the loop. The big drawback to 
hubs is that the devices connected to it share the bandwidth. Typical hubs 
come with 6 to 12 ports, although there are hubs with as many as 32 ports 
that can be used if there are multiple dcvires that need to be connected cam 
having relatively little data traffic. The connectors on the hubs are either 
fixed for really low cost sol utions or through GBICs (GigaBit Interface 
Converter) fur more flexibility. 

2.5.9.2 Switches & Directors 

Switd1cs offer the most ilexible solution for implementing SANs Switd1es 
are able to route data between two port; on the same port directly, and have 
the ability to redirect traffic to other paths wiU1in the switch if necessary. 
Some switches implement a fully connected backbone between the ports, 
while the d1caper and larger ones offer slightly lesser connectivity. The port 
count range from 8 and 32 ports on regular switches to 16 and 224 ports on 
enterprise level director switches. 

The switches can be cascaded through fabric ports to form large fabrics, 
which ensure easy exparn;ion when the amount of storage need!> to be 
increased, or additional servers need to be added. Most !>Witches also allow 
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multiple links tu be used for interconnecting switd1es, meaning that the 
traffic can be load balanced and congestion can be avoided. 

5..,,., .,,,h f ] 
FC HBA ~°"" 

FC 01ector 

Figure 225: Fibre Charnel components 

2.5.9.3 Host Bus Adapters (HHAs) 

A host-bus-adapter is an intelligent I/0 processor that plugs into a host, 
providing the host with a 'Fibre Charu1el port. I IBAs can process block-level 
1/0 without utilizing the host's CPU. A server may utilize as few as two 
HBAs (for redundancy purposes) to dozens of them, depending on the size 
of the server. The vendors arc also increasing dual port HBAs, to increase 
the number of ports available for a given server. 

2.5.9.4 Bridges 

A standard component in many SANs is a Fibre Channel bridge, which 
a1Jows devices from other network tcclu1ologies to coexist with Fibre 
Cha1mel devices on lhe SAN. Since server less backup is one of the most 
important applications enabled by SANs, and only a limited number of Fibre 
01annel tape drives exist, Fibre Channel to SCSI bridges are common. The 
bridges allow legacy SCSI tape drives and other devices to participate in a 
Fibre Channel Storage Area Ketwork, meaning that old devices can also be 
included in the SAN. Other types of bridges also exist, including FC to A TM, 
FC to Ethernet, and FC to SONET/SDH. 
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